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Abstract 

Recent interpretations of Nietzsche have focused on his revival of a kind of 

Ancient “care of self,” a move which is most often attributed to his middle period. The 

Nietzsche depicted in these readings is a moderate, Stoic-Epicurean seemingly at odds 

with the “disciple of Dionysus” he claims to be by his mature period. However, following 

Foucault’s close reading of Hellenic and Roman “care of self,” we can see that, especially 

in Cynicism, the “care of self” was closely connected to a parrhēsía (“courage of truth”) 

that involved risking, maybe even sacrificing, the self. By examining this neglected 

component of Ancient ethics, we find a form of the “care of self” that is compatible with 

Nietzsche’s Dionysianism. Indeed, in Nietzsche’s philosophy taken as a whole, we find 

that, for those who would stand “in a Dionysian relationship to existence,” risk is 

absolutely necessary to the process of self-transfiguration.  
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Introduction 

Over the last two decades, the question of Nietzsche’s relationship to Ancient 

Greek “care of self” (ἐπιμέλεια ἑαυτοῦ) has risen from its earlier obscurity1. Scholars 

who investigate this part of Nietzsche’s philosophy tend to focus on his middle works, 

where, it is argued, Nietzsche’s ideas on “care of self” are largely concentrated.2 While 

this “Stoic”3 and “Epicurean”4 Nietzsche might seem at odds with the ecstatic chaos of 

his early and late Dionysian philosophy, this thesis will argue that, to the contrary, 

Nietzsche’s “care of self” cannot be understood without its being brought into relation 

with the Dionysian element in his thought.  

While the Stoic aspects of Nietzsche’s “care of self” have received some 

treatment in the literature, the Dionysian side of the “care of self” has, to my knowledge, 

not received much attention.5 However, the Dionysian is crucial in understanding 

                                                 
1 The Greek ἐπιμέλεια ἑαυτοῦ is most commonly translated as the ‘care of the self’,’ however, this is 
essentialist language which is incompatible with core parts of Nietzsche’s philosophy and his anti-
essentialist view of self. For this reason, I will use “care of self” even in instances when ‘care of the self’ 
would sound more grammatically correct. A recent edition on Nietzsche and Foucault also take this 
approach in order to avoid confusing Nietzsche (or Foucault) with an essentialist reading of Ancient Greek 
practices. See Milchman and Rosenberg (2018). 
2 See Abbey (2000); Ansell-Pearson (2018); Ure (2008). 
3 Ure (2008). 
4 Ansell-Pearson (2018). 
5 Although Benson (2008) does not mention “care of self,” his treatment of the Dionysian in Nietzsche’s 
work does mention askesis with particular focus on “musical askesis” and its place in Nietzsche’s 
Dionysianism. 
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Nietzsche’s project since, as I shall show, there is in fact no contradiction between the 

“care of self” and the Dionysian theme of self-sacrifice in Nietzsche.6  

Ancient Greek “care of self” is traditionally understood as a predominately Stoic, 

and therefore, restrained endeavour. However, Foucault’s recently published late lectures 

on the “care of self” in Ancient Greek culture led him to discover a very Dionysian 

element at the heart of Socratic “care of self” – parrhēsía (παρρησία).7 As Foucault 

showed, parrhēsía was understood as the courage to speak the truth in the face of great 

personal risk, the risk even to one’s life. The parrhēsíast, in a very Dionysian manner, is 

aware of this risk and accepts it.  

Foucault demonstrated that parrhēsía was a core practice of the “care of self” in 

Greco-Roman antiquity, from Socrates to Ancient Cynicism. In the light of this new 

understanding we can see, first, that the “care of self” in Nietzsche, too, is linked not only 

to Stoic virtues such as moderation, but also to Cynic self-sacrifice. Second, we are 

enabled to see that Nietzsche’s concern with “care of self” extends beyond his middle 

period and runs, like a red thread, throughout his works. Nietzsche’s “care of self” is 

revealed as caring for the self by putting the self at risk in every moment. These two 

apparent opposites cannot be understood, as they have often been, as in contradiction 

with each other. To the contrary, one arises from the other, as is the case with all 

opposites in Nietzsche’s philosophy.  

                                                 
6 Although the Dionysian undergoes changes over the course of Nietzsche’s thought, the theme of birth, 
death, and rebirth are ever present. The Dionysian is thus both life-affirming and dangerous in Nietzsche’s 
thought.   
7 It is well known that Foucault’s treatment of Ancient spiritual exercises has received criticism, most 
notably from Pierre Hadot. Hadot criticises Foucault’s treatment of spiritual exercises for focusing too 
narrowly on “care of self” and on the “self”. However, it is important to note Foucault’s critics, criticise his 
previously published work on the care of the self (i.e., The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self) not 
his late lectures. For more on Hadot’s treatment of Foucault, see chapter 7 of his Philosophy as a way of 
Life. 
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In Chapter One, I review what has been said of Nietzschean “care of self”. The 

literature which focuses on Nietzsche’s “care of self” describes it as a kind of 

philosophical therapy and pays particular attention to the “small, daily practices”8 which 

Nietzsche sees as promoting human flourishing.  These discussions locate Nietzsche’s 

“care of self” in his middle period and focus on what Nietzsche calls “the closest things”; 

diet, daily rituals, solitude, reflection and the dividing up of the day. 9 A focus on 

Nietzsche’s “care of self” as ‘psychological’ and ‘therapeutic’ has pervaded the literature 

on the topic, which at times imply that Nietzsche, in his middle period, attempts to 

overcome suffering. This is often contrasted to the “bacchanalian”10 Nietzsche of the 

early and late periods, who by contrast, does not see suffering as something to be 

overcome. As Ure states, “in the middle period, in other words, he conceives the patient, 

piecemeal labour of psychological self-observation as a therapy of the soul.”11  

However, this connection to therapy and the curing of the soul is actually a 

connection to Nietzsche’s central concept of ‘health’. Rather than being an exclusively 

middle period question, this concern with health runs throughout his entire philosophy. 

Health is understood by Nietzsche in terms of ‘wholeness’ and such wholeness or 

flourishing is the aim of Nietzschean “care of self”. Dionysian wholeness, however, is an 

extremely risky endeavour. Indeed, it cannot be equated with wholeness in its usual sense 

at all, since the self to be cared for is to be cared for by its being overcome rather than 

preserved. Danger and risk are both essential and ever-present in the “Dionysian man”.  

                                                 
8 Abbey (2000), p.99. 
9 WS, §5. 
10 Ure (2008), p.2. 
11 Ure (2008), p.3. 
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A reliance on the middle period alone, then, gives us a one-sided vision of 

Nietzschean “care of self”. In fact, when we look more closely, even in the middle 

period, the quest for wholeness is Dionysian and fraught with risk and danger. For 

example, in Dawn, a text often cited to support claims of Nietzsche’s “care of self,” 

‘daring’ is still emphasised as important. The preface calls for the same “danger, bad 

luck, wickedness [and] foul weather” which permeates Dionysian self-fashioning. Even 

sacrifice appears in Dawn:  

On the contrary, it is by means of such sacrifice – including the sacrifice 
of ourselves, as well as our neighbours – that we should strengthen and 
elevate the general sense of human power, even supposing that we attain 
nothing more than this.12  

It is clear, then, that a full appreciation of Nietzschean “care of self” must include 

the Dionysian elements. Nietzsche’s Dionysianism is actually very consistent with certain 

aspects of Greek “care of self” which have not received enough attention in the Nietzsche 

literature. It is for this reason worth exploring the risk-taking courage inherent in a certain 

strand of Ancient Greek “care of self”.  

In Chapter Two I do just this by extending the analysis to Foucault’s late lectures 

on the “care of self”. Although it is well known that Foucault dwells on ancient practices 

of the “care of self” in their Stoic versions, less well known is his later introduction of the 

more Dionysian theme of parrhēsía into his analysis of “care of self”. Indeed, we will see 

by way of Foucault that parrhēsía was a core element of the “care of self” in the Socratic 

tradition. The defining feature of parrhēsía is that there is some risk in speaking the truth. 

In order to demonstrate this, I explore risk in the discursive type of Socratic parrhēsía 

                                                 
12 D, “Looking Beyond the Neighbour,” §146. 
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and the lived type of Cynic parrhēsía. I draw on three key Platonic texts which, in my 

view, best illustrate the risk of Socratic parrhēsía.  

In Laches, the courage involved in the ‘parrhēsíastic pact’ can be clearly seen, 

both in the courage of those willing to give an account of themselves and the 

parrhēsíast’s frankness. Socrates’ emerges as a parrhēsíast not only because of what he 

says but because his words are in harmony with the way he lives. This becomes even 

clearer in the Apology which shows Socrates’ commitment to parrhēsía and the “care of 

self” even when his own life is endangered. Finally, Phaedo reveals the dangers of the 

“care of self” and Socrates’ acceptance of this risk. 

I then explore Cynic parrhēsía, which seems closer to Nietzsche’s own view. The 

Cynics’ parrhēsía is practiced in the way they live, displaying a parrhēsía aimed not just 

at true speech but true life. As Foucault shows, the Cynics achieve this through a 

conversion of the traditional principles of the true life to their extreme consequence by 

manifesting them in the site of existence. In doing so, the Cynic risks himself not by the 

way he speaks but by the way he lives. In both cases (Socratic and Cynic) risk, courage 

and danger are revealed as inescapable if one is really to care for oneself. In fact, in order 

to exercise proper “care of self” we must be willing to sacrifice the self.13 In particular, 

we will see that harmony between one’s thoughts and actions is central to the “care of 

self” and this is worth every risk. 

Risk and the willingness to sacrifice the self is a core Dionysian theme. In 

Chapter Three I will explore Nietzsche’s concept of the Dionysian as it runs throughout 

                                                 
13 As I explain in more detail in the Chapter itself, this sacrifice does not always entail the literal loss of 
life, although it is sometimes the case (as is Socrates’ fate). However, it is important to note that Socrates 
did not have a death wish, as I make clear in Chapter Two.  
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his work in order to demonstrate this. We shall see that the Dionysian emerges in The 

Birth of Tragedy as the primordial force of ecstasy, drunken revelry, and the shattering of 

individuation. It is contrasted to the image-making calm of the Apollonian.  

From the beginning, Nietzsche frequently describes the Dionysian as dangerous. 

The Dionysian, as symbolic of excess, transgresses and breaks with the boundaries of 

Apollonian individuality. When Dionysian revelers sacrifice their individuality, they are 

momentarily transformed and given access to Dionysian wisdom. This wisdom is tragic 

and reveals that the human condition is one of suffering. However, the Apollonian is 

required in order to provide distance enough through illusion and veil so as to not result 

in complete annihilation. 

 It will be shown that this largely metaphorical sacrifice of the self in Nietzsche’s 

early descriptions of the Dionysian becomes a more real and permanent sacrifice in his 

late concept of the Dionysian. Interestingly, in Nietzsche’s middle period the Dionysian 

seems to disappear. Instead, as scholars have noted, Nietzsche focuses heavily on 

Epicurus. By “relinquishing Dionysian intoxication,” as one scholar put it, “Nietzsche 

becomes a student of this master of moderate pleasures and careful dosages.”14 However, 

it will be shown that the Dionysian is present even in this middle period and that 

Nietzsche abandons his apparent Epicureanism in favour of the risky life characteristic of 

parrhēsía.  

Nietzsche’s temptation into Epicureanism does not reveal an entirely different 

Nietzsche to the “disciple of Dionysus”. Rather, Nietzsche was tempted by Epicureanism 

because of the similarities it shares with Nietzsche’s Dionysianism. Through examining 

                                                 
14 Roos (2000), p.299. 
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Nietzsche’s thoughts on Epicurus, we shall see that Nietzsche ultimately chooses 

‘Dionysian joy’ over ‘Epicurean delight’ because he believes Epicurus is unwilling to 

risk suffering. Risk, then, is a defining feature of the Dionysian (just as it is of parrhēsía) 

and this is further evidenced by the way in which Nietzsche finally came to understand 

the Dionysian in his mature works.  

In the late works, Nietzsche’s “care of self” urges individuals towards a 

Dionysian affirmation of life; one in which all of life, the best as equally as the worst, is 

affirmed to such an extreme that one would be able to will its eternal return. Such 

affirmation fills the Dionysian man with overflowing vitality. According to Nietzsche, it 

is from this source that a healthy sacrifice emerges. The superabundance of the Dionysian 

fills the Dionysian man with the urge to create. But, for Nietzsche, creation is not 

possible without destruction. Thus, he has to destroy the old to make way for the new. 

In Chapter Four, I highlight how similar the life of Nietzsche’s “Dionysian man” 

is to the parrhēsíast’s, which reveals the centrality that sacrifice and risk play as core 

“techniques” of Dionysian “care of self”. First, just as Socrates’ “care of self” is 

described as a “calling,” the “Dionysian man” too hears the Dionysian call. I explore the 

musical imagery Nietzsche employs to describe the seduction of certain rare types 

towards a Dionysian affirmation of life. A “musical secret” emerges in Nietzsche’s 

concept of the Dionysian which sheds new light on some of Nietzsche’s well-known 

techniques of self-cultivation. For example, “giving style to one’s character” can be 

understood as a process of harmonising the chaos within. Nietzsche’s views on harmony 

reflect his views on life as “becoming”. As a result, his conception of harmony allows 
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dis-harmony. In Nietzsche’s view, this reflects harmony of the world, as he sees it, where 

there is a unity of opposites.  

This technique of “harmonising” or “giving style” to one’s character involves 

continual self-overcoming. It is here in the notion of self-overcoming, in particular, 

which we see that putting the self at risk is essential to caring for oneself in Nietzsche’s 

philosophy, just as it is in the Socratic-Cynic tradition of “care of self”. Self-overcoming, 

I argue, should be thought of as the opposite to self-preservation. Consequently, through 

acts of self-overcoming the “Dionysian man” frequently risks himself and his 

preservation, sometimes to the point of self-sacrifice.  

Since Dionysian self-overcoming is for the few not the many, Nietzsche has 

frequently been associated with aristocracy. However, through an analysis of Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, a positive conception of sacrifice in Nietzsche’s thought is revealed.15 When 

it comes to others, it is not the “lower types” which need to be dominated in order to 

achieve higher power, but the “higher types” who themselves “thirst to become sacrifices 

and gifts.”16 Most importantly, Nietzsche’s views on sacrifice are aimed at the self-

sacrifices great individuals necessarily make in becoming who they are. This reveals a 

teaching of self-care which paradoxically puts the self at risk in order to take care of 

itself. Nietzsche regards this kind of sacrifice as a “healthy” type practiced by the rare 

few who are capable of a Dionysian affirmation of life and suffer from overfullness. This 

is contrasted to Christian self-sacrifice, which Nietzsche argues derives from lack. By 

affirming life and harmonising one’s own self with life, one can, and must, squander 

                                                 
15 This is not to say that an aristocratic account is incompatible with a positive conception of sacrifice, only 
that aristocratic approaches have dominated the literature on this aspect of Nietzsche’s thought. 
16 Z, “On the Gift-Giving Virtue,” §1. 
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oneself. Nietzsche calls this overabundance that allows one to make healthy self-

sacrifices ‘the gift-giving virtue’ because a sacrifice from abundance (rather than lack) 

produces gifts to the earth. 

What is made clear in the discussion of sacrifice is the importance which the 

concept of risk plays in Nietzsche’s philosophy. Without risk, there can be no Dionysian 

affirmation of life. Nietzsche’s injunction to “live dangerously!” therefore, clearly shares 

many similarities with the Cynic way of life discussed in Chapter Two.17 An examination 

of these similarities show that the Cynic can be seen as a prototype of the Dionysian man 

and a prime example of the kind of risky askesis Nietzsche admires. By exploring the 

importance risk plays in Nietzsche’s conception of Dionysian life affirmation we see that 

Nietzsche’s Dionysian “care of self” rests on an affirmation of life by way of risk, 

sacrifice and self-overcoming. This risky stylistics of existence is at harmony with the 

chance becomings of life itself.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 GS, §283. 
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Chapter I. 

Nietzsche and Care of Self 

Ancient Askesis and Nietzsche 

 

Nietzsche’s philosophy is ultimately concerned with the enhancement of life. He 

presents an alternative vision of humanity in which the greatness conducive of 

aggrandizing the human being is valorized and cultivated. His aim is humanity at large, 

but the “great individual,” these “successes of life” as he calls them, are vital to this 

overall project.18 Without these great individuals, Nietzsche feared mediocrity would 

reign. The culture of “the herd” aims at producing “the last man” (der letzte Mensch) 

which minimizes the pathos of distance between individuals, maintains the average, seeks 

comfort and despises effort.19 Nietzsche’s preference is profoundly Greek-inspired, 

although his vision aims to supersede even the Greeks. Nietzsche, as most scholars know, 

greatly admired the achievements of Greek life and sought to recover something of the 

vitality of Ancient Greek culture20. It is no surprise, then, that researchers have lately 

taken great interest in Greek askesis and techniques of self-cultivation in relation to 

Nietzsche’s own philosophy and life.  

                                                 
18 For example, in Untimely Meditations, Nietzsche says the task of humanity is the “production of the 
genius” and “must work continually at the production of individual great men” (UM, III, §6). For his views 
on the “philosophical genius” see UM, III, §8.  
19 In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche warns: “It is time that mankind set itself a goal. It is time that 
mankind plant the seed of its highest hope. Its soil is rich enough for this. But one day that will be poor and 
tame, and no tall tree will be able to grow from it anymore…Beware! The time of the most contemptible 
human is coming, the one who can no longer have contempt for himself. Behold! I give you the last man” 
(Z, ‘Prologue,’ §5). 
20 For excellent discussions of Nietzsche’s debt to the Greeks see Bishop (2004); Wilkerson (2006). 
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Recently, the literature has sought to recover the ancient meaning of askesis 

(sometimes translated as “care of self”) as training, exercises and practices of the self 

aimed at transformation and excellence. In the Greek, askesis is a broader term than the 

English “asceticism,” which takes on a different meaning associated with Christian 

spiritual practices. These practices of self-formation and transformation are interesting 

because they illustrate a pre-Christian ethical principle in Greek and Roman philosophy 

which entailed an attention to, concern with and practice of working on and cultivating 

oneself.21 This has led to an influx of scholarly interest in Antiquity’s practice of “care of 

self” and it’s trajectory through to modern philosophy, instigated by (among others) 

Hadot’s Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual exercises from Socrates to Foucault 

(1995); Foucault’s History of Sexuality, volumes 2 and 3, titled The Use of Pleasure 

(1985) and The “care of self” (1986), respectively; and Martha Nussbaum’s The Therapy 

of Desire: Theory and Practice in Hellenistic Ethics (1994).  

Practically, these spiritual practices included both self-knowledge but also care of 

the body: diet, exercise, writing, learning, self-reflection and contemplation. Practices 

varied between different schools of philosophy (Platonic, Stoic, Epicurean and Cynic, to 

name a few) who taught their own set of techniques aimed at transforming and cultivating 

oneself. Greek practices of care of self did not aim at disciplining and restricting 

themselves (although this may have played a part) but at transforming the self. Hadot 

reminds us that the objective of these spiritual exercises is to “let ourselves be changed, 

in our point of view, attitudes, and convictions. This means that we must dialogue with 

                                                 
21 Following Christianity, however, a strikingly different culture of self-denial emerges which paints 
attention and concern with the self in a negative light. In his 1984 lecture at the College De France, 
Foucault gives a very provisional study of the transition from Ancient “care of self” to early Christian 
asceticism. See, in particular, pages 307-325 in Foucault (2011).  
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ourselves, and hence we must do battle with ourselves.”22 This theme of challenge and 

struggle against oneself is reminiscent of the Greek ἀγών (agon), but applied to oneself 

rather than to others.  

This is an immediately Nietzschean motif. Indeed, one commentator has noted the 

striking similarity between Nietzsche’s conception of self-overcoming and Hadot’s 

description of ancient askesis.23 For Nietzsche, the human being is a war.24 We are each a 

constellation of competing, opposing drives and valuations, all striving for power. The 

“weaker” types desire this war to end but the “magical, incomprehensible, and 

unfathomable ones arise” when “in addition to his powerful and irreconcilable drives, a 

real mastery and subtlety in waging war against oneself, in other words, self-control, self-

outwitting, has been inherited or cultivated”.25 Similarly, self-overcoming is described by 

Nietzsche in terms of a struggle towards transfiguration. In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, 

Nietzsche describes this as life constantly transforming itself into other more heightened 

forms of life through its will to power.26 In the individual, self-overcoming is a similar 

process of self-enhancement through transfiguration. 

 

 

Abbey’s Middle Period 

                                                 
22 Hadot (1995), p.91. 
23 Benson (2008) argues, “The parallel here between askesis and Nietzsche’s account of life as that which 
‘cuts into life’ and transforms itself by self-overcoming is striking” (p.67). For more discussion on this 
theme see Benson (2008) pp. 66-68. 
24 BGE, §200. 
25 BGE, §200. 
26 Z, II, § “On Self Overcoming”.  
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These parallels have led some scholars to compare Ancient practices of self care 

and Nietzsche’s own philosophy of human flourishing. Interestingly, these tend to focus 

on the daily practices of everyday life rather than self-overcoming. In her seminal study 

of Nietzsche’s middle period, Ruth Abbey claims that an “ethic of care of self…can be 

retrieved from Nietzsche’s middle period.”27 In discussing embodiment in Nietzsche’s 

philosophy she shows how thoughts and beliefs, for Nietzsche, shape our body just as 

much as our inner world; this is seen as a side effect of Nietzsche’s rejection of the mind-

body dualism. Abbey cites Nietzsche here on “diet,” “taste” and “physis” as essential to 

the noble individuals who succeed. The problem, however, Abbey argues is that it is easy 

to misread Nietzsche as an aristocratic thinker who claims that birth is vital to nobility. 

The “care of self” helps us to overcome this problem, so Abbey argues:  

…it is possible to incorporate the importance of embodiment for nobility 
without buying into the aristocracy of birth model by attending to the ethic 
of care of self that can be retrieved from Nietzsche’s middle period. 
Reading Nietzsche as an advocate of “care of self” can displace the 
centrality of birth for the attainment of nobility while still respecting the 
close entwinement of body and spirit.28 

As Abbey shows, Nietzsche expresses a deep concern with the small and close 

practices of everyday life which are vital to individual health and a pre-condition of 

individual flourishing. For Nietzsche, “being unknowledgeable in the smallest and 

everyday things and failing to keep an eye on them” is what leads us to ruin.29 These 

small, undervalued practices of everyday life play a tremendous role in the “health of 

soul,” but, according to Nietzsche, health is specific to the individual – “there is no health 

                                                 
27 Abbey (2000), p.99. 
28 Abbey (2000), p.99. 
29 WS, §6. 
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as such”.30 For this reason, self-knowledge is essential to proper care of self. This was 

certainly true for the Greeks, whose “care of self” abided by the important maxim “Know 

Thyself.” Foucault, however, argues that “Know Thyself” was under the rubric to care 

for oneself (but we will return to this later). 

In Nietzschean philosophy, this is where we encounter a problem. Nietzsche 

seems to think self-knowledge is problematic and this is partly because Nietzsche, as is 

widely accepted in the literature, does not believe in a “self” to be discovered. For 

Nietzsche, “there is no such substratum”. Rather, belief in the subject arises from our 

habit of separating “the lighting from its flash” and “strength from expressions of 

strength”. In reality, as he argues in The Genealogy of Morals, “there is no ‘being’ behind 

doing, effecting, becoming; the ‘doer’ is merely a fiction added to the deed – the deed is 

everything.”31 His non-essentialist view of the self is the very thing which opens such 

possibilities for self-creation. If the self is not an essence, then it is not fixed or pre-

determined. The self is, for Nietzsche, continuously in formation, as becoming. Abbey 

does recognize this: “Nietzsche does, to be sure, reject the idea that the self can be readily 

known and his rejection of the belief in fixed character threatens the possibility of that 

knowledge ever being complete”.32 

But the paradox remains: If self-knowledge is vital to the “care of self,” how can I 

exercise proper self-care when I can never completely know myself? For Nietzsche, 

ignorance and forgetting are actually vital to the injunction to become what one is: “To 

become what one is, presupposes that one does not have the faintest notion what one 

                                                 
30 GS, §120. 
31 GM, “First Essay,” §13. 
32 Abbey (2000), p.22. 
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is”.33 The quest for self-knowledge is seductive in as much as it is something we can 

never obtain in its entirety. If there were a point at which we could say “this is me” it 

would be incompatible with the becoming we are necessarily involved in. Therefore, 

Nietzsche says: 

…we are necessarily strangers to ourselves, we do not comprehend 
ourselves, we have to misunderstand ourselves, for us the law ‘Each is 
furthest from himself’ applies to all eternity – we are not ‘men of 
knowledge’ with respect to ourselves.34 

Some scholars have argued that Nietzsche’s seemingly paradoxical quest for self-

knowledge in becoming what one is, is not at odds with Socrates’ own devotion to the 

Oracle’s imperative to “Know Thyself.” Both Socrates and Nietzsche continue the quest 

despite knowing that it can never be completed. Why then should one engage in such a 

seemingly pointless exercise at all? It is for the transformative power the exercise entails. 

As Conway explains: “For both Nietzsche and Socrates, the real justification of the 

pursuit of self-knowledge lies elsewhere, in a vague anticipation of the type of person one 

might become in the process”.35  

In striving for self-knowledge we become and this transformation is itself an 

exercise of the care of self. Both are necessarily continual, life-long pursuits which aid in 

the individuals’ transfiguration, as Abbey acknowledges:  

…as the Nietzschean self is protean, both in its desires and drives and its 
transformation through self-overcoming, the quest for self-knowledge 
must be continuous. This it is probably more accurate to conceive of the 
two processes of knowing and caring for the self as concurrent, 
complementary projects”.36 

                                                 
33 EH, §“Why I am So Clever”. 
34 GM, “Preface,” §1. 
35 Conway (2002), p.250. 
36 Abbey (2000), p.101. 
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It is clear that, for Nietzsche, devoting attention to oneself, observing oneself and 

experimenting with the little things in one’s day which are most conducive to one’s 

individual flourishing are absolutely vital to the “health of one’s soul”37. Indeed, what is 

at stake, Abbey argues, in devaluing these daily practices of the everyday and the care for 

the individual in favor of the community is “greatness of spirit”.38 Unfortunately, 

Nietzsche sees that these practices are devalued in modernity and instead the individual is 

encouraged to exert all his or her efforts and energy to the benefit of society as a whole: 

“while the requirements of the individual, his great and small needs within the twenty 

four hours of the day, are to be regarded as something contemptible or a matter of 

indifference”.39  

Nietzsche also argues that this is actually detrimental to society because what 

society needs is precisely these great individuals and great individuals need to be selfish: 

“the free, the fearless, grow and blossom out of themselves in innocent selfishness 

(unschuldiger Selbstigkeit)”.40 This is not to be confused with a sanction for self-

absorbed, vain narcissism which benefits only the individual. On the contrary, the task of 

these “philosophers of the future” and “great individuals” is to pave the way for the 

future liberation of humanity through a revaluation of values. As one commentator notes: 

…since the future liberation of humanity depends on the liberation of 
those few individuals in the present who are capable of it, which in turn 
requires that those individuals selfishly devote themselves to becoming 
what they are, their “selfishness” is actually the greatest gift they can offer 
to others.41  

                                                 
37 One notable example is from The Gay Science where Nietzsche warns: “Your virtue is the health of your 
soul” (GS, §120). 
38 Abbey (2000), p.103. 
39 WS, §6. 
40 GS, §99. 
41 Dudley (2002), p.163. 
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Nietzsche is trying to demonstrate that it is a “naïve conceptual error” to believe 

that “‘unegoistic’ and ‘egoistic’ are opposites”.42 In modernity, however, such concern 

with oneself is frowned upon and Nietzsche holds responsible, in part, Christianity and 

modernity’s decadence. The world teaches us to run away from ourselves and look 

outward: 

Priests and teachers, and the sublime lust for power of idealists of every 
description…hammer into children that what matters is…the salvation of 
the soul, the service of the state, the advancement of science, or the 
accumulation of reputation and possessions, all as a means of doing 
service to mankind as a whole.43  

“In all these cases,” Abbey notes, “individuals are encouraged to sacrifice concern 

with the self for the good of the whole”.44 At the end of the five pages Abbey dedicates to 

discussing Nietzsche’s affiliation with care of self, she concludes that, because the care of 

self is available to all, a “noble soul” does not depend on lineage or birth but on one’s 

ability and drive to exercise proper self-care: “No matter what lineage one inherits, 

neglecting the self and its small, everyday needs can enfeeble the body just as, 

conversely, practicing “care of self” can ennoble it.”45 

Abbey’s book is not on the care of self. It is on the middle period and the first of 

its kind to pay heed to this once neglected phase of Nietzsche’s work. Although in her 

work she comes across a kind of Nietzschean care of self (and to my knowledge is the 

first to do so), she does acknowledge that the care of self “is a persistent rather than a 

passing concern of the middle period writings” and that this is “evidenced by the many 

passages in which Nietzsche promotes “care of self” and bemoans people’s ignorance 

                                                 
42 EH: “Why I Write Such Good Books,” §5. 
43 WS, §6. 
44 Abbey (2000), p.101. 
45 Abbey (2000), p.103. 
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about this…”.46 Yet, in the discussions of Nietzsche’s care of self which follow, the 

literature continues to attribute Nietzsche’s concern with the “care of self” to the middle 

period alone.   

Ure’s Stoic Self-Cultivation 

While Abbey founded her discussion of Nietzsche’s “care of self” on “the health 

of the soul,” Ure takes up an even more medical analogy and adds that the spiritual 

practices encouraged by Stoic philosophy were supposed to have a therapeutic effect and 

thus provide a kind of “cure” for the soul. Ure cites passages from the middle period 

which show Nietzsche to advocate for “soul doctors” and to “become doctor of your own 

soul” which leads Ure to conclude that this confirms Nietzsche’s “commitment to 

reviving their therapeutic model of philosophy.”47  

There can be no doubt that in the preface of Human all too Human, Nietzsche 

describes working on himself. As he says, “I, as physician and patient in one,” explored 

my own soul and “took a curative journey”. However, although Ure’s book focuses on 

the middle period it is important to note that Nietzsche’s call to be a healer of one’s own 

soul is not limited to the middle period but rather runs throughout his works. For 

example, in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, a book largely considered to be part of the so-called 

late period writings, Nietzsche provides us with a succinct illustration of his enduring 

interest in being a physician of the soul: “Physician, help yourself: thus you help your 

                                                 
46 Abbey (2000), p.100. 
47 Ure (2008), p. 71. 
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patient too. Let this be his best help that he may behold with his eyes the man who heals 

himself.”48   

Nietzsche uses the German word heil here when referring to health which means 

both “healthy” and “whole”. The word “whole” here is extremely important because it 

shows that what the physician of the soul works towards is “wholeness”. For Nietzsche, 

wholeness is the state of ultimate health. But the concept of wholeness in Nietzsche’s 

philosophy is not as straightforward as one might think. As I will show, contradiction and 

a kind of unity of opposites is required for those who have “disciplined themselves to 

wholeness”. Tension, therefore, is to be maintained and this is by definition a painful 

state. Nietzsche’s interest in “great health” is therefore not as Ure sometimes suggests in 

his book an “attempt to find a path from suffering to joy”49 but rather to find the joy even 

in suffering. 

However, at the time of Ure’s book, the middle works were still underexamined 

in the literature.50 As he argues: 

Located between the drumming thyrsi of his Bacchanalian revelers and the 
booming cannons of great politics that Nietzsche unwisely discharges in 
the late works and note books, his comparatively calm investigation of 
“small, unpretentious” psychological truths has never garnered the critical 
attention it so richly deserves.51  

More recently, Wernik has provided us with a study of Nietzsche’s philosophical 

thinking on becoming a “physician of the soul” and has reached conclusions which are, 

                                                 
48 Z, §“On the Gift-Giving Virtue,” 2. 
49 Ure (2008), p.129. 
50 One scholar has recently added to this by exploring Nietzsche as a soul doctor in his entire philosophy. 
See Wernik (2016).  
51 Ure (2008), p.2. 
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for the most part, consistent with the literature which has explored Nietzsche’s care of 

self in the middle periods: 

Self-creators must start with learning and caring about themselves, a skill 
that can be learned from artists who know how to put and observe 
themselves on a stage, “from a distance as something past and whole” 
(Gay, II, 78).52  

Wernik, like most scholars in the conversation, gravitates towards an artistic 

reading of Nietzsche’s encouragement to work on ourselves. We must become poets of 

our lives.53 Ure, on the other hand, emphasizes the therapeutic in Nietzschean care of self 

and argues that Hellenistic and Stoic care of self is a “tradition that can be better 

understood in therapeutic rather than aesthetic terms”.54 However, if we turn to 

Nietzsche’s work we can see that art and therapy are not separate terms in which we 

should read Nietzsche’s ideas on self-creation but rather exist in symbiosis. Simply put, 

for Nietzsche, art is a therapy of the soul and therapy is artistic. “We however want to be 

the poets of our lives, and first of all in the smallest and most everyday way,” Nietzsche 

concludes after discussing the kind of artist-physician the philosophers of the future will 

have to be, we can learn from both the artist and the physician.55  

However, Ure’s book begins with a review of Nehamas’ Life as Literature and 

makes several criticisms concerning Nehamas’ argument for Nietzsche as an advocate of 

philosophy as the art of living. Nehamas argues that literature is an important model for 

the self-cultivation Nietzsche has in mind. Nehamas contends that in order to pass the test 

of the eternal return one must have shaped and organised oneself (like a character in a 
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54 Ure (2008), p.57. 
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book) into a unified whole such “…that every single part of it is equally essential and in 

which, therefore, any alteration would bring about a breakdown of the whole.”56 Ure, 

however, argues that this aesthetic attitude to life in Nietzsche is overstated by Nehamas. 

Nehamas’ interpretation of Nietzschean “self-fashioning” offers a genius-artist who 

creates his own destiny and his own self in the absence of a metaphysical self. According 

to Ure this subsequently undervalues the role that chance has to play in Nietzschean 

“self-fashioning”. This is part of the reason why Ure, turns to the Nietzsche of the middle 

works because here, he argues, we find that “in resuscitating the Hellenistic notion of 

philosophy, Nietzsche recognises that it principally concerns the transformation of the 

self and its relationship to chance events (Epicurean) or fate (Stoic).”57 

While Ure argues that this process is therapeutic against the suggestion that it is 

aesthetic, this debate clouds that aspect of Greek philosophy which was concerned with 

self-transformation. In Nietzsche, both artistic and medicinal metaphors are used to 

describe the process, but what is truly considered “health” for Nietzsche is not the end 

state of this process (there is none) but the continual process of engaging with one’s own 

self-transformation (which can be best thought of as self-overcoming or self-

transfiguration):   

A philosopher who has traversed many kinds of health, and keeps 
traversing them, has passed through an equal number of philosophies; he 
simply cannot keep from transposing his tastes every time into the most 
spiritual form and distance: this art of transfiguration is philosophy.58  

Ure’s aim, however, is to show the therapeutic effect of “care of self” and how Nietzsche 

appropriates these in his own philosophy of the middle period. Ure argues that Foucault’s 
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interpretation of Stoic practices of self-cultivation provides groundwork for 

understanding Nietzsche’s “art of living”. It has since become common practice in the 

literature to draw on Foucault when discussing Nietzsche’s philosophy of making one’s 

life a work of art (and in particular “care of self”). As Milchman and Rosenberg agree: 

“indeed, we believe Foucault can provide a framework on the basis of which Nietzsche’s 

own concern with an art of living can come into sharper focus”.59  

One of the problems with the discussion of Foucault in relation to Nietzschean 

“care of self” is that it relies on Foucault’s discussion of the “care of self” in his 

published works (i.e., “The History of Sexuality”). Scholars got on to Nietzsche’s “care 

of self” before Foucault’s late lectures at the College De France became available.60 

However, in these late lectures, Foucault provides genealogy of Greek “care of self”. This 

will become important later, but for now let us return to Ure. 

Ure compares the similarities between Nietzsche’s middle “positivist” period and 

Foucault’s “Hellenistic turn” in his late works: 

The sober, dispassionate style of Nietzsche’s middle works and Foucault’s 
late works signpost their return to the conception of the philosophical life 
and practice that dominated philosophy from Epicurus to Seneca, that is to 
say, to the ideal of philosophy as a therapy of the soul.61 

While Ure admits that Foucault can help to shed light on Nietzsche’s ideas, he does warn 

against confusing the two as one and the same. “Nietzsche’s primary debt,” he reminds 

us, “lies with Hellenistic and Stoic philosophical therapy, not Baudelaire’s aesthetic 

                                                 
59 Milchman and Rosenberg (2018), p.100. 
60 Although Foucault gave the lectures themselves between the years of 1881-1884, the published 
transcripts of these lectures were only made available in the early 2000s. In French, L’Hermeneutique Du 
Sujet was published in 2001, Le Government De Soi Et Des Autres in 2008, and Le Courage De La Verité 
in 2009. The English translations of these were published later in 2005, 2010, and 2011 respectively.   
61 Ure (2008), p.56. 
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modernism.” Ure is correct to say that we should exercise caution when comparing 

Nietzsche and Foucault and to understand and celebrate their differences.62  

Utilising Foucault, Ure concludes that Foucault’s interpretation of Greek ethics 

helps us to understand that “that the ethics of the care of the self, properly conceived, is a 

philosophical therapy guided by the notion that the self constitutes itself through the 

voluntary exercise of a range of reflexive techniques and practices.”63  

Indeed, this is consistent with Foucault’s late lectures where he argues “most of 

all this culture of the self has a curative and therapeutic function.”64 However, while this 

may indeed be true of Hellenistic philosophy, it is certainly not true of Nietzsche. In fact, 

as we shall see in Chapter 3, what Nietzsche dismisses in Epicurean and Stoic philosophy 

is precisely this “therapeutic” aim (conceived of as a balm for suffering). What we should 

take away from Nietzsche’s relationship to these practices of Antiquity is transfiguration 

itself. What Nietzsche proposes is indeed Greek-inspired and was from the outset (i.e., 

tragic art in The Birth of Tragedy) but what he calls his “Dionysian” philosophy is a far 

more perilous path to health than the middle period alone can account for.  

Ansell-Pearson’s Epicurean Nietzsche 

 The problem is that Nietzsche’s middle period is the only area of his philosophy 

in which the Dionysian does not appear explicitly. This is no doubt the reason why the 

current literature on Nietzsche and “care of self” does not contain any discussion of the 

Dionysian. Keith Ansell-Pearson, for his part, suggests that in the middle period 

                                                 
62 However, we should not forget that Foucault was steeped in ancient culture. As Miller (2007) notes, 
“Foucault’s knowledge of ancient literature is broad and detailed” (p.7). 
63 Ure, (2008), p. 57-58. 
64 Foucault (2005), p.496. 
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“Epicurus is deployed, at least in part, as a way of breaking with fanatical enthusiasms 

and intoxications, including quite possibly Nietzsche’s own early Dionysian ones.”65 

Ansell-Pearson points to Nietzsche’s praise of Epicurus in his free-spirit trilogy and 

argues that Nietzsche finds a particularly useful form of Epicurean self-care, which he 

views as helpful to human flourishing.66 In the later works, Nietzsche becomes 

ambivalent towards Epicurus, accusing him of decadence: “Epicurus was a typical 

decadent: I was the first to recognize him. The fear of pain, even of infinitely slight pain ‐

the end of this can be nothing save a religion of love”.67 Consistent with much of the rest 

of the literature on Nietzsche’s middle period, Ansell-Pearson argues that Nietzsche’s 

middle period is a calm and therapeutic episode where he concentrates on the Epicurean 

“care of soul.”68  According to Ansell-Pearson, this lies in stark contrast to Nietzsche’s 

later return to the Dionysian, providing us with “the fundamental contrast between 

“Epicurean delight” (Vergnügen) and “Dionysian joy” (Lust)”.69 The conclusion is 

reached that Nietzsche’s Epicurus of the middle period “represents an alternative model 

to his later configuration of Dionysian joy, the importance of which perhaps the extreme 

pathos of his last years blinded him to”.70  

 Although Kieth-Ansell Pearson does not indulge in a large-scale comparison of 

“Dionysian joy” and “Epicurean delight,” his more recent research has continued to 

explore the theme of “care of self” in Nietzsche. Like Ure, Ansell-Pearson argues that 

Nietzsche revives a form of Hellenistic “care of self” in his middle period, especially in 

                                                 
65 Ansell-Pearson (2013), p.111. 
66 Ansell-Pearson, (2013). 
67 A, §30.  
68 Abbey (2000); Franco (2011); Ure, (2008). 
69 Ansell-Pearson (2013), p.97. 
70 Ibid, p.111. 
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Dawn. In making his argument, Ansell-Pearson draws on Foucault’s interpretation of 

Hellenistic “care of self” in part because of their affinity. For both thinkers, Ansell-

Pearson argues, “we are experiments and the task is to want to be such.”71 Also focusing 

on Stoic forms of self-care, Ansell-Pearson’s discussion appears to be more on the 

aesthetic side of the debate. With the help of Foucault, he shows that the “care of self,” 

for the Greeks, was more than just a set of techniques but a way of life which was tied to 

living a beautiful existence. This, Ansell-Pearson argues, is “…remarkably similar to how 

Nietzsche presents ethics in his middle writings.”72  Ansell-Pearson then embarks on an 

in-depth analysis of Dawn to show how Nietzsche’s own “care of self” is depicted as a 

way of life pursued via practices of freedom. This results in “…an ethos that can be said 

to be beautiful, honourable, estimable, memorable and exemplary.”73  Through these 

techniques of the self in which we observe ourselves and work on ourselves, we can 

“become our own experiments.”74   

 In connecting the discussion to living like an “experiment,” Ansell-Pearson links 

to an important (yet still undervalued) principle of Nietzsche’s “care of self”: risk. 

Ansell-Pearson notes this once in passing: “we need to experience dissatisfaction with 

ourselves and assume the risk of experimenting in life, freely taking the journey through 

our wastelands, quagmires and icy glaciers.”75 This is an undeniably Dionysian theme, 

but one which it is useful to take up further because the importance of risk in Nietzsche’s 

“care of self” helps us to bridge the seeming disconnect between the Epicurean-Stoic 

                                                 
71 Ansell-Pearson (2018), p.64. 
72 Ansell-Pearson (2018), p, 105. 
73 Ansell-Pearson (2018), p.109. 
74 Indeed, Nietzsche’s remedy for the decline of modern man can be seen as a kind of “experimental 
morality,” as Bamford (2016) explores in treatment of Nietzsche’s experimentalism. 
75 Ansell-Pearson (2018), p.99. 
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Nietzsche of the middle works and the advocate of Dionysian wisdom we find in the late 

(and early) works.  

As we have seen, the literature has hitherto focused on the therapeutic and artistic 

aspects of Nietzsche’s “care of self” in the middle-works alone. As Abbey notes, many 

critics construct a unified Nietzsche without noticing that some of his views are 

characteristic of only one period or work. Yet she is the first to admit that this is not true 

of Nietzsche’s “care of self.” How then do we reconcile Abbey’s claim that Nietzsche’s 

whole philosophy is rich with these practices of “care of self” with the tendency to then 

attribute them solely to the middle works? 

It is undeniable that Nietzsche’s ideas changed over time. However, by 

consistently discussing the “care of self” in the middle works alone without discussing 

exactly how (and if) these ideas change over the course of his work, we run the risk of 

portraying a Nietzsche who appears to be incompatible with Nietzsche the “disciple of 

Dionysus”. What we are left with is a consensus that the middle period is a calm and 

therapeutic period where Nietzsche is engaged in a “care of self.” This has emerged from 

an assumption that the “care of self” is also “calm and therapeutic.” This is not always 

the case. Let us not forget that Socrates himself ended up on trial and was sentenced to 

death for such an endeavor.   

The current literature on Nietzsche’s “care of self” underplays the vital part that 

sacrifice, danger and risk have to play. As we shall see, by opening the discussion up to 

Nietzsche’s early and late period and focusing on the danger inherent in “care of self” we 

gain a larger picture of Nietzsche’s relationship to Greek antiquity.  
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This lacuna in the literature arises not solely due to the focus on the middle period 

but also from the use of Foucault. While many scholars interested in this area have 

utilized Foucault’s account of Greek ethics, most have relied on Foucault’s earlier 

thought on “care of self” in his published works (i.e., The History of Sexuality 2 and 3). 

Although some scholars have drawn on some of Foucault’s late lectures this extends to, 

at furthest, The Hermeneutics of Subject. The importance of risk to the “care of self,” 

however, is best illustrated in the lectures which followed (The Government of Self and 

Others and The Courage of Truth), and these have not yet been utilized by Nietzsche 

scholars in the discussion of Nietzsche’s “care of self.”  

As we have seen, the current literature on Nietzsche’s “care of self” has often 

drawn on Foucault, not only because Foucault had extensively studied Ancient Greek 

practices of “care of self” but also because of the similarities between his and Nietzsche’s 

views. Nietzsche and Foucault have a common interest in presenting a genealogy of 

morality in order to offer an alternative, anti-metaphysical and non-religious ethics. Of 

central importance to both thinkers in using a genealogical method is to show the dangers 

of postulating fixed moral concepts in a world where nothing is fixed. In Foucault’s late 

lectures delivered at the College de France, he returns to the classical idea of epimeleia 

heauto (“care of self”). These lecture series are comprised of The Hermeneutics of the 

Subject (1981-1982), The Government of Self and Others (1982-1983), and The Courage 

of Truth (1983-1984). 

The project in these lectures is Nietzschean from the start. Foucault begins with a 

genealogy of the “care of self,” exploring the ways in which the Ancient Greeks 

cultivated their moral lives through techniques of the self. As Marchetti says:  
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The very same principle or moral concern can be, and has been, 
experienced in very different ways and aimed at opposite results, so that 
the nostalgia for the return to a celebrated past, in which our moral life 
was governed by an unswerving truth exemplified in some definite moral 
concepts, appears to him historically as well as philosophically unstable.76 

Nietzsche, too, finds the issue of morality to be important because he sees in the activity 

of valuation both a potential to stifle the beauty of one’s existence but also the potential 

to sculpt one’s life as a work of art. Foucault shares with Nietzsche a vision of the ethical 

life as the activity of work on the self by the self; as an activity of “care of self”. Both 

authors therefore agree that “individuals constitute themselves as ethical subjects by 

being attentive to the experiences and thoughts that are transformative of the way in 

which they conduct themselves.”77  

The “care of self,” therefore, is central to both Nietzsche and Foucault in thinking 

about what constitutes a moral experience. Both turn to the Ancient Greeks in their 

genealogy of this idea in Western culture and both offer a picture of the self which 

deviates from the popular Christian-Cartesian heritage and from the image of the self 

fashioned by the scientific revolution. The self in Nietzsche is a “free spirit,” a legislator 

of his own moral self, a destroyer and creator of values, and constitutes himself through 

the practice of these activities; namely, by practicing “care of self”.78   

One of the reasons why Nietzsche and Foucault are attracted to Ancient Greek 

care of self is their understanding of the individual as not ready-made but as something to 
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Robert Solomon astutely explains fatalism is not determinism and there is no paradox here in Nietzsche’s 
vision: “Self-making, which is ultimately a kind of self-cultivation, is by no means independent or 
separable from one’s native talents, one’s ‘instincts’ one’s environment, the influence of other people and 
one’s culture. It is not a matter of ‘making oneself’ on a basis of absolute ontological freedom (as Sartre 
famously insists) but of ‘becoming who you are.’ This strongly suggests that self-making (‘becoming’) 
already embraces fatalism (‘who you are’)” (Solomon, 2006, p.420).  
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be formed. The “care of self” is appropriate because, in contrast to the self viewed as an 

otherworldly metaphysical essence, the self in “care of self” is thoroughly this-wordly. 

One takes care of oneself not to ensure access to the other world (as in Christian ethics), 

but to conduct oneself well in this one. In this light, the “care of self” is a central practice 

of the concern with making oneself a work of art. 

Both thinkers advocate for the individual to sculpt himself with the freedom of an 

artist. Like “becoming” itself, the artist has no end goal. His aim is only the activity of 

creativity. This is obvious in Nietzsche, but Foucault also stresses that Ancient Greek 

care of self is a lifelong endeavour. There is no point at which someone had taken 

“sufficient care of self”. For Nietzsche, self-creation is a Dionysian act: 

Man is no longer an artist, he has become a work of art: all nature’s artistic 
power reveals itself here, amidst shivers of intoxication, to the highest, 
most blissful satisfaction of the primordial unity. Here man, the noblest 
clay, the most precious marble, is kneaded and carved and, to the 
accompaniment of the chisel-blows of the Dionysiac world-artist.79  

The creation of the self is intimately tied up with the idea of life as becoming; 

with a this-worldly approach to existence. There is no substance at the bottom of the 

individual to be “discovered” and therefore no such thing as an “authentic self”. With the 

illusion of “the Self” as some substance to be discovered shattered, the individual is free 

to create itself. Self-creation is possible and mirrors the becoming of the world. However, 

like life itself, self-making also involves destruction. Foucault, for his part, does not fail 

to highlight the dangerous, risky nature of the “care of self,” something which is often 

overlooked in the literature on Nietzschean self-creation. Becoming a work of art requires 

one be a creator and a destroyer of oneself. 

                                                 
79 BT, §1. 
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In Dawn, Nietzsche uses the image of a self–cultivator who handles his drives like 

a god: “one can handle one’s drives like a gardener and, though few know it, cultivate the 

shoots of one’s anger, pity, musing, vanity as fruitfully and advantageously as beautiful 

fruits…”.80 Similarly, in The Gay Science Nietzsche imagines a sculptor of the self who 

practices the great and rare art of giving style to one’s character:  

…it is practiced by those who survey all the strengths and weaknesses of 
their nature and then fit them into an artistic plan until every one of them 
appears as art and reason and weaknesses delight the eye. Here a large 
mass of second nature has been added; there a piece of original nature has 
been removed – both times through long practice and daily work at it.81  

For Nietzsche, the individual is not born but made. In the first instance, made by 

external forces (including the norms of the herd) it develops, the self acquires powers to 

intervene and shape its own making. At his healthiest, the individual can even undo these 

herd values, becoming a self-transformer in the process. This is difficult because it is an 

unending process of reconstruction which involves pain and struggle; but it also brings 

about beauty, delight, and joy.  

While similarities between Nietzsche and Foucault on the “care of self” has been 

noted, a detailed account of the importance of the “care of self” to both Nietzsche and 

Foucault has not been forthcoming, particularly in Nietzsche. One commentator puts it 

like this: “certainly, Nietzsche’s work is highly suggestive of a rich array of practices of 

“care of self”. But this is not the place to begin an exploration of that type.”82 As we have 

seen, the literature which acknowledges Nietzsche’s engagement with the “care of self” 

tends to focus solely on the free spirit trilogy or his middle works. As one commentator 

                                                 
80 D, §560. 
81 GS, §290. 
82 McGushin (2007), pp.277-8. 
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writes, “Foucault’s research opens up an ethical perspective that, with the exception of 

Nietzsche’s middle works, modern philosophy has until very recently neglected.”  I argue 

that this misconception is perhaps due to the fact that scholars have mostly relied on 

Foucault’s conception of the “care of self” as he set it out in his earlier works. If we turn 

to his late lectures, however, parrhēsía must be taken into account. Furthermore, viewed 

in this way, the “care of self” is not only important to the Nietzsche of the middle period, 

but throughout his entire corpus. In focusing on the middle works alone, we get a Stoic-

Epicurean reading of Nietzsche based on a Stoic-Epicurean reading of “care of self.” This 

is only one side of the picture. The “care of self” also entails sacrifice by which the 

individual engages in self-transformation. This is just as necessary as the seemingly safe 

practices of writing letters and tending to a garden with friends. Therefore, before 

exploring Nietzsche’s project throughout the early and late periods, I will first examine 

Foucault’s reading of parrhēsía and its important relation to the “care of self.” 



 

 

 

Chapter II. 

Parrhēsía and “care of self”  

To situate Foucault’s late lectures at the College de France, it is important to 

understand how Foucault arrived at the question of parrhēsía. In this chapter we will first 

explore the key themes surrounding Foucault’s late project on “care of self” and 

parrhēsía. Next, parrhēsía ’s shift from the political to philosophical sphere will also be 

briefly discussed. Then we will explore two types of philosophical parrhēsía: Socratic 

and Cynic. As we shall see, Cynic parrhēsía is much closer to Nietzsche’s view. 

However, what this chapter aims to establish overall is the importance of risk in 

parrhēsía and the vital relationship between parrhēsía and “care of self”. 

In the lectures of 1981-84, we find a very affirmative Foucault. While his earlier 

works focus on how the subject is formed, moulded and shaped by the forces he is 

subjected to, his late lectures present a vision of individuals engaged in practices of 

freedom whereby they shape their own becoming. Power, then, is not simply exerted on 

the individual; instead, individuals also have the ability to assume power in order to 

affirm or deny the forces which make demands upon them.83  

This is similar to Deleuze’s work on Nietzsche and in particular his argument that, 

within Nietzsche’s metaphysics, only force can affect another force: “Nietzsche 

                                                 
83 Dyrberg (2014).   
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emphasises the fact that force has another force as its object. But it is important to see 

that forces enter into relationships with other forces. Life struggles with another kind of 

life.”84 Foucault shifts from a preoccupation with how the individual is dominated by 

power to “individual domination”. That is, how one can exercise power over oneself:  

…perhaps I have insisted too much on the technology of domination and 
power. I am more and more interested in the interaction between one’s self 
and others, and in the technologies of individual domination, in the mode 
of action that an individual exercises upon himself by means of the 
technologies of the self. 85 

On the one hand, Foucault’s study could be seen as an epistemological analysis. 

Indeed, Foucault initially explored the notion of truth-telling by way of an 

epistemological approach, asking under what practices and discourses Western 

civilisation has attempted to tell the truth about the subject. Foucault reminds us that this 

was the question which guided the majority of his previous work, particularly on the mad. 

However, in these final lectures Foucault becomes interested in the “conditions and forms 

of the type of act by which the subject manifests himself when speaking the truth.”86 

Foucault’s interest is not so much in what is true, or what the truth is, but rather in the 

form of the subject who tells the truth. This includes questioning who is capable of 

speaking the truth and how the binding of the subject to the act of telling the truth has the 

power to transform both the subject himself and others. For this reason, Foucault situates 

his study of truth-telling under the rubric of “alethurgic forms” in contrast to an 

epistemological approach. “Alethurgy” is a term coined by Foucault. Taken from 

Heraclitus (the grammarian), he argues that it means something like “the production of 

                                                 
84 Deleuze (2006), p.8. 
85 Foucault (1997), 225.  
86 Foucault (2011), p.2. 
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truth”87. It is in this framework that Foucault wants to conduct his study of parrhēsía.  

Foucault reflects that this question was always his guiding question even in his past 

undertakings (for example, how the subject tells the truth about himself in the experience 

of sexuality and in the domain of penal practices). Foucault also informs us that his 

analysis of the question of truth-telling led him somewhere unexpected. This was the 

importance of telling the truth about oneself in Greek and Roman culture. 

The practices of “care of self” were an integral part of Ancient Greek and Roman 

life, at least among the elite. They included the exchange of moral letters, the 

examination of conscience, and recollection and meditation in journals, to name a few. In 

short, telling the truth about oneself was of upmost importance in Greek and Roman 

culture. Although these practices themselves are well known, Foucault links them to 

Socratic “care of self” and this is what he sees as his main contribution. Prior to 

Foucault’s analysis, these practices of truth-telling had usually been studied in 

conjunction with the famous maxim, “know thyself” (gnōthi seauton). For Foucault, 

however, the famous maxim “know thyself” is actually a smaller part of the much larger 

and important overarching maxim “take care of yourself” (epimeleia heautou). Foucault’s 

main contribution, therefore, is his initiative to explore these forms of telling the truth 

about oneself under the wider heading of the “care of self.”88 Indeed, Foucault argues that 

this principle “gave rise, I think, to the development of what could be called a ‘culture of 

self.’”89   

                                                 
87 Foucault (2010), p.81. 
88Olssen (2016) argues that modernity symbolises for Foucault the separation of “know thyself” and “care 
for thyself” which leads to the great modern mistake of uncoupling reason and ethics (p.170).   
89 Foucault (2011), p.4. 
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However, this culture in no way excludes others.90 Foucault notes that an 

important feature which emerges in the culture of the self is that of “the other”. It is not in 

Christian confession where telling the truth about oneself to another first emerges. 

Foucault finds this already taking place in Greek and Roman practices of truth-telling. 

The figure of “the other” becomes of central importance to Foucault and draws him 

further into the study of parrhēsía: “And it was this other person who is present, and 

necessarily present in the practice of telling the truth about oneself, which caught and 

held my attention.”91 The other is central and necessary to the “care of self” to the extent 

that, without this other, one is incapable of practicing “care of self”; it cannot be achieved 

alone. The other allows for the transformation of one’s soul and is the great aid in this 

goal. The other enables the self to acquire the “art of governing” whereby one is able to 

guide still others to take care of their own selves.92 

Nietzsche views friendship in much the same way, valuing it especially for the 

role it plays in transfiguration. The “care of self” is not narcissism or solipsism but, 

rather, “the work of friendship contains therapeutic and transformative possibilities that 

are closed off by the damaging social relations engendered by primitive narcissism. For 

Nietzsche, friendship is both a medium and a test of healthy self-love”.93 

The necessity of the other to “care of self” in Antiquity provides some analytical 

problems for Foucault because the role of the other was in fact not well defined. This 

other could be a professional philosopher but it could be anyone (sometimes this other 

                                                 
90 Foucault’s late project is often criticised for being too “individualistic” (See, for example, Myers, 2008). 
For an examination of these criticisms see Wong (2013). 
91 Foucault (2011), p.5. 
92 As McGushin (2007) explains, “The intervention of the other has the purpose of transforming the being 
of the subject who suffers stultitia” (p.109). 
93 Ure (2008), p.207 
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was a philosopher, sometimes a lover and sometimes a friend). The status of this other 

was variable and he or she could appear in many forms. 

Nor is it any easier to isolate or define the role of this other since in one respect it 

is connected with and leans on pedagogy, but it is also guidance of the soul. It may also 

be a sort of political advice. But equally the role may be presented metaphorically and 

even manifest itself and take shape as a sort of medical practice, since it is a question of 

taking care of the soul and of fixing a regimen of life, which includes, of course, the 

regimen of passions, but also the dietary regimen, the mode of life in all its aspects.94 

This other, who was necessary to telling the truth about oneself, could essentially 

be anyone so long as they were serious and mature. However, Foucault does find one 

defining feature of the other and this quality is one which captures his interest. It is not a 

spiritual power as seen in Christian culture or an institutional qualification obtained by a 

psychiatrist or psychologist. Rather, “the qualification required by this uncertain, rather 

vague, and variable character is a practice, a certain way of speaking which is called, 

precisely, parrhēsía (free-spokenness).”95  In Ancient Greek “care of self,” therefore, the 

other is not defined by any formal, institutional role but by his character or ethos. 

Foucault distinguishes between ethos and ethics, making it clear that he considers the first 

a manner of being and the latter a set of techniques or practices.96 The other who can 

enable one to take proper care of one’s self has a correct relationship between his ethos 

and his ethics. His practice is in alignment with his character; who he is matches the way 

he lives. The parrhēsíast practices what he preaches.  

                                                 
94 Foucault (2011), p.6. 
95 Foucault (2011), p.6. 
96 In a 1983 interview Foucault says “ethics is a practice; ethos is a manner of being” (Foucault, 1984, 
p.377). 
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The relationship between the parrhēsíast (the person capable of parrhēsía) and 

the person seeking to care for himself is a precursor to certain relationships which came 

later such as that between the psychiatrist and the mentally ill, the counsellor and the 

individual who seeks counsel, the advisor and the advice-seeker. Indeed, Foucault states 

that “it was, in a sense, this prehistory that I was trying to write.”97 Foucault’s genealogy 

of the practices of truth-telling concerning oneself lead him to this figure who presents 

himself as a master of the “care of self”. The defining feature of this master of existence 

is parrhēsía. Foucault is most interested in the qualifications and requirements of the 

person who is capable of speaking the truth and of governing the souls of others. The 

“care of self” is the domain in which one would attain mastery over oneself and the 

defining feature of this “care of self” is, for Foucault to have the courage of truth.  

Political Parrhēsía 

Throughout his analysis or “prehistory,” Foucault discovers that it is not from 

within the realm of spiritual guidance alone that parrhēsía emerges. Parrhēsía was 

originally a political notion and this becomes the focus of The Government of Self and 

Others (1982-83) lecture series. Foucault states that the “care of self” and parrhēsía were 

always questions that guided his previous work: “connecting together modes of 

veridiction, techniques of governmentality, and practices of the self is basically what I 

have always been trying to do.”98 But while Foucault wants to remind us of the political 

origin of parrhēsía, he acknowledges that this “took me away somewhat from my 

                                                 
97 Foucault (2011), p.7. 
98 Foucault (2011), p.8. 
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immediate project.”99 This is important to note because much of the current literature on 

Foucault’s late lectures tends towards the political nature of parrhēsía.100 

This approach is obviously tempting since political parrhēsía fits neatly with 

Foucault’s prior works, particularly on power and biopolitics. It is important to note, 

however, that such more explicitly political concerns were not Foucault’s chief aim in his 

final lectures.101 If we are to understand Foucault’s project, and what he finds so 

fascinating about parrhēsía, then we must go beyond the political side of parrhēsía. A re-

reading of Foucault’s final lectures with a focus on his wider project is required – a focus 

on “the ancient history of practices of telling the truth about oneself.”102 What interests 

Foucault in these final lectures is not so much government by the sovereign, but rather 

government of self and others within the culture of self-care: 

…this is what interested me, why I stopped to look at this and am still 
focusing on it—the possibility of posing the question of the subject and 
truth from the point of view of the practice of what could be called the 
government of oneself and others.103  

Nonetheless, before discussing philosophical parrhēsía it is useful to summarise 

the main points of Foucault’s discussion of political parrhēsía because Foucault’s 

genealogy of parrhēsía is necessary to understanding the stakes in “ethical” (or 

philosophical) parrhēsía. Foucault draws on two texts to illustrate this: Euripides’ Ion 

and a text by Thucydides which depicts Pericles’ use of parrhēsía in his speech to the 

Athenian people. We can identify four key characteristics of political parrhēsía which 

                                                 
99 Foucault (2011), p.8. 
100 See, for example, Bang (2015); Dyrberg (2014).  
101 In the literature, scholars are divided on this point. Some argue that Foucault’s late turn to Greek ethics 
signifies a break with politics (see Wolin, 1994) while others argue that his late lectures are the logical 
continuity of his earlier works (see Franěk, 2006). 
102 Foucault (2011), p.8. 
103 Foucault (2011), p.8. 
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emerge in these texts: the circular bond of parrhēsía and democracy; isegoria (the right 

of all citizens to address the Assembly) as the site of parrhēsía; the best citizen as the one 

who can speak the truth; and the agonistic competition that comes with the search for 

political ascendancy. 

First, Foucault makes it clear that political parrhēsía was not freedom of speech 

nor was it a license to say anything one wanted. While the literal translation of parrhēsía 

is “frank speech” the key point Foucault brings forth here is that of obligation. Parrhēsía 

was tied to a sense of obligation or duty to tell what is true because it matters, because it 

is important, rather than a liberal and constant giving of one’s opinion. The point 

Foucault wants to highlight from these texts is that parrhēsía is fundamental to 

democracy. As Foucault put it, “parrhēsía founds democracy and democracy is the site of 

parrhēsía .”104  

Secondly, Foucault brings the audience’s attention to the concept of isegoria, 

which is the institutional structure of parrhēsía. Isegoria was the right of citizens to 

speak in the Assembly but it did not imply parrhēsía—that they would risk telling the 

truth when they speak.105 This very democratic notion gave everyone the right to 

intervene and address the assembly should they wish. Parrhēsía, in contrast, was actually 

characterised by difference. That is to say, not everyone who was able to speak could find 

the courage to speak truth. Thus a conflict emerged between isegoria and parrhēsía since 

the former was concerned with constitutional equality while parrhēsía is marked by 

inequality between citizens.106 

                                                 
104 Foucault (2010), p.300. 
105 For the important of risk in the truth-telling of “ethical authorities” see Luxon (2004).  
106 O’Leary (2002) describes this paradox which emerges well when he argues, “the ‘democratization’ of 
speech which occurred during the fifth century BC led to concerns that if everybody has the right to, 
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Consequently, and this is the third point, one had to be the “best” (aristos) and the 

most “excellent” (arête) in order to speak. Ancient Greek democracy was much closer to 

the kind of politics that Nietzsche praised. This is because Hellenic democracy did not 

prevent the recognition of excellence. We can imagine Nietzsche agreeing with the 

following speech given to the Athenian assembly by Pericles: 

But while the law secures equal justice to all alike in their private disputes, 
the claim of excellence is also recognised; and when a citizen is in any 
way distinguished he is preferred to the public service, not as a matter of 
privilege, but as the reward of merit.107  

However, Nietzsche,108 as Foucault also realises, notes that this kind of 

democracy led to the praise of oratory, in which Athenians enjoyed the beauty of a great 

speech, which subsequently lead to the rise of “rhetorical consciousness” in Greek 

culture. For Nietzsche, the central idea of equality which underpins democracy is 

unnatural. It reveals our hatred of difference, weakens the strong, and preserves 

mediocrity. Nietzsche prefers the pre-democratic Greek world of Homeric heroes, 

whereby what is great is rare and the cultivation of this scare excellence is prioritised. As 

he says in Twilight of the Idols: “Great and fine things can never be common 

property”.109 Foucault, too, argues that parrhēsía could not be brought into harmony with 

isegoria because the former was concerned with truth and truth is one of those “great and 

fine things” which cannot be told equally to all. One must be capable of parrhēsía, 

worthy of it, and for this reason it could not operate in conjunction with iseogria. 

                                                 
literally, ‘say everything’ then a great deal of what is said will be at best worthless or at worst dangerous to 
the city” (p.150). 
107 Thucydides, 2.37.1. I have used Jowett’s 1881 translation. See: Thucydides, The Pelopennesian War, 
trans. B. Jowett. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1881. 
108 See KGW II/4, pp.269, 415. 
109 TI, “What the Germans Lack,” §5.  
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This irreconcilability of isegoria and parrhēsía leads Foucault to his fourth point: 

Despite the egalitarian structure of isegoria in which parrhēsía operates, there still exists 

an element of ascendancy where those who spoke constituted themselves as those of 

higher rank.110 Parrhēsía, then, operated within an agonistic domain of competition and 

ambition.111 Of course, such ambition leads to a reliance on rhetoric rather than 

parrhēsía, but the key difference between them is that parrhēsía puts the speaker at risk. 

The parrhēsíast’s truth is not popular and is by definition difficult to hear. It is not aimed 

at persuading an audience or crafting an argument – this aim and ambition leads to 

rhetoric. For this reason parrhēsía had to find a new site of operation. It could not find a 

place in the democratic polis in which it emerged.  

 

The Shift: From Political to Philosophical Parrhēsía 

As a consequence of the incompatibility of parrhēsía and isegoria, the former is 

no longer at home in democracy. Parrhēsía, if it is to be effective, has to find a way to 

exist under multiple regimes, whatever they may be. As Foucault says, “Sovereigns, like 

the people, need parrhēsía”.112 The risk is that if the sovereign is offended by the truth to 

the extent that he punishes the parrhēsíast in some way, then advisors to the sovereign 

will pretend to tell the truth but in fact only tell the sovereign that which he wants to hear. 

This is flattery, a notion Foucault takes up in detail in these lectures and refers to as a 

“bad mimesis of parresia”.113 Parrhēsía, having to constantly differentiate itself from its 

bad shadow, flattery, becomes ambivalent in the political domain. 

                                                 
110 Foucault uses Pericles as an example of this because Pericles was one of Athens’ foremost citizens. 
111 Dyrberg (2014), p.78. 
112 Foucault (2010), p.301. 
113 Foucault (2010), p.302. 
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This results in what Foucault calls the “splitting of parrhēsía”. Once wholly 

concerned with what is best for the city, post-democratic parrhēsía is now concerned not 

only with how the city should be governed but also with how he who governs the city 

should govern himself. So parrhēsía comes to include the “care of self” of he who must 

care for the city. It is here that we first see parrhēsía being both political and also ethico-

philosophical. The question at stake now becomes who will be capable of parrhēsía given 

all these complexities.  

Foucault stresses that the philosophical parrhēsíast speaks plain language like 

everyone else. He has a certain ordinariness about him, which is this quality that Socrates 

speaks of having when he is defending himself against his accusers in court: “I am just a 

man….I speak ordinary language.” Despite this, Foucault notes a distinctive quality of 

this seemingly ordinary man. Although he “speaks the language of everyone,” yet he also 

“holds himself, in a way, aside from them”.114 To put it in Nietzschean language, the 

parrhēsíast is not part of the herd. He is closer to the madman with the lamp in 

Nietzsche’s Gay Science, who walks among men, looking ordinary, and speaking plainly 

like the people, but who is not like them since he has truth to speak. 

Secondly, although the parrhēsíast is ordinary there is yet a sense of excellence in 

the parrhēsíast. This leaves the Nietzschean idea of rank still in play. As Foucault says, 

this type is parrhēsía is: “the courage of telling the truth and, in telling the truth 

courageously, taking ascendancy over others so as to conduct them properly in a game in 

which the parrhēsíast himself must accept a risk, even that of death.”115  

                                                 
114 Foucault (2010), p.341. 
115 Foucault (2010), p.342. 
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It is now clear why the parrhēsíast cannot hold public office. Speaking 

persuasively to a public was a task belonging to rhetoric, but for parrhēsía this will not 

suffice. Rhetoric is an art of persuasion and parrhēsía is plain-spokeness, with no 

intention to persuade or flatter. With rhetoric deemed unsatisfactory, philosophy emerges 

as a suitable terrain in which parrhēsía may be at home: “…philosophy will make itself 

out to be the only practice of language which can meet the new requirements of 

parrhēsía”.116 Philosophy, in contrast to rhetoric, is able to speak to individuals and the 

parrhēsíast’s mission is to take care of the soul. In order to do this, parrhēsía must 

emerge between self and other, not between the self and the public.117  Furthermore, 

philosophy claims to be able to tell true from false. However, this is not a metaphysical 

claim to truth. This is something philosophy must constantly engage in and revise itself: 

“it has to constantly practice its criticism with regard to deception, trickery, and illusion, 

and it is in this that it plays the dialectical game of its own truth.”118 This is of particular 

importance because parrhēsía needs to constantly drive out its dark shadow, flattery, and 

must therefore be able to distinguish truth from falsity. Philosophy thus emerges as the 

appropriate site for parrhēsía because it is concerned with taking care of the souls of 

individuals by telling them the truth about themselves.  

 

 

                                                 
116 Foucault (2010), p.304 
117 Nietzsche’s concern with the ‘herd’ is similar in this regard. Nietzsche often advocates for rare 
individuals and free spirits, insisting that what is rare is valuable. For example, he writes that “the taste of 
the higher type is for exceptions” (GS, §3) and that “the successful cases among men too are always 
exceptions” (BGE, §62). 
118 Foucault (2010), p.354. 
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Philosophical Parrhēsía  

In attempting to define parrhēsía, Foucault notes the double value of the term. In 

texts such as The Republic and Busiris there is a pejorative sense in which parrhēsía was 

used. Parrhēsía, literally meaning to say everything, carried the notion that the 

parrhēsíast is an “impenitent chatterbox” and “someone who cannot restrain himself.”119 

However, there was also a positive sense of the word parrhēsía, and this positive version 

is the one Foucault is most interested in. This version consisted in: “telling the truth 

without concealment, reserve, empty manner of speech, or rhetorical ornament which 

might encode or hide it.”120 

However, this alone is not a sufficient definition because it omits the structural 

features which are required for parrhēsía. Foucault notes three things that are necessary 

for one to tell the truth in the positive sense of parrhēsía. The first condition is that the 

person speaking the truth binds himself to the truth. In addition, second, this must be a 

truth that the speaker truly believes.121 However, in order to differentiate parrhēsíastic 

truth from the truth of, for example, a teacher who truly believes the knowledge he 

imparts to the pupil, a third element is needed. 

The third feature of parrhēsía is risk: the parrhēsíast must take some risk in 

telling the truth because truth is the kind of thing that might upset or anger the one who 

needs to hear it.122  In this aspect of truth-telling we find what Foucault calls “the 

                                                 
119 Foucault (2011), p.10. 
120 Foucault (2011), p.10. 
121 Foucault (2011), p.11. 
122 Nilson (1998) highlights the importance of criticism in the parrhēsía stic scene. Not only does parrhēsía  
involve risk, but it involves risk because it challenges the other, it “demands the art of criticism” (p.91). 
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parrhēsíastic pact,” a pact between the one who tells the truth and the one who receives 

it.  

In short, parrhēsía, the act of truth, requires: first, the manifestation of a 
fundamental bond between the truth spoken and the thought of the person 
who spoke it; [second], a challenge to the bond between the two 
interlocutors (the person who speaks the truth and the person to whom this 
truth is addressed).123 

An element that necessarily emerges here if there is to be courage in truth (and 

therefore parrhēsía) is, once again, the other. Parrhēsía is a game for at least two and the 

parrhēsíastic pact takes place best in friendship since ultimately parrhēsía is concerned 

with the spiritual guidance of the other.124 The relationship between friends is constantly 

put to the test as the parrhēsíast must be willing to risk the very friendship which allows 

for parrhēsía in the first place. In parrhēsía the friend needs to hear the truth, however 

unsavoury it may be. This pact involves courage from both parties: 

…parrhēsía is the courage of truth in the person who speaks and who, 
regardless of everything, takes risk of telling the whole truth that he 
thinks, but it is also the interlocutor’s courage in agreeing to accept the 
hurtful truth that he hears.125 

 

Courage and risk are defining (and Dionysian) requirements of parrhēsía: courage to risk 

one’s friendship or relationship with one’s interlocutor. In the most extreme instance, 

courage to risk one’s own life. Thus the structural feature of parrhēsía in the positive 

sense is that one speaks the truth; is committed to this truth; is bound to this truth; and 

would risk one’s life for this truth.  

                                                 
123 Foucault (2011), p.11. 
124 It’s important to note however that parrhēsía does not absolutely require friendship, as for example 
when speaking truth to power. 
125 Foucault (2011), p.13. 
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This leads Foucault to the concept of rhetoric, because it is the opposite of 

parrhēsía in every way. Foucault details the differences between rhetoric and parrhēsía 

in the The Government of Self and Others.126 For all these differences, there is one 

distinction between the two which Foucault highlights. Rhetoric is a technique, it is a 

skill which one learns, and it becomes a profession (the sophists). To the contrary, 

parrhēsía is not a technique (although it has technical aspects). Parrhēsía is rather a way 

of life because the parrhēsíast is bound to his truth. Parrhēsía involves something of his 

very being. Parrhēsía, Foucault notes, was more of a virtue than a technique - a specific 

modality of truth-telling. Parrhēsía risks even life in the name of truth. Rhetoric, 

meanwhile, would rather risk the truth by telling that which is aimed at convincing or 

flattering someone. Not only would rhetoric not risk life for truth, it would sacrifice truth 

for personal gain.  

 

Modalities of Truth Telling  

In addition to parrhēsíastic truth-telling, there are four other modalities of truth 

connected with, in turn, the prophet (prophecy); the sage (wisdom); and the professor 

(teaching).127 Foucault differentiates parrhēsía from two of these alternative modes of 

truth-telling in Ancient culture: prophecy and wisdom. In contrast to the prophet, who 

tells the truth given by another, it is essential that the parrhēsíast tell his own truth. The 

parrhēsíast also does not tell the future like the prophet does. Furthermore, parrhēsía can 

be differentiated from wisdom because although the sage is closer to the parrhēsíast than 

                                                 
126 In particular, see the 9th March 1983 lecture (first and second hour) from Foucault’s Government of Self 
and Others lecture series.  
127 For a detailed description of each modality of truth-telling, particularly in relation to Cynicism, see 
Flachbartová (2017).  
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the prophet, the sage is wise for himself alone and thus keeps his knowledge to himself. It 

is not his duty to speak the truth to others. The parrhēsíast, in contrast, does speak his 

truth for the benefit of the other, even at great risk to himself.128 

In the truth-telling of prophecy, the key difference lies in the medium position of 

the prophet. That is to say, while the parrhēsíast tells his own truth, the truth of the 

prophet is the words of another and the prophet’s role is to express this truth derived from 

elsewhere. The truth the prophet speaks is therefore also placed “between the present and 

the future”.129 In this way, the prophet reveals a truth ordinarily hidden from men, 

sometimes in a vague manner which needs to be interpreted by those given the prophecy. 

In contrast, the parrhēsíast does not predict the future since the parrhēsíast’s truth 

belongs to the here and now: “Certainly, he reveals and discloses what people’s blindness 

prevents them from seeing, but he does not unveil the future. He unveils what is.”130 

Furthermore, the parrhēsíast by definition must speak his truth plainly and clearly, 

leaving nothing to interpretation. Those who have heard the parrhēsíast’s truth are given 

the task of accepting it and of taking action upon it, but not of interpreting it. 

However, the truth of the sage is his own wisdom and it is a truth of the now, not 

of the future. In this way he has more similarities with the parrhēsíast than the prophet. 

The difference therefore lies in the reserve of his wisdom. The sage has no need to speak, 

he is wise for himself and there is no obligation to share his wisdom in order to teach it. 

For Foucault, Heraclitus and Socrates represent good examples of the sage and the 

parrhēsíast respectively.131 

                                                 
128 Foucault (2011), p.17. See also Dyrberg (2014), p.78 and Flynn (1987), p.107. 
129 Foucault (2011), p.15. 
130 Foucault (2011), p.16. 
131131 Foucault (2011), p.17, p.85, 
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Heraclitus was known to be a recluse and to despise the company of others. He 

purposefully wrote in obscure prose so that only the few could ever understand him.  

Heraclitus voluntarily retired from political life and the city after the exile of 

Hermodorus, a parrhēsíast who had been banished for telling the truth. In his contempt 

and disgust, Heraclitus keeps his wisdom to himself such that, “…when asked to give 

laws to the city, he refused. Because, he says, the city is already dominated by a ponera 

politeia (a bad mode of political life).”132 

In contrast to the wise sage who only speaks his truth when he wants to, the 

parrhēsíast does have an obligation to speak his truth. It is his task, his duty: “Even under 

the threat of death, he will carry out his task until the end, until his final breath.”133 

Socrates in his trial is the great example of this for Foucault. Socrates did not claim to 

have any knowledge and so he always questioned others. Socrates the parrhēsíast 

constantly engaged with these others in order to question what they knew. As Foucault 

says: “The parrhēsíast is not someone who is fundamentally reserved. On the contrary, it 

is his duty, his obligation, responsibility, and task to speak, and he has no right to shirk 

this task” (p.18). Finally, the sage speaks the truth of things in the world, but 

fundamentally the parrhēsíasts’ truth is directed to the individual and speaks of the 

individual. The parrhēsíast tells individuals the truth of themselves.   

Foucault next turns his attention to a third modality: the truth-telling of teaching. 

What the technician possesses is tekhne: know-how of a learned skill which he is able to 

teach to others. The technician, unlike the sage, does have an obligation to teach what he 

knows and shares this in common with the parrhēsíast. The continuation of his skill 

                                                 
132 Foucault (2011), p.18. 
133 Foucault (2011), p.18. 
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relies on him teaching what he knows to others as he too was once taught by someone. 

However, while the teacher truly does believe the truth he speaks and has an obligation to 

speak it, it is still not parrhēsía because he takes no risk in doing so. For the teacher, this 

constant passing on of shared knowledge within a particular domain strengthens 

relationships; friendships are often formed between the master that teaches and the pupil 

that learns. In contrast, the risk the parrhēsíast takes in telling the truth is often the 

relationship which made it possible for his opinion to be of value to the one who listens. 

Risk, then, is a defining feature of parrhēsía. As Foucault summarises these differences:  

…the parrhēsíast is not the prophet who speaks the truth when he reveals 
fate enigmatically in the name of someone else. The parrhēsíast is not a 
sage who, when he wants to and against the background of silence, tells of 
being and nature (phusis) in the name of wisdom. The parrhēsíast is not 
the professor or teacher, the expert who speaks of tekhne in the name of a 
tradition.134 

In this way, Foucault concludes, “…the parrhēsíast brings into play the true discourse of 

what the Greeks call ethos.”135 So it becomes clear that the object of parrhēsíastic truth 

telling is a way of being. Consequently, because this truth is bound to the life of he who 

speaks the truth, risk-taking is necessarily a feature of the parrhēsíast, who is willing to 

constantly put himself in an exposed position. This is also a defining feature, as we shall 

see, of Nietzsche’s Dionysian man. Both the parrhēsíast and Nietzsche’s Dionysian man 

do not seek to preserve the self but are willing to sacrifice it for something else.  

It is clear that Foucault’s final project on parrhēsía was close to the heart of his 

philosophical project as a whole. Not only do these late lectures show what, 

retrospectively, Foucault saw as the connecting thread running throughout his works, 

                                                 
134 Foucault (2011), p.25. 
135 Foucault (2011), p.25. 
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they also shed new light on our understanding of Ancient Greek “care of self”. Foucault 

shows how important parrhēsía was to the “care of self” and, most importantly, that risk 

and courage are defining requirements of a parrhēsíastic act. The “care of self” has a 

fundamentally Dionysian element which has often been overlooked. Indeed, I wish to 

show how Nietzsche’s influence is present in Foucault’s late lectures. More significantly, 

I will demonstrate how the Dionysian is present in the “care of self”.  

Socratic Parrhēsía 

In his parrhēsía lecture series, Foucault discusses two types of philosophical 

parrhēsía: Socratic and Cynic. Drawing on three Platonic dialogues - Laches, Apology 

and Phaedo - I will show how Foucault locates the emergence of this new type of 

parrhēsía in the life and death of Socrates and how he connects it to the “care of self”. I 

will the turn to a discussion of Cynic parrhēsía. 

In Foucault’s discussion of ethical parrhēsía, Socrates is exemplary. This is 

because Socrates is someone who would rather die than renounce truth-telling. Yet 

Socrates did not take the political stage in order to practice parrhēsía. Socrates, rather, is 

one who performs a test of souls and is therefore the father of a new form of parrhēsía.  

 

Laches 

Plato’s Laches is a dialogue on the proper education of the young. Nicias and 

Laches, two distinguished generals, enlist the help of Socrates and then enter into a 

discussion on the nature of courage. By the end of the dialogue, Socrates has defeated 

both of the generals’ attempts to define courage and the three of them fail to arrive at a 
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definition. Foucault’s interest in Laches concerns three fundamental notions of parrhēsía, 

exetasis and epimeleia, which Foucault points out are present in the dialogue. Moreover, 

of all of Plato’s dialogues, Foucault argues that the noun parrhēsía is used the most in 

Laches. It is a great example of the “parrhēsíastic pact” whereby Socrates is 

acknowledged as one who has the right to exercise parrhēsía.136  

In Laches, this “parrhēsíastic game” is accepted by the two interlocutors. They 

are willing participants; indeed, they want to undergo an examination or test of their 

souls. They themselves propose this as the rule of the game (the exetasis). Care (or 

epimeleia) is also fundamental to the Laches because the very conversation itself is on the 

topic of the care and education of the young. As Foucault summarises: 

Throughout the dialogue, we find again the connection, the link, the 
entwining, as it were, of these three notions: parrhēsía as courageous 
frankness of truth-telling; exetasis as practice of the examination and test 
of the soul; and finally, care as the objective and end of this parrhēsía, of 
this interrogatory frankness.137 

The parrhēsíastic pact is a “wholly positive game” in which courage is given and 

repaid by both parties upon the acceptance of receiving parrhēsía.138 Laches as a 

dialogue stands out for Foucault because it is the best example of the parrhēsíastic game 

or pact (as Foucault calls it). This is to say, when conversing with Socrates it was known 

that Socrates questioned and examined people. However, some found this Socratic style 

                                                 
136 Foucault is also interested in Plato’s Laches because, when compared to Alcibiades, he believes two 
traditions of Western philosophy emerge from these Platonic dialogues. Alcibiades is concerned with the 
ontology of the soul which gives rise to metaphysics but Laches is concerned with the way in which one 
lives, giving rise to parrhēsíastic philosophy. As Kelly (2013) explains, “Foucault here identifies two 
fundamental strains in Western philosophy…while the former is an ontological inquiry seeking knowledge, 
the ethics of the care of the self sought to fashion the self according to the principle of maximizing the 
beauty of one’s life” (p.519).  
137 Foucault (2011), p.122. 
138 Foucault (2011), p.143. 
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of conversing to be confronting and annoying.139 In the dialogue, Lysimachus warns 

Nicias and Laches that if they engage in conversation with Socrates they will be asked to 

give an account of themselves and may find this uncomfortable. Both are more than 

willing. Nicias responds: 

I personally am accustomed to the man and know that one has to put up 
with this kind of treatment from him, and further, I know perfectly well 
that I myself will have to submit to it. I take pleasure in the man’s 
company, Lysimachus, and don’t regard it as at all a bad thing to have it 
brought to our attention that we have done or are doing wrong.140 

Foucault is very interested in the fact that Nicias and Laches accept this 

examination by Socrates. With Nicias, the first thing Foucault calls to attention is his 

emphasis on friendship. Nicias is trying to show that he is in “close affinity” with 

Socrates and is well aware of his ways, as any friend of Socrates would be, and rather 

enjoys being questioned by him. This shows the importance which friendship plays in the 

parrhēsíastic pact (but does not take away the risk that friendship undergoes in the 

“examination of souls”). Laches’ response is also welcoming of Socrates’ examining 

style: 

I am completely delighted to see the appropriateness and harmony existing 
between the speaker and his words. And such a man seems to me to be 
genuinely musical, producing the most beautiful harmony, not on the lyre 
or some other pleasurable instrument, but actually rendering his own life 
harmonious by fitting his deeds to his words.141  

In some ways Laches response is more interesting. Nicias knows Socrates and is well 

acquainted with his style of examining and questioning. However, Laches is not familiar 

with Socrates in the same way but does know him in battle. The courage Socrates showed 

                                                 
139 Socrates was very aware of the risk that his questioning would make him unpopular but took this risk 
nonetheless: “I kept going to one after another, all the while perceiving with pain and fear that I was 
becoming hated” (Apology, 21e3). 
140 Plato, Laches (188a-b). 
141 Plato, Laches (188d-e). 
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on the battlefield he very much admired and so Laches also gives his consent to be 

engaged in discourse with Socrates. However, Foucault wants to know what makes 

Socrates qualified to offer his parrhēsía to these two accomplished Athenian men. He 

argues that this passage is often hastily interpreted. Laches is not agreeing to Socrates’ 

examination in regards to courage because he showed great courage in the battlefield; 

rather he is in agreement with the pact because he sees Socrates as someone whose life is 

in harmony with his discourse. Laches only agrees to discourse when it comes from 

someone who lives in accordance with that discourse.142 Foucault concludes that this 

passage is of significance because, firstly, it shows the relation between “care of self” and 

Socratic discourse and, secondly, because Socratic parrhēsía is aimed at the mode of life: 

“The mode of life appears as the essential, fundamental correlative of the practice of 

truth- telling”.143  

What is perhaps most interesting about Laches’ response is his emphasis on ones’ 

words and actions being in harmony. The musical analogy Laches employs resonates 

with a point Foucault makes in passing on the etymological questions around the term 

epimeleia, in particular trying to establish the root of the word. Although there is no 

known root for the word, perhaps melei moi (meaning “I care about” or “it concerns me”) 

can be linked to the word melos from melodia. Foucault is clearly intrigued by this idea 

because this would mean that epimeleia contains “a calling,” as in music; a bit like a song 

one cannot get out of one’s head. The duty to take care calls to one’s soul.  

                                                 
142 As Markovits (2008) notes this is what Foucault sees Socrates as qualified for parrhesia: “it is because 
of the harmony present in his own life that Socrates is able to serve this function” (p.78). 
143 Foucault (2011), p.149. 
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Perhaps Foucault is excited by this idea because it is actually a very Nietzschean 

one. Nietzsche’s early discussions on the Greeks and music, harmony, and concord could 

be revisited under this light. Foucault says that within this call to care, “there would be 

something like a musical secret, a secret of the musical appeal in this notion of care”144. 

For Nietzsche, harmony is contradiction, in that each opposite strives for reunification 

and this contestation and contradiction inherently, necessarily, contains suffering145. For 

this reason, harmony is Dionysian: “the wonderful meaning of musical dissonance…The 

Dionysian, with its original joy even in pain, is the common womb of music and tragic 

myth”.146 The theme of harmony as an art of life is illustrated well in Plato’s Laches. We 

will return to this theme in Nietzsche in Chapter 4, but for now let us turn to Plato’s 

Laches.  

Laches’ response provides some evidence to support Foucault’s earlier musings 

on the relation between empimliea (care) and melody. Laches, in discussing how a person 

is the best instrument of his life illustrates that when one’s words and deeds are in 

harmony a beautiful symphony ensues, namely a beautiful life.  

This musical parallel shows that both Nietzsche and Foucault are interested in the 

association between logos and being. The main theme of the Laches can be argued to be 

about harmonising one’s speech and one’s deeds (which is the similar concern of 

parrhēsía and the “care of self”). “care of self” through parrhēsía is the intent to be what 

one is. This is reminiscent of Nietzsche’s mantra to “become what you are”.147 In the 

                                                 
144 Foucault (2011), p.119. 
145 See chapter titled “Nietzsche’s Musical Politics” in Gillespie (2017) and “The Idea of Hellenic 
Harmony” in White (2002).  
146 BT, §24. 
147 GS, §270. 
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Laches, what each man says equals what he is and when he gives an account of himself 

he wishes to show himself as he really is. Therefore, he is in concord or harmony with 

himself like beautiful music. Again, we are reminded of Nietzsche, who often praises 

music as the highest art form and who issues constant encouragements to make one’s 

own life a work of art. For example, the theme of “giving style to one’s character” 

Nietzsche deems “a great and rare art!”148 He urges us to “be the poets of our life” and to 

learn to “make melody” of situations.149  

For Nietzsche, this is “beyond good and evil” because lives are not good or bad. 

Rather, under a very Greek schemata, what is beautiful has value and is considered 

“good” and what is ugly is considered “bad”. A “good” life therefore consists of living in 

harmony with oneself. In being at one with oneself instead of at odds. This is clearly 

Dionysian, where the overcoming of dualities and loss of oneself in the primordial 

oneness is akin to the feeling of surrender we feel when lost in a beautiful melody. In 

music, being is identical to what is done and music becomes the direct representation of 

the musician’s will. The harmonization of one’s speech and one’s life is not only at the 

core of Laches but, I believe, at the core of Nietzsche’s philosophy also.  

While a definition of courage appears not be arrived at in Plato’s Laches, courage 

is nonetheless embodied (lived) in the dialogue. That is to say, it shows how parrhēsía is 

the courage of truth, and how courage is to act in accordance with truth. The theme of 

courage permeates the entire dialogue as it is the very topic under investigation. Nicias, 

Laches and Socrates are trying to define what courage is. Even the characters themselves 

                                                 
148 GS, §290. 
149 GS, §299. The full melody quotation is poignant: “Things touch our chords, but we make a melody out 
of them” [KGW, V, 1: 6[440]]. For this quote, I used Schrift’s (1990) translation (p.208). 
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are courageous men, both on and off the battlefield. Foucault notes that they each display 

courage in the dialogue too. There is courage on the part of Laches and Nicias in 

answering Socrates’ question and there is courage displayed by Socrates in addressing 

such important men in the city.   

Foucault distinguishes his concern with parrhēsía from the approach to truth 

commonly found in Western philosophy. That is of the purification of the subject who, by 

way of this purity, may have access to the truth. Foucault is more interested in the 

struggle that one must go through to arrive at the truth. Above all, he is interested in the 

courage one must possess to do so:  

There is another aspect which is that of the courage of the truth: what type 
of resolution, what type of will, what type of not only sacrifice but battle is 
one able to face in order to arrive at the truth? This struggle for the truth is 
different from the purification by which one can arrive at the truth.150  

This is very Nietzschean point and one reminiscent of what Nietzsche finds 

unhealthy about slave morality. Purification suggests meeting a set of criteria outside 

oneself in order to be worthy of, in this case, truth (as in the Christian model). Nietzsche 

(and Foucault) prefer the image of a Dionysian struggle, in this case for truth, one that is 

obtained through agon and is earned in this world, not gifted from above. 

The tension between “this world” and the “other world” can be seen between 

Plato’s dialogues. For example, Alcibiades and Laches both start with the same concern, 

the education of the young, but they end at a different point.151 The Alcibiades leads to 

the question of care and what exactly this care is directed at. It concludes with the care of 

the soul. However, in Laches the soul is never mentioned, and neither is it explicitly said 

                                                 
150 Foucault (2011), p.125. 
151 Forti (2014), p.205. 
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what it is that is being cared for. Foucault notes that a shift occurs in the object of care. 

No longer directed at the care of the soul, the emphasis is now on taking care of life, of 

the way in which one lives. The “care of self” is now fundamentally concerned with the 

“practice of existence”.152 This is important because it shows Foucault reflecting on the 

difference between being and becoming, and on a non-metaphysical truth given by 

parrhēsía as a way of life. Foucault argues that by comparing the Laches and the 

Alcibiades “the starting point for two great lines of development of philosophical 

reflection and practice” emerge.153 First, we see a philosophy that urges individuals to 

take care of their souls and this ultimately leads to the metaphysical notion of soul. 

Second, another line of development emerges in which this care is aimed at life (bios). 

This is “philosophy as a test of life, a test of existence, and the elaboration of a particular 

kind of form and modality of life”.154  

 

Apology 

As we have seen in our analysis of Laches, Socrates does not take the political 

stage in order to practice parrhēsía, but rather performs “a test of souls.” Foucault argues 

that in this way Socrates is the father of a new form of parrhēsía which is characterised 

by three key “moments”: investigation (zetesis), examination (exetasis), and care 

(epimeleia). All of these can be seen in the Apology where Socrates emerges as the 

parrhēsíast par excellence who would rather die than renounce truth-telling. In the 

following discussion we will examine the three moments of parrhēsía in Apology, as 

                                                 
152 Foucault (2011), pp.126-127. 
153 Foucault (2001), p.127. 
154 Foucault (2011), p.127. 
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Foucault sees them. Furthermore, I will stress the interaction of risk and care in Socratic 

parrhēsía.  

When Socrates first replies to his accusers he notes that they are so good at telling 

lies he almost believed them himself. They seek to convince the jury that Socrates is well 

versed in the art of speaking. In his reply, Socrates presents himself as a man who has 

only ever spoken the truth without any technē and without intention to persuade. He 

reminds the jury that he has never before in his life made a case in a court of law. The 

language of his speech is foreign to this domain because it is the same language he uses 

every day. His words are not pre-rehearsed or thought out in advance because he will say 

the words as they come to him and, most importantly, his speech will be true. In contrast 

to his accusers, therefore, Socrates’ speech will not be, as Plato has him say: 

…flowery language like theirs, decked out with fine words and phrases. 
No, what you will hear will be a straightforward speech in the first words 
that occur to me, confident as I am in the justice of my cause.155  

In this short response alone we can see many of the principles of alētheia. Foucault 

identifies four of these: the truth must be unconcealed, unalloyed, straight, and 

unchanging. When Socrates ensures that his speech will not be made in “flowery 

language” or “with fine word and phrases” he is showing that his speech will be 

unconcealed and unembellished. Through giving a “straightforward speech” we can see 

that Socrates’ speech will be pure (unalloyed) “in the first words that occur” to him. 

Finally, we can also see that Socrates is confident in the justice of his cause because his 

speech is straight or in line with rectitude. As we shall see later, these principles of truth 

will become greatly exaggerated in Cynic parrhēsía.  

                                                 
155 Apology, 17c. 
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In Plato’s Apology, Socrates defends the charges made against him by recounting 

the story which lead to him undertaking this life mission. He tells the court of the 

Oracle’s prophecy that no one is wiser than Socrates. Socrates’ response to the Oracle is 

not the norm. While most took the prophecy of the Oracle as true, Socrates’ approach 

involves verification and inquiry.156 Socrates sets out on a mission to find out if what the 

Oracle has said is indeed true. In order to do this, he embarks on a test of souls. In his 

examination, Socrates compares his own soul to those of others, considering what they 

know of themselves and the world. Foucault calls this the first cycle of Socratic 

parrhēsía: “the investigation”. Socrates’ investigation is conducted by examining 

different categories of citizens; from the politicians, to the poets and the craftsman. In his 

investigation from those who were thought to be the wisest to the everyday man, Socrates 

finds the opposite is true: “I found that those who had the highest reputation were nearly 

the most deficient, while those who were thought to be inferior were more 

knowledgeable”.157  

This examination (exetasis) in which Socrates questions the citizens of the city, 

high and low, is the second moment of Socratic parrhēsía, according to Foucault. The 

examination, as we saw in Laches, involves a test of one’s soul in which the interlocutor 

will need to give an account of himself. In this account, Socrates not only examines what 

the person knows and does not know but also compares his own soul against the souls of 

others. In undergoing this process, Socrates was well aware that he was risking 

unpopularity:  

I realized, to my sorrow and alarm, that I was getting unpopular, but I 
thought that I must attach the greatest importance to the god’s oracle, so I 

                                                 
156 Foucault (2011), p.83. 
157 Apology, 22a1. 
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must go to all those who had any reputation for knowledge to examine its 
meaning.158  

However, it is not just the chance of being disliked which is at stake in Socrates’ mission 

but a far more serious risk which he faces in the Apology. Foucault explores the paradox 

of Socrates’ political non-involvement. Socrates’ accusers want to know why a man who 

claims to speak the truth has never done so before the Assembly? Socrates replies that 

had he “engaged in politics, my ruin would have been complete long ago, and I would not 

have been able to be of use to either you or myself.”159 This is an important point. It 

shows that parrhēsía involves an obligation not only to tell the truth but to be of use to 

oneself and to others. Therefore, one who is to tell the truth must take care of himself so 

that he may take care of others. It is significant that although Socrates is willing to face 

even the risk of death in order to practice truth-telling, he has no death wish. The aim of 

Socratic parrhēsía is the care of the soul; to care for one’s self and consequently to guide 

others to care for themselves.  

 This leads to the third moment of Socratic parrhēsía – care (epimeleia). What 

Socrates’ parrhēsía aims at is the “care of self.” Socrates is examining these beliefs not 

only to attempt to prove the Oracle wrong but also to guide others in questioning their 

beliefs and thus taking care of their own souls. As he says: “I go around and do nothing 

but persuade you, both younger and older, not to care for bodies and money before, nor 

as intensely as, how your soul will be the best possible”.160 For this aim of the care of self 

and others he is willing to risk even death itself. The philosophical life is the 

manifestation of truth. It represents a commitment to truth that one honours even at the 
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cost of one’s own life. In Antichrist, Nietzsche holds a similar view and it is important to 

keep in mind that although Nietzsche (like Foucault) rejects all notions of absolute or 

metaphysical truth, truth is still something which Nietzsche holds in the highest regard: 

Truth has had to be fought for every step of the way, almost everything 
else dear to our hearts, on which our love and our trust in life depend, has 
had to be sacrificed to it. Greatness of soul is needed for it, the service of 
truth is the hardest service.161  

In admitting that truth is not something that lies beyond this world but rather is tied to 

becoming, Nietzsche must also be honest that truth is not other than everydayness and the 

way in which one lives. This is why “greatness of soul” is needed for it, because 

perspectival truth or non-metaphysical truth must be lived.  

 Similarly, Socrates is bound to his mission to take care of the souls of others. In 

explaining this cycle of investigation, examination and care, Foucault is attempting to 

illustrate the fundamental point that Socrates’ life and his death provides us with the 

foundation of a new type of parrhēsía, an ethical parrhēsía. Moreover, the “care of self” 

is the reason and the aim of this new form of veridiction. This must not be forgotten. 

Parrhēsía and epimeleia (“care of self”) are intrinsically entwined.  

Just as important are the themes of risk and courage. Foucault stresses that within 

this threefold cycle of parrhēsía, Socrates does accept the risk of death in every moment 

of his mission:  

Now that we are in the cycle, the unfolding of this form of parrhēsía and 
veridiction, you can see that the risk of life and death, which a moment 
ago was a reason for not engaging in politics, is here, on the contrary, at 
the very heart of his enterprise.162  
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Although this type of parrhēsía does require courage, it is not for fear of political 

consequences and is not practiced in the political sphere. It is an ethical one. As we 

discussed earlier, parrhēsía must be kept away from the dangers of politics if it is to be 

useful for the city: 

what runs through the whole cycle of the Socratic death is actually the 
establishment, the foundation, in its non- political specificity, of a form of 
discourse whose preoccupation, whose concern is the care of self.163  

Foucault makes clear then that his interest in philosophical parrhēsía and the cycle of 

Socrates’ death is still the “care of self”. Parrhēsía is important but is intrinsically tied to 

the care that is Foucault’s underlying interest in these lecture series.  

The theme of the care of self is indeed present, and it heralds as it were, as 
a kind of negative opening, everything that takes place afterwards in the 
Apology and the other texts [relating to] Socrates’ death, that is to say the 
theme of the care of self.164  

It is easy to see why Plato’s Apology is an important text exhibiting many of the 

defining features of parrhēsía. It illustrates the vital connection between parrhēsía, the 

“care of self” and risk. Above all, Apology highlights the courage it takes to tell the truth 

in the face of death.  As is well known, despite Socrates’ defence he is sentenced to 

death. Next, we will examine his final words in Phaedo, Nietzsche’s objection and 

Foucault’s novel interpretation.  

 

Phaedo 

Socrates’ final words as transcribed by Plato in the Phaedo were: “Crito, we owe 

a cock to Asclepius. Pay my debt, don’t forget.”165 Asclepius is the Ancient Greek god of 
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healing and a sacrifice to this god was offered as thanks for being cured of an ill. The 

usual interpretation of Socrates’ last words, therefore, are that he is thanking the god of 

healing for his impending death and for being thereby cured from the disease of life. 

Nietzsche argues for this in his famous aphorism on the topic in The Gay Science: 

The Dying Socrates.  I admire the courage and wisdom of Socrates in all 
that he did, said and did not say.  This mocking and amorous demon and 
rat catcher of Athens, who made the most insolent youths tremble and sob, 
was not only the wisest babbler that has ever lived, but was just as great in 
his silence.  I would that he had also been silent in the last moment of his 
life, perhaps he might then have belonged to a still higher order of 
intellects.  Whether it was death, or the poison, or piety, or wickedness 
something or other loosened his tongue at that moment, and he said: “O 
Crito, I owe a cock to Asclepios.”  For him who has ears, this ludicrous 
and terrible "last word" implies: "O Crito, life is a long sickness!"  Is it 
possible!  A man like him, who had lived cheerfully and to all appearance 
as a soldier, was a pessimist!  He had merely put on a good demeanour 
towards life, and had all along concealed his ultimate judgment, his 
profoundest sentiment!  Socrates, Socrates had suffered from life!  And he 
also took his revenge for it with that veiled, fearful, pious, and 
blasphemous phrase!  Had even a Socrates to revenge himself?  Was there 
a grain too little of magnanimity in his superabundant virtue?  Ah, my 
friends!  We must surpass even the Greeks!166   

The most common readings of Socrates’ last words are in agreement with Nietzsche’s 

interpretation that Socrates looks forward to being cured from the disease of life. 

However, this is inconsistent with the rest of Pheado and Socrates’ mission throughout 

his life. Foucault identifies this as “a small gap in the history of philosophy” and offers us 

a re-reading.167  

Foucault agrees with Nietzsche that there at first seems to be “a contradiction 

between those words and that life.”168 However, his analysis arrives at a different 

conclusion to Nietzsche’s. Other scholars have also been dissatisfied with interpretations 
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of Socrates as someone who viewed life as a disease of which he is finally cured.169 

Foucault reviews some of these different interpretations. Some have argued that Socrates 

is giving thanks for being cured of his soul being attached to his body. Others argue that 

death is a sleep from which Socrates will wake and be cured. Foucault is unconvinced by 

these classical interpretations. Foucault shows how the Ancient Greeks viewed the gods 

as taking care of them. The care of the gods shows that we are not in a prison called life 

and this emphasis on epimeleia rules out the theory of life as a disease that death finally 

cures.170  

It is Dumezil that solves the problem of Socrates’ last words for Foucault. 

Dumezil’s argument begins by bringing attention to where Socrates specifically addresses 

Crito and says “we owe a cock to Asclepius”; “we” not “I”. Thus, both Socrates and Crito 

are involved, not just Socrates. This leads Dumezil to look for the solution in the only 

place where Crito and Socrates are alone – Plato’s Crito. In this dialogue, Crito is trying 

to convince Socrates to escape his imprisonment and save himself. Socrates gives 

arguments for not wanting to do so. We can therefore rule out that the thanks Socrates is 

offering to the god has anything to do with Socrates’ death at all, as Crito will live and 

the offering of thanks is from both of them (“we owe a cock to Asclepius”). Foucault 

notes that in the Crito, unlike Phaedo, the status of the soul is not mentioned at all, 

despite the dialogue being about Socrates escaping his death: 

It is interesting that the soul is not named here. Its place is left empty, as it 
were. The demonstration of the soul’s existence as immortal substance 
will be given in the Phaedo. For the moment, it exists; it is a part of us. So, 
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well before the soul is founded metaphysically, it is the relation of self to 
self that is questioned here.171  

According to Dumezil, the disease that Crito, via his discussion with Socrates, 

was cured of was that of common opinion. Just because everyone thinks Socrates should 

escape does not mean that he should. This is was Socrates teaches Crito in the dialogue. 

Cure falls under epimeleia and this is of upmost importance to Foucault. He wants 

to link Socrates’ death to the “care of self”: “…this great cycle which begins with the 

Apology, continues with the Crito, and ends with the Phaedo is permeated by this theme 

of epimeleia”.172 This is interesting because Foucault’s late lectures are understandably 

associated with parrhēsía. But it is important not to forget that his main aim is actually 

the “care of self” and that parrhēsía is important insofar as it manifests the “care of self” 

in the act of courageous truth telling. “care of self” is the whole point of parrhēsía: 

“Socrates defined his parrhēsía, his courageous truth-telling, as a truth-telling whose 

final objective and constant concern was to teach men to take care of themselves”.173 

Foucault argues that in both Crito and Pheado care is a constant theme. So Foucault 

concludes that Socrates’ final wish to sacrifice a cock to Asclepius is in thanks: 

In thanks for what? In thanks for the god’s assistance, as healer, to all 
those, Socrates and his disciples, who have undertaken to care for 
themselves (epimeleisthai), look after themselves, take care of themselves, 
to, as Socrates often says, “therapeuein” (in the sense of looking after and 
curing).174  

The reason we must not forget and why Socrates stresses this point, is because we need to 

thank the gods for concerning themselves with our care at all. The discussion of ethical 
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parrhēsía leads Foucault straight back to the “care of self”. It is important to note that 

while Foucault claims parrhēsía to be the theme of that year’s lectures, this is never 

separated from a discussion and emphasis on the “care of self”. When Foucault mentions 

the “cycle” of Socrates’ death, he means the cycle of the “care of self” and he is clearly 

emphasising how the “care of self,” epimeleia, undergirds Socrates’ life mission, his 

parrhēsía and his parting wish as he dies.   

Cynic Parrhēsía  

As mentioned earlier, Socrates is a problematic figure for Nietzsche. In some 

places he appears to admire his courage but most of the time he criticises Socrates for his 

obsession with rationality. It can be argued, then, that Nietzsche did not like Socrates’ 

form of truth-telling because Nietzsche views this “truth at any cost” as signalling the end 

of the Tragic Age he adored and the beginning of an age of reason. However, this does 

not mean parrhēsía is irrelevant. Foucault identifies a second form of parrhēsía which, I 

will argue, which shares similarities with some aspects of Nietzsche’s own thought.175 

Cynicism, for Foucault, is a kind of philosophy where mode of life and truth-

telling are closely linked.176 In the second half of The Courage to Truth, Foucault 

explores the articulation of truth-telling in the Cynics’ mode of life. Drawing on texts 

from Epictetus, Diogenes Laertius, and Lucian, Foucault shows how parrhēsía is the 

major characteristic of the Cynic life. Although parrhēsía  is not reserved for the Cynics 

alone, Foucault stresses that the Cynic is very often described as the man of parrhēsía  

and the word parrhēsía  appears in almost all texts on Cynicism, “to the point that it was 
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impossible to describe a Cynic without referring to his practice of parrhēsía .”177 The 

Cynics represent most importantly, for Foucault, a shift from parrhēsía  as not only 

manifest as an ethos and the way in which one acts, but further as the way in which one 

lives – a way of life – bios.  

The Cynics are interesting for Foucault because they take all the core principles of 

parrhēsía and push these ideas to their limit. At this limit we can see how these ideas are 

literally brought “to life,” so to speak, and played out (or dramatized) as if on a stage 

through the very life of the Cynic. Consequently, we can contrast the “discursive” 

parrhēsía of Socrates to the “lived” parrhēsía of the Cynic. Socratic parrhēsía occurs 

mainly through discourse. However, the Cynic will ground it in bios and instead of just 

exhibiting parrhēsía in the way they speak they will manifest it in the way they live. This 

is more than just harmony between one’s speech and actions. As Foucault explains:  

Cynicism presents itself essentially as a certain form of parrhēsía, of 
truth-telling, but which finds its instrument, its site, its point of emergence 
in the very life of the person who must thus manifest or speak the truth in 
the form of a manifestation of existence.178  

One of the problems with any analysis of Classical Cynicism is the lack of texts. 

As Cynicism was more of an informal “sect” of philosophers than a “school” of 

philosophy with a defined set of beliefs and convictions, we do not have any Cynic texts 

or doctrines. What we know comes from accounts of Cynicism made by contemporaries 

such a Lucian. In these accounts we are told that the Cynics were discernable by their 

appearance and their dress (or rather lack thereof). They were often in just a cloak or 

completely naked, carrying very little possessions, usually just a staff and a rucksack, and 
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displayed little concern for cleanliness and indeed for normal social conventions. 

Nonetheless, they became a well-known sight in Antiquity. Lucian, for example, tells us 

that in each spot in Roman Alexandria one will undoubtedly happen upon a Cynic, 

“bawling out the usual street corner invocations to Virtue in a loud, harsh voice, and 

abusing everyone without exception”.179 However, Foucault argues that the lack of texts 

from the Cynics themselves reveals that Cynicism was more an attitude or way of life 

than something to be learned and handed down through texts or doctrines.  

Foucault argues that there were two characteristics of Cynicism that make its 

analysis problematic. First, Cynicism took many different forms. Second, some of these 

forms of Cynic life were revered and others vehemently disliked.  

Another problem with analysing Cynicism was the changing attitudes that 

Antiquity held towards Cynicism. Of all the philosophical schools, none was so disliked 

and criticised as Cynicism. Foucault gives an example from The Runaways by Lucian.  

Lucian paints a portrait of the Cynic as ignorant, rude and lacking culture. 

Foucault points to another text which portrays Cynicism negatively by the Emperor 

Julian. However, Foucault notes that these negative representations are aimed a caricature 

of Cynicism which was always contrasted to “true Cynicism,” which was seen as more 

austere. Foucault gives the example of a Cynic Demonax, who Lucian depicted 

positively. One reason why Demonax was held in high regard was that he came to 

philosophy naturally. That is to say, he was not formally trained but was rather pulled 

towards philosophy by an “innate impulse”.180 This “pull” towards philosophy is not 
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unlike the “call” to philosophy mentioned previously in Socratic parrhēsía. This theme is 

also taken up by Nietzsche, where it is particularly linked to the Dionysian and by way of 

the Dionysian to becoming. One commentator argues, “…it is only possibly to hear this 

call because Dionysus is the god of music who speaks not in words but through them in a 

way quite different than the logic that more visually oriented readers follow. To 

understand Nietzsche’s life as music is therefore to understand life itself as music, not as 

being but as becoming.”181  

One of the benefits of coming to philosophy naturally was that the Cynic did not 

tie himself to one philosophy, but rather familiarised himself with many different 

philosophies, taking on those ideas he found useful or worthwhile. This also included 

physical activities (particularly of deprivation to make one’s endurance stronger). Lucian 

describes Demonax as a “practitioner of truth”.182 True Cynicism is shown in actions. 

Julian asserts that Cynicism is open to everyone and in this way acts as a universal 

philosophy. This set Cynicism apart from most of the other philosophical schools which 

had required readings and texts. There was no special study required for Cynicism, just 

practice and a certain “philosophical syncretism”. For Foucault, this means that 

“Cynicism appears as the universal core of philosophy” but paradoxically is always on 

the outskirts of society and never really accepted.183  

 Cynic parrhēsía was nonetheless tied to the notion of a beautiful existence which 

concerned many schools of ancient thought. A text by Diogenes Laertius illustrates this 

point. Diogenes (the Cynic) is asked what is most beautiful in life and his answer is 
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parrhēsía.184 This illustrates clearly the link between mode of existence, truth and a 

beautiful life. Parrhēsía emerges now as a key way of being which makes a life most 

beautiful. Nietzsche’s own stylistics of existence similarly aims to continuously form a 

life that can be considered beautiful (in a Nietzschean way). For example, Ansell-Pearson 

shows how this idea is predominate in Nietzsche’s care of the self, most evident in 

Nietzsche middle writings. Techniques of the self on self are: 

required for this practice of freedom to take shape in an ethos that can be 
said to be beautiful, honourable, estimable, memorable and exemplary. It 
is precisely in these terms that Nietzsche will depict philosophy as a way 
of life in his writings.185 

Another feature of Cynic parrhēsía is that the Cynic’s parrhēsía is linked to a 

mode of life. The Cynics’ mode of life was precise, with a set of behaviours which were 

immediately recognizable as Cynical. For example, the Cynic was the beggar, the one 

who roams, who wears little or no clothes, has no home, no family, and who was often 

described as dirty. Foucault explores the relationship between Cynic truth-telling and 

mode of life in three ways. First, the Cynic’s mode of life plays an instrumental role. That 

is to say that the Cynic philosopher is able to be the parrhēsíast because he has no 

attachments and is able to roam, having the freedom to go and do what is required of him 

to tell his truth. The second function of the Cynic mode of life is a reductive one. It 

reduces all the obligations society takes to be important but are not in fact necessary to 

living a true life, which is a life lived according to reason and nature. As Foucault puts it, 

“this mode of life as the reduction of all pointless conventions and all superfluous 

opinions is clearly a sort of general stripping of existence and opinions in order to reveal 
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the truth.”186 It reduces life to the basis, the core, to what life truly is at bottom. The way 

in which the Cynic lives his life, therefore, is essential to the act of truth-telling itself. 

Again, we see that for the Cynics truth-telling and mode of life are necessarily entwined: 

one cannot practice parrhēsía or speak the truth unless one lives a true life. That is to say, 

parrhēsía must manifest in the way one lives.  

This naturally leads to the third function. Cynicism makes parrhēsía  visible in 

the one’s acts, behaviours, body: “in short, Cynicism makes life, existence, bios, what 

could be called an alethurgy, a manifestation of truth.”187 The Cynic spends his life 

testing himself, “bearing witness to the truth” in his very acts, his body, the way he 

dresses so that the truth manifests in his life itself: “the true life as life of truth”.188 This 

scandalous existence is, to quote Foucault, “…the kernel of Cynicism; practicing the 

scandal of the truth in and through one’s life”.189 In this way life, in Cynic philosophy, 

becomes the way in which truth is played out, made manifest and visible.  

 

Alethes Bios 

As we can see, the Cynics’ parrhēsía is manifested in the very life of the 

parrhēsíast and as a result it becomes something more than just true speech: true life. 

While the true life was a common concern of all the main philosophical schools of the 

time, Cynicism took this to the extreme. Paradoxically, through the strictest adherence to 

the principles of the true life, many of these principles become the opposite of themselves 
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(as we shall see). However, this is also what, according to Foucault, allows the Cynic’s 

truth-telling to take a “privileged form of life as testimony of the truth”.190  

Foucault believes that within this framework of the Cynic as liver of truth he had 

found the important theme of “the true life” (alethes bios). Foucault analyses what the 

true life is under the rubric of Cynicism. First, he investigates what the true life means for 

Greek philosophy in general before applying it to Cynicism specifically. As previously 

mentioned, there are four principles of truth by which the Greeks held something to be 

true: the truth must be (1) unconcealed (2) unalloyed (3) straight, and (4) unchanging.191 

Following Foucault’s analysis, I will compare how these four principles of truth were 

conventionally understood and practiced in the philosophical schools of the time to 

Cynicism’s radical intensification of each principle.  

First, however, it is useful to understand why the Cynics radicalize these 

principles in the first place. Foucault argues that Diogenes can be compared to Socrates 

in that they both received a message from the Delphic Oracle and embarked on a mission 

afterwards. To “change the value of the currency” is the Oracle’s response to Diogenes. 

In analysing what this message might mean, Foucault first points out the similarity 

between nomisma (currency) and nomos (law). The similarity of the words suggest, for 

Foucault, that the message has less to do with money but more with that of convention, 

with what was the norm, with that which was regarded as being generally acceptable. To 

change the value of the currency, therefore, is to change the way in which one values the 

general norms and principles regarded as acceptable at the time in order to reveal what 

truly has value:  
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That the coin is not misleading about its true value, that its own value is 
restored to it by stamping it with another, better, and more adequate 
effigy, is what is defined by this important Cynic principle of altering and 
changing the value of the currency.192  

This became Diogenes’ mission in the same way that the “care of self” was 

Socrates’. Foucault sees Cynicism as taking the principle of true life and “changing the 

value” by taking them to their extreme consequence. Cynicism must not be seen as 

marginalised because it was not accepted, but rather, that it was not accepted because it 

represented a “grimace” on the face of the traditions of classical philosophy. By “an 

extrapolation of the themes of the true life” its true value is revealed.193 This was 

achieved by the Cynics in the reversal of the following four principles.  

 

Truth as Unconcealed  

Firstly, Greek truth is unconcealed. That which was considered to be true was 

seen as needing to be sincere, unembellished, raw truth. As Foucault says, Greek truth 

was “given to view in its entirety”. In fact, the Greek term for truth aletheia is sometimes 

translated as “unconcealedness”.194 In speech then, this means that one speaks one’s truth 

plainly. The true speech must not be embellished and must not attempt to hide anything 

or conceal one’s true motives. Nothing is disguised, nothing is masked and nothing of 

importance remains unsaid.  

The Cynics take this principle to its extreme in the sense that they live a literally 

unconcealed life. The life of the Cynic is on display and lived in public. In Cynicism this 
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principle of living unconcealed or unhidden is connected strongly to shamelessness. For 

the Cynic, one can live a life on complete display because one has nothing to hide and 

nothing to be ashamed of.195 To live as if someone is always watching was a practice 

which all Ancient philosophies counselled in their own way. The Stoics, for example, 

used letters to friends who would play a supervisory role. The injunction to not be 

ashamed and hide nothing from one’s lover is described in Plato’s Symposium. Finally, 

the internal gaze of God evoked by Epictetus in his letters is also relevant here. Take this 

letter by Epictetus for example: 

We should live as if we lived in plain sight, and we should think as if 
someone could look into our innermost heart. For someone can. What use 
is it for something to be hidden from man? Nothing is hidden from God. 
He is present in our minds and intervenes in the middle of our 
thoughts…Therefore, I will do as you bid and I will gladly write to you 
about what I am doing, and in what order. I will observe myself 
continually and (this is most useful) I will review my day. It is this that 
makes us bad – that no one turns his gaze on his life.196  

The Cynics, however, dramatize this principle. The gaze of the other is no longer a 

metaphorical gaze but the very real gaze of the public. In this way, there is absolutely no 

chance of privacy or secrecy. Foucault says, the Cynics lived lives of “absolute 

visibility.” This perfect shamelessness which characterizes the Cynic’s life is something 

which Nietzsche would have greatly admired. Nietzsche even makes the case that modern 

universities could learn something from Cynic shamelessness: 

If such thinkers are dangerous, it is clear why our university thinkers are 
not dangerous; for their thoughts bloom as peacefully in the shade of 
tradition “as ever a tree bore its apples.” They do not frighten; they carry 
away no gates of Gaza; and to all their little contemplations one can make 
the answer of Diogenes when a certain philosopher was praised: “What 
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great result has he to show, who has so long practiced philosophy and yet 
hurt nobody?” Yes, university philosophy should have engraved upon its 
monument, “It had hurt nobody.” But this is the praise one would rather 
give an old woman than to a goddess of truth!197  

Nietzsche is here clearly contrasting the modern and ancient approaches to truth. Modern 

scholars, according to Nietzsche, are overly concerned with politeness and not hurting 

anyone’s feelings. While these modern scholars live the kind of lives no one objects to, 

this kind of emphasis on decency is incompatible with truth. When it comes to truth one 

must, like the Cynic, have no shame. Diogenes certainly lived a life which offended 

many and Nietzsche praises this kind of shamelessness by connecting it to true freedom: 

“What is the seal of liberation? -To be no longer ashamed of oneself”.198  

 

Truth as Unalloyed/Independent 

Greek truth was also considered unalloyed, that is to say pure. It was pure in the 

sense that it was unmixed and identical with itself and therefore independent from 

anything other than itself. There were two ways in which this principle was interpreted 

and practiced in the conventional philosophies of the time and both involved a kind of 

purification (katharsis). The first method was to purify one’s soul. In Platonism, this was 

sometimes seen as purifying the soul from the body.199 The second method was to purify 

by way of independence; by detaching oneself from anything external and outside of 

one’s control. Immediately we can call to mind the Stoic and Epicurean doctrines which 

encourage us to free ourselves from anxiety over that which we have no control. In this 

way one does not become dependent on anything. Nassbaum argues that the extirpation 
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of the passions lies at the heart of Stoic therapy.200 In order to obtain eudemonia the 

Stoics strive for apatheia or freedom from the passions. This is because, for the Stoics, 

passion arrives from attachment to persons and things; in order to be wholly independent 

from that which we cannot control, the Stoic must be dispassionate. Similarly, the 

Epicureans aimed to free themselves from trivial matters which cause disturbance and 

anxiety in the soul by focusing only on that which one can control. 

Again, the Cynics take this principle to its extreme end; poverty. The Cynic 

physically and materially detaches himself from everything so that his life bears 

testimony to his utter and complete independence. While other philosophies did practice 

a milder form of temporary detachment (for example Seneca wrote in his letters that he 

would practice fasting or sleeping on the floor for a few days)201, Cynic poverty was real 

and permanent. As Foucault explains: “It is a stripping of existence which is deprived of 

the material elements to which it is traditionally linked and on which it is usually thought 

to depend”.202  

It is well known that Socrates was not concerned with wealth and could be seen to 

exhibit many of these Cynic attitudes. However, there is a subtle difference between the 

Socratic attitude and the Cynic attitude. Socrates accepts his situation but is passive in 

comparison to the Cynic attitude. The latter is active in his conduct of poverty. The Cynic 

constantly chooses this life of poverty and practices it willingly. We can compare this to 

Nietzsche, who stresses in his “formula for greatness” that amor fati means one must not 

be resigned to one’s fate but to love it.203  
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This practice of voluntary poverty was vital to the Cynic goal of self-sufficiency 

and it was also connected to pleasure. The mouse, for example, fears little and is 

adaptable to the circumstances it may find itself in because it depends on very little.204 

This is the goal of Cynicism. 

Poverty was not unique to Cynicism and many philosophies of the time also 

practiced poverty as asceticism.  Early Cynicism, however, did not embrace poverty in 

order to obtain religious enlightenment. Cynic poverty was akin to a kind military 

asceticism. The military ascetic slept on the ground, wore a thin cloak in winter, ate black 

broth, and trained incessantly, hardening his body to withstand heat, cold, hunger, 

weariness and wounds. The hardships of poverty are means by which he may win battles, 

not attain union with God.205  

Foucault likens this to the Cynics going into battle for philosophy. The Cynic 

goes to war “against his desires, his appetites, and his passions…but it is also a battle, a 

battle against customs, against conventions, against institutions, against the laws, against 

an entire state of humanity; it is a struggle against the vices, but these vices are not 

simply those of the individual, these are the vices which affect the entire human race.”206  

The Cynics held the view that one should renounce all one’s money and 

possessions in order to gain wisdom. Unlike most philosophy of the time, however, this 

was not the wisdom of books, travel or theorems, but of natural contentment and the 

ability to live in the moment. In this freedom from dependency the Cynic gains an inner 
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freedom and this enables pleasure. However, the relationship between pleasure and pain 

for the Cynics was not simple. The two were often intertwined. For example, Diogenes 

enjoyed life in his tub: 

I came quickly upon the road to happiness. Arriving at this place where 
Happiness resided, I said, “I remain, O Happiness, of account of you and 
drink water and eat watercress and sleep on the ground”. She answered me 
and said, “I will make hardships more pleasant for you than the benefits to 
be obtained from wealth, which men prefer and ask of me, not perceiving 
that they are entrusting themselves to a tyrant.” When I heard Happiness 
say that eating and drinking these things was not training but pleasure, it 
impelled me to this way of living.207  

This asceticism served the purpose of freeing the self not only from fortune but 

from all outside circumstance; from that which shifts and is susceptible to change. While 

this freedom of the self from external forces is normally associated with the Stoics, it was 

originally a Cynic idea, one which Nietzsche would have admired more in the Cynics 

than the Stoics (who he famously criticises for wanting to abolish suffering). The Cynic, 

rather, actively pursues his poverty and takes pleasure in it.  

 

Truth as Straight 

The true life is also the straight life in Greek culture and by that was meant, as 

Foucault elaborates, a life “in line with rectitude”. Truth should be in line with the nomos, 

the laws, habits customs and conventions. The basis of both Cynic and Stoic philosophy, 

by contrast, was the principle to “live according to nature”. The major difference between 

the two schools of thought lay in their respective interpretation of nature. For the Stoics, 

the idea of God and nature were intertwined. The Stoics’ idea of God is of a 
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philosophical God, a cosmic God that represents the way things are held together. Unlike 

not the Judaeo-Christian God, they saw god and nature as interchangeable: “ ―That 

which holds the world together… a supreme rational being, God, who directs all events 

for purposes which are necessarily good.”208 

For the Stoics, therefore, nature is rational and ordered. To live in accordance 

with this nature is to live in accordance with one’s reason. Nature herself is logos. For the 

Cynics, on the other hand, nature is simply physis. To live in accordance with this view 

of nature is to live in accordance only with that which nature herself provides. For this 

reason, the Cynic rejects all convention (nomos) in praise of voluntary poverty and 

practiced hardship. This does not require an investigation into what nature is, for the 

Cynics believed that that which is necessary is already given. 

Therefore, while the Cynics, like the Stoics, also take nature as the law this is 

taken with the upmost seriousness. The Cynics attempt to follow nature as closely as 

possible and this meant rejecting all that is not natural, particularly most human 

conventions. As Foucault explains, “no convention, no human prescription may be 

accepted in the Cynic life if it does not conform exactly to what is found in nature, and in 

nature alone.”209 

In the Cynics reversal of this principle we find the most obvious and arguably 

most dramatic transvaluation of the true life as the straight life. The same principle which 

in most philosophical schools led to a life in line with rectitude, led the Cynic, following 

the principle to its extreme, to a life which rejected all human conventions. Adherence to 

this particular principle is what led to some of the more striking (or well-known) features 
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of Cynicism: the living in public, the lack of clothes or possessions, eating whatever one 

could obtain from begging – literally the “dog life” from which the Cynic derives his 

name.  

As nothing found in nature can be seen as reprehensible, animality becomes 

positive and a virtue which the Cynic seeks. As Vanessa Lemm argues, animality plays a 

positive role in Nietzsche’s philosophy also: 

Animality features, in Nietzsche’s thought, as an otherness, a reservoir of 
creative and regenerative forces of life that allows the human being to 
spring forward into the future. For Nietzsche, the future emerges from the 
human’s ability to overcome the self. In order to overcome itself, the 
human being needs to return to its animality.210  

This is clearly something that the Cynic achieves and perhaps one of the many reasons 

Nietzsche admires the Cynics, claiming that “the highest thing that can be attained 

on earth — Cynicism”211 

The reader will recall from Chapter 1 that much of the Nietzsche literature 

compares Stoic practices of “care of self” to Nietzsche’s own philosophy. Nietzsche does 

indeed share similarities to a kind of Stoic therapy but there are a few major points of 

Stoic doctrine with which Nietzsche disagrees and which show him to be closer to the 

Cynics than the Stoics. 

For one thing, Nietzsche criticises the Stoic principle to “live according to nature” 

for misinterpreting the meaning of “life” and “nature”. As we saw, the Stoics believed in 

moral order and thus believed nature to be divine and ordered.212 They avoided pain and 

measured things according to pleasure and pain in an attempt to abolish suffering, which 
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Nietzsche is also at variance with. For Nietzsche, nature is indifferent. Nietzsche prefers a 

de-deified reading of nature.213 As every man is already a piece of nature, Nietzsche 

argues that we can do nothing but live according to nature. In making a principle out of 

what one already is, the Stoic reveals his underlying desire to not “live according to 

nature”. He rather creates a false image of nature in his own image, one which reflects the 

Stoic way of life.214 The Stoic thus only imposes his own ideals onto nature and to “live 

according to nature” really means that nature must live “according to Stoa”.215  

It is well-known that Nietzsche is against the idea that pain and suffering is 

something to be avoided. This concern extends beyond his middle period. For example, 

in Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche says:  

“You want, if possible – and there is no more insane “if possible” – to 
abolish suffering. And we? It really seems that we would rather have it 
higher and worse than ever. Well-being as you understand it – that is no 
goal, that seems to us an end, a state that soon makes man ridiculous and 
contemptible – that makes his destruction desirable”.216  

Nietzsche sees the tension of soul which is maintained by suffering as responsible 

for “all enhancements of man so far”. Suffering for Nietzsche is natural, amoral and 

necessary - something which can and should be utilised to enhance the soul. Nietzsche’s 

“curative journey,” his self-subjection to strange environments and his removal of friends 

and comforts is not a Stoic endeavour to obtain eudemonia, ataraxia or apatheia. Rather 

it is throwing himself into difficulty in order to maintain his tension and subject himself 

to a “climb of the soul”.  
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It is clear that Nietzsche’s thought is closer to Cynic animality than Stoic therapy 

and that the Cynic interpretation of “live according to nature” is more valuable, in 

Nietzsche’s view, than the Stoic reading.  

 

Truth as Unchanging/Sovereign  

Finally, in Greek philosophy truth was considered unchanging and incorruptible. 

As we have seen, in each of the previous three Cynic transformations of the principles of 

the true life, once again Cynicism exaggerated the principle to the extreme. However, in 

Foucault’s explanation of this fourth principle he is not as clear on how Cynic “truth as 

sovereign” is a continuation of “truth as unchanging”. Foucault simply adds the term 

sovereign to the fourth principle of truth without ever explaining how unchanging equates 

to truth: “There remains the fourth element, that of the unchangeable life, of life without 

corruption or fall, the life of sovereignty.”217 

However, the principle of sovereignty can be thought to follow in the sense that if 

truth is considered to exist beyond all change then it is incorruptible and can be said to 

have some kind of privilege and authority. When applied to the site of existence, 

therefore, sovereignty follows as a manifestation of this principle.  

In the more conventional following of this principle the aim was to obtain self-

mastery, to be in possession of oneself and to be “incorruptible and unchanging” in the 

sense that one would be able to maintain control in testing times. Foucault argues that 

there are two prominent themes in this principle of sovereignty. The first is a kind of 

delight or enjoyment found in the sovereignty of the self whereby “one delights in 
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oneself, one finds in oneself all the sources and foundations of the true delight, which is 

not that of the body, or that which depends on external objects, but the delight one can 

have indefinitely without ever being deprived of it”.218  

In Nietzsche, this is a sign of healthy egoism characterised by self-love.  For 

Nietzsche, what is “profoundly necessary for growth” is “severe self-love”.219 However, 

this enjoyment in governing oneself was not an utterly vain endeavor but one whose 

practice precisely benefited others. One learned to govern oneself, master one’s soul, in 

order to govern the souls of others and guide them to better master themselves. 

According to Foucault, this is the second theme of the sovereign life; it must be beneficial 

to others.  

The Cynic dramatization of sovereign life emerges in the assertion of the Cynic as 

King. In the famous depiction of Alexander and Diogenes’ meeting there is a kind of 

“equality of dignity” which is displayed in their exchange.220  Book VI of Diogenes 

Laertius’ Lives of Eminent Philosophers describes Alexander saying, “I am Alexander the 

Great King”. To which Diogenes replies, “and I am Diogenes the Cynic.”  Moreover, in 

another story, Diogenes is auctioned into slavery. When asked what he could do, he 

replies: “Rule men”.221 We also have accounts from Epictetus, who often refers to the 

Cynic as a king (basileus).222 

There is some evidence, therefore, that the Cynics believed themselves to be the 

true and only kings in contrast to the kings of men. Cynicism takes issue with three 
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aspects of the worldly king’s sovereignty. Firstly, he is rich and this directly contradicts 

the Cynic’s exaltation of poverty. Secondly his kingship is over that which is external 

rather than his soul. Finally, his kingship is a form of nomos, which, as we saw, the 

Cynics also oppose. The kings of men therefore display a sovereignty which is 

dependent. However, the Cynic-king is the true king because his sovereignty depends on 

nothing. He needs nothing outside himself to exercise his rule and so his rule can 

therefore never be taken away (it is unchanging and therefore true). This is why Diogenes 

addresses Alexander with seeming disregard for his status.  

 

Other Life 

As we have seen by applying these principles of truth to life itself (to existence), 

the Cynic’s true life becomes something radically other than what it first appeared. 

Paradoxically, most of the principles of the true life take on a complete reversal in the 

Cynics extreme adherence to them. We saw that, first, the unconcealed life in Cynicism 

finds its extreme consequence as a shameless life. Then, the theme of the unalloyed life, 

that truth is independent, is dramatized in the form of poverty. Finally, the straight life, 

which in conventional philosophy is the life according to nature, reason, and the nomos, 

is also taken up by the Cynics in the form of the natural life, of the life outside 

convention and the challenge of animality.  

Furthermore, the element of risk we saw in Socratic parrhēsía becomes a truly 

risky existence. The Cynic is completely exposed at the mercy of others and the 

environment. As Foucault notes: 
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One risks one’s life, not just by telling the truth, and in order to tell it, but 
by the very way in which one lives. In all the meanings of the word, one 
“exposes” one’s life. That is to say, one displays it and risks it.223  

The paradox is this: although the Cynic follows these principles of the true life as 

a way of life and follows them in the strictest sense, he then appears as something 

completely opposite to Greek values. Beauty, independence and honor become ugliness, 

poverty, and the pursuit of dishonor. As Foucault puts it, Cynicism “was ordinary, 

commonplace, and it was unacceptable”.224 Foucault sums up this tension well when he 

likens Cynicism to a broken mirror, one in which each philosopher must see himself but 

is repulsed by: “Cynicism is thus this kind of grimace that philosophy makes to itself, this 

broken mirror in which philosophy is at once called upon to see itself and fails to 

recognize itself.” He continues: “Cynicism was seen, I think, as the banality of 

philosophy, but its scandalous banality”.225 In this way Foucault argues that Cynicism 

ends up reversing the effect of eclecticism. Cynicism is eclectic and to be eclectic usually 

aims at being accessible to everyone. However, Cynicism has the reverse effect that 

despite its eclecticism, it is viewed as strange and met with hostility. This paradox of 

Cynicism as both inside and outside philosophy interests Foucault because he sees 

Cynicism as shedding new light on the Ancient concern with the courage of truth. 

Cynicism manifests another form of the courage of truth. 

In comparing these different forms of parrhēsía Foucault argues that we can see 

two lines of development emerge in Western philosophy from these two types of 

philosophical parrhēsía – one discursive and one lived. Discursive parrhēsía is related to 
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the logos and, through questioning what is true, leads to Platonic and Neo-Platonic 

speculation and Western metaphysics (essentially the “other world” which Nietzsche 

takes issue with). In a completely divergent form, Cynic parrhēsía as lived parrhēsía  

gives rise to the other life – that is to say the philosophical life as one which transforms 

the life of the person who lives it. To quote Foucault again: “Cynicism is the form of 

philosophy which constantly raises the question: what can the form of life be such that it 

practices truth-telling, but through one’s life itself”.226  

This is important because the idea that philosophy cannot be severed from 

philosophical existence and must be practiced in the way one lives has been present from 

the opening of Western philosophy.  

For life truly to be the life of truth, must it not be an other life, a life which 
is radically and paradoxically other? It is radically other because it breaks 
totally and on every point with the traditional forms of existence, with the 
philosophical existence that philosophers were accustomed to accepting, 
with their habits and conventions. 

Indeed, for Nietzsche this would most certainly be the case. The life of the 

philosopher, in Nietzsche’s view, “is the voluntary living in ice and high mountains, the 

seeking out of everything strange and questionable in existence”.227 The true philosopher 

“risks himself constantly”228 and conceives of philosophy itself as “the art of 

transfiguration”.229  

 

Conclusion 
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In our examination of Foucault’s late lectures on “care of self” and parrhēsía, 

three forms of parrhēsía emerge. The first, Foucault argues, is found in political 

boldness. Foucault claims this was what he was trying to show in The Hermeneutics of 

Subject and The Government of Self and Others (I). This is illustrated by telling truth to 

power. The second form of the courage of truth is Socratic parrhēsía founded on ethics.  

Foucault is referring to the ethical questioning Socrates’ interlocutors must undergo in 

giving an account of themselves. As illustrated in earlier lectures of The Courage of 

Truth, giving an account of oneself requires a great deal of courage in being honest with 

oneself and one’s interlocutor(s) and accepting the “parrhēsíastic pact”. Cynic parrhēsía, 

for Foucault, is the third form of the courage of truth and distinct from the first two. 

While both political boldness and Socratic irony risk life by telling the truth, the Cynic 

risks his life by the very way he lives. The Cynic’s life is exposed and on display and 

thus he risks his life by living the truth. Where most philosophy constantly asks the 

question of how we can define a statement as true, Cynicism, in contrast, asks how we 

can live as true: “…what can the form of life be such that it practices truth-telling”.230 

This shifts the emphasis of parrhēsía as true speech (situated in logos) to true life 

(situated in askesis and being).  

In Chapter 1 we saw that the “care of self” is painted as a Stoic-Epicurean 

practice which shows Nietzsche to be a “moderate, calm” thinker who concerns himself 

with these practices of care in his middle period. However, as we have seen in Chapter 2, 

Socratic “care of self” was also a risky endeavor. The main way in which one would care 

for oneself was by engaging in practices of telling the truth about oneself and others. 
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Parrhēsía emerges as a fundamentally important component of “care of self” which is 

characterized by risk. This risk, whether exercised by political, Socratic or Cynic 

parrhēsíasts, was accepted in the pursuit of a true life which would transform themselves 

and others. This theme shares many similarities with Nietzsche’s Dionysianism, which is 

often thought to be incompatible with the Nietzsche of the middle period. Next, we will 

explore Nietzsche’s concept of the Dionysian and the transformations it underwent 

throughout his thought.  
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Chapter III.  

The Dionysian 

Dionysus in Myth 

In the Greek myth, Dionysus is the son of a mortal woman, Semele, and the God 

Zeus. From the outset, Dionysus is paradoxical and two-fold in nature. Not only is he 

both divine and human but his birth, in every version of the myth, emphasises his double 

birth. In the most well-known story Hera (Zeus’ wife) plans Semele’s death finding out 

that she is pregnant. When Semele is killed, the myth goes, Zeus saves the baby by 

sewing it to his thigh and Dionysus is thus “the twice-born”. Primarily known as the God 

of wine, Dionysus was thought to incite madness, intoxication and ecstasy. Dionysus is a 

tragic God like no other. In the myth, Dionysus is killed frequently in violent ways. Torn 

to pieces by the Titans in one version (and by Hera in another), Dionysus is a suffering 

God. However, he is not only a suffering God. His death is always followed by a rebirth 

and his resurrection was the cause of the celebration and festivals held in his honour. 

Indeed, Nietzsche understood this dismemberment (what he calls individuation) as the 

cause of his suffering:  

Dionysus of the Mysteries, the god experiencing in himself the agonies of 
individuation, of whom wonderful myths tell that as a boy he was torn to 
pieces by the Titans and now is worshipped in this state as Zagreus. Thus 
it is intimated that this dismemberment, the properly Dionysian suffering, 
is like a transformation into air, water, earth, and fire, that we are therefore 
to regard the state of individuation as the origin and primal cause of all 
suffering, as something objectionable in itself. From the smile of this 
Dionysus sprang the Olympian gods, from his tears sprang man. In this 
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existence as a dismembered god, Dionysus possesses the dual nature of a 
cruel, barbarized demon and a mild, gentle ruler.231  

It is easy to see why Nietzsche would have been attracted to such a paradoxical, 

dual-natured, suffering yet joyful God. Indeed, Dionysus and what he symbolises inspires 

a great deal of Nietzsche’s thought. In the summer of 1870, Nietzsche wrote an essay 

entitled The Dionysian Worldview. It is here that we first encounter Nietzsche’s Dionysus 

and where he first sets out the Apollonian-Dionysian contrast which becomes the focal 

point of his Birth of Tragedy. In it we find many of the themes which are taken up in 

more detail in Birth, some of which are similar passages taken from his earlier essay.  

I wish to begin with Nietzsche’s The Dionysian Worldview for two reasons. First, 

although the discussion of Dionysus and in The Dionysian Worldview is similar (if not 

the same) as his treatment of them in The Birth, an important point is made here which is 

often missed in Nietzsche’s better known work. The point is that of sacrifice and danger. 

Much like in the Birth, Nietzsche describes Dionysus as that intoxication which shatters 

the restraints of individuality. Apollo, on the other hand, was responsible for the restraint 

which made this individuality possible and before the advent of Dionysus was the only 

god of art. Despite differing in their aims, their coexistence is what gives rise to the tragic 

art Nietzsche admires in the Greeks:  

This coexistence characterises the high point of Hellenism: originally only 
Apollo was the Hellenic god of art and it was as a result of his power, 
which so effectively restrained Dionysus as he advanced like a storm from 
Asia, that the most beautiful bond of brotherhood was able to arise.232 

However, what Nietzsche emphasises here is that (artistic) coexistence requires 

compromise. In their opposing aims the two gods struggle for power. While in the Birth 
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this is described as a constant struggle, Nietzsche here describes it as more of a marriage 

whereby each sacrifices part of his power in order to give birth to art. This is necessary 

because Dionysian wisdom poses a great danger to the individual: it reveals truths of 

existence but also its horror and absurdity, which is “nauseating.” For this reason, 

Nietzsche argues, it was “necessary to turn the nauseous thoughts about the horror and 

absurdity of existence into notions with which one could live…”.233 This was the role of 

the Apollonian. Apollo must allow temporary rapture into the Dionysian but similarly the 

Dionysian must adhere to the limits of Apollo. As Nietzsche explains “the most 

dangerous limit is reached which the Hellenic will with its Apollinian-optimistic 

principle could permit.” The result is what Nietzsche admires deeply - the tragic. In 

tragic art the Greeks did not deny the truths of life no matter how horrible but were 

nonetheless able to overcome pessimism. The Tragic results in a joy which does not deny 

the terrible and for this both the Dionysian and the Apollonian were required. The goal, 

Nietzsche states, “could never have been to dampen or repress the Dionysian condition: a 

direct conquest was impossible. And if it had been possible, much too dangerous.” 

Although, as we shall see, Nietzsche’s conception of the Dionysian undergoes 

many changes throughout his philosophical career: what Nietzsche’s philosophy attacks 

are ways in which the Dionysian is dampened. Dionysus at the outset is described as 

dangerous but vital and one who must make sacrifices if art is to ensue. This is a point 

which Crawford does not miss. As she explains, “in the combination of these 

characteristics, in the merging and mutual sacrifice of the two art impulses, tragic thought 

is born”.234  
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The second point is that although the essay is on both the Apollonian and the 

Dionysian, Nietzsche titles his essay the Dionysian worldview. It is a minor point but not 

an altogether unimportant one. It is useful to keep Nietzsche’s title choice in mind for 

later when Nietzsche’s later sense of Dionysus (as the possible amalgamation of early 

Apollo and Dionysus) is discussed.  

Dionysus in the Birth of Tragedy 

 

It is only through the spirit of music that we can understand the joy 
involved in the annihilation of the individual. For it is only in particular 
examples of such annihilation that we see clearly the eternal phenomenon 
of Dionysian art…235  

 

The young Nietzsche put a great deal of emphasis on art in his early writings and 

particularly in The Birth of Tragedy. Although this emphasis never really left him, 

Nietzsche later criticised his first literary efforts and added a preface entitled “Attempt At 

Self-Criticism” to the second addition of The Birth, published in 1886. Here, Nietzsche 

accuses his first work of being “…badly written, ponderous, embarrassing, image-mad 

and image-confused.”236 However critical he may be of his earliest thoughts on Dionysus, 

they are still indispensable to a proper understanding of his final position. Despite its 

stylistic flaws, Nietzsche was sure that The Birth had some merits and in Ecce Homo, 

written in his last year of sanity, he evaluates his first book favourably: 

The two decisive innovations of the book are, first, its understanding of 
the Dionysian phenomenon among the Greeks: for the first time, a 
psychological analysis of this phenomenon is offered, and it is considered 
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as one root of the whole of Greek art. Secondly, there is the understanding 
of Socratism; Socrates is recognized for the first time as an instrument of 
Greek disintegration, as a typical decadent. “Rationality” against instinct. 
“Rationality” at any price as a dangerous force that undermines life.237 

All of Nietzsche’s work contains the premise that, at bottom, the world is chaos 

without meaning or purpose and The Birth of Tragedy is no exception. As he writes in a 

fragment of 1888: “For a philosopher to say, ‘the good and the beautiful are one,’ is 

infamy; if he goes on to add, ‘also the true,’ one ought to thrash him. Truth is ugly.” 

However, Nietzsche was convinced he had found in the Ancient Greeks a tragic culture 

which was able to flourish despite the knowledge of this terrible truth. This is why 

Nietzsche regards the Tragic Age of the Greeks as the “highest authority for what is 

healthy.”238  In an early essay entitled “On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for 

Life” (1871), Nietzsche argues that a people can become healthy and fruitful when they 

live within an “enveloping atmosphere” which saves them from having to look at these 

ugly truths directly. This consists of protective illusions which become thought of as 

“truths” over time by those who live inside the “horizon” and this permits them to 

“endure without being destroyed”. However, Nietzsche is careful to distinguish between 

fictions and these second-order truths or “myths.” Life-sustaining illusions, for Nietzsche, 

must not completely conceal the meaninglessness which they veil. Rather, myths must 

maintain the right proportion of transparency so that they allow the individual to 

simultaneously face the truth and be protected from it. 

Despite its inevitability, Nietzsche sought a positive outlook on suffering and in 

Birth concludes that art makes life worth living regardless of the inherent 
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meaninglessness and pain of existence.239 The Ancient Greeks achieved a balance of truth 

and untruth and were thus able to flourish. Although the Greeks suffered and were aware 

of ugly truths, they did not crumble into a nihilistic depression as one would expect. In 

Nietzsche’s view, they were one of the most successful cultures of all time. Nietzsche’s 

first book is an exploration of what was responsible for this greatness. He found the 

answer in the ancient Greek’s tragic art and in particular two forces that made this 

particular art form so powerful. 

The Apollonian and Dionysian are expressions employed in Birth in order to 

describe two principles which Nietzsche deems fundamental to the ethos of the ancient 

Greeks and in particular their tragic drama. Nietzsche claims that both are impulses 

“which burst forth from nature herself”.240 The Apollonian, which resembles 

Schopenhauer’s principium individuationis, is the basis of all discrepancy, individuation 

and logical difference which allows us to make sense of the world and view it as ordered. 

All distinction, individuation, form and structure of man and thing is Apollonian in 

character. It serves to give form to the chaos of existence. Thus sculpture is the most 

Apollonian of the arts according to Nietzsche because it depends completely on form to 

be effective. Rational thinking is also Apollonian, imposing sense and distinction as it 

does.  

The Dionysian, which is related to the notion of the will (also from 

Schopenhauer) is contrasted with the Apollonian. Intoxication and madness are 

Dionysian because, like a drunken state, they disrupt and interrupt the individual 

character of a person. All forms of passion and ecstasy are Dionysian because in both 
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states man sacrifices his individuality and submerges himself in the Whole. Music, 

Nietzsche claims, is the most Dionysian of the arts as it calls precisely to the chaotic 

emotions and natural instincts of man while suppressing the rational mind. 

The first distinction between Apollo and Dionysus, then, is that one is of sculpture 

and one is of “non-imagistic” music. This points to the difference between the physical 

and force (essentially being and becoming).  While the Apollonian is the symbol of 

dreams, illusion, light and the pricipium individuationis, the Dionysian represents 

intoxication and oneness.241  

 

The Necessity of Union  

The struggle between the two opposing forces of the Apollonian and the 

Dionysian is necessary for tragic art to ensue because it is only when they are brought 

together that the correct balance between (Dionysian) wisdom and (Apollonian) restraint 

can be achieved to produce a beautiful and profound art. For this reason, Nietzsche 

distinguishes between the “Dionysian Greek” and the “Dionysian barbarian”. The 

Dionysian alone is merely destructive and barbaric. Unrestrained chaos was the hallmark 

of Dionysus as Nietzsche describes, “in nearly every case these festivals centered in 

extravagant sexual licentiousness, whose waves overwhelmed all family life and its 

venerable traditions; the most savage natural instincts were unleashed, including even 

that horrible mixture of sensuality and cruelty which has always seemed to me to be the 

real ‘witches brew’.”242 Apollo is needed to transform this Dionysian energy into 
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something which is not merely destructive. Apollo transfigures the destruction of the 

individual into art (i.e., music) rather than annihilation.  

Apollo, however, is not exempt from Nietzsche’s criticisms. Without the 

Dionysian, Apollo is just illusion and deceit – the disguise of suffering. The Greeks were 

overly sensitive to suffering and Apollo was merely a beautiful veil to shroud them from 

the ugly truth. The Apollonian force here is mere appearance, offered only as a comfort. 

Each force individually offers no art for Nietzsche. It is only when these two opposites 

unite that great tragic and redemptive art is born.  

Apollo gives restraint and measure to the chaotic Dionysian force. Dionysus 

brings depth to Apollonian appearance. Together they become a controlled chaos. This 

beautiful amalgamation comes together like two lovers, female and male, allowing their 

oppositions to give rise to procreation. It is the very fact that they are so different, so 

opposite, that allows for this creation of art to ensue. A powerful and necessary tension is 

maintained through the constant duelling of these two forces that allows for creation and 

thus brings about tragic art. Creation always involves a struggle – and the constant battle 

between Apollonian and Dionysian forces is here the foundation for a life-redeeming art. 

It is clear that already in Birth, Nietzsche is grappling with ideas of contradiction, 

a unity or harmonising of opposites and (perhaps most obvious here) the notions of 

creation (Yes-saying) and destruction (No-saying) – all of which reappear in a more 

refined fashion in his late period. Here in his first book Nietzsche makes it clear that 

without the creative and restraining force of Apollo, Dionysian energy is destructive. 

When applied to the self as a work of art, therefore, pure Dionysianism would result in 

the destruction of the self through pure annihilation. This is why, as Han-Pile (2006) 
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argues, “it is essential to the definition of the Dionysian that it should be illusory.”243 As 

we shall see, when Apollo transfigures the Dionysian into art, the individual is able to 

experience the Dionysian, and the self-sacrifice of her individuality, symbolically and is 

thus redeemed, not destroyed.  This phenomenon is best illustrated in music and in 

tragedy specifically through the dithyrambic chorus: 

In the first place, as a Dionysian artist he has identified himself with the 
primal unity, its pain and contradiction. Assuming that music has been 
correctly termed a repetition and recast of the world, we may say that he 
produces the copy of this primal unity as music. Now, however, under the 
Apollinian dream inspiration, this music reveals itself to him again as a 
symbolic dream image.244  

Dionysus is a force and must take on a form in order to appear (and appear as art), 

least he remain just a destructive force. Nietzsche identifies the dithyrambic chorus with 

being responsible for bringing Dionysus into Greek tragic drama: “Dionysus […] was not 

actually present at first, in the very oldest period of tragedy; he was merely imagined as 

present”.245 With the help of Apollonian appearances he takes on the form of the masked 

[Dionysian] chorus and is “no longer those forces, merely felt and not condensed into 

images, in which the enraptured servant of Dionysus senses the nearness of the 

god…”.246 What he becomes now, argues Nietzsche, is the “epic hero”. What makes this 

particular art form redemptive for Nietzsche is that the Apollonian-Dionysian union 

allows the individual to gain insight into Dionysian wisdom, mediated by the protective 

illusion of the Apollonian, and to thus experience joy even in suffering: “he shudders at 
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the sufferings which will befall the hero, and yet anticipates in them a higher, much more 

overpowering joy”.247  

One of the points Nietzsche makes here is that the Dionysian must take on a form 

in order to appear. On this note, Porter’s reading of Birth is particularly useful. Porter 

argues for a kind of Platonic reading of Dionysus whereby there is one true Dionysus and 

through masks he appears in many forms.248 This reading is consistent with what 

Nietzsche claims in the Birth when he writes: “Dionysus appears in a variety of forms, in 

the mask of a fighting hero, and entangled, as it were, in the net of the individual will”.249 

This shares similarities to how Nietzsche describes Dionysus in his later period as one 

who appears in different forms, suggesting a continuity of his early ideas on Dionysus 

and his later ones (i.e., “The genius of the heart […] whose mastery includes the 

knowledge of how to seem”).250  

Somewhat problematically, however, this is also why Apollo is absolutely 

necessary if the Dionysian is to be made into art. So one might ask, what happens to 

Apollo in the late works? Remember that the Dionysian alone is bacchanalian and can 

only lead to destruction. Apollo, as the principle of individuation, is that which grants 

appearance to the Dionysian form, as Nietzsche makes plain: “That [Dionysus] appears at 

all with such epic precision and clarity is the work of the dream-interpreter, Apollo”.251 

For Porter the question then becomes “whether Dionysus is anything other than the idea 

of his appearance. The answer would seem to be an emphatic ‘No’”.252  
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Whether or not Porter is correct, the important thing to highlight for our purposes 

is that there is an important interdependency between Apollo and Dionysus.253 This 

interdependence is so vital that Nietzsche concludes that it is difficult to think of one 

without the other. Therefore, whilst Nietzsche previously refers to “Apollonian Greeks” 

and “Dionysian Greeks,” we now come to see that the Dionysian Greek is already an 

Apollonian Greek and vice versa – for one has realised the Dionysian truth of perpetual 

suffering and overcome it with the Apollonian veil of beautiful illusion: 

Wherever the Dionysian prevailed, the Apollonian was checked and 
destroyed…wherever the first Dionysian onslaught was successfully 
withstood, the authority and majesty of the Delphic god Apollo exhibited 
itself as more rigid and menacing.254  

Just as reconciliation and unification of the two is necessary for tragedy to ensue, 

so too does a person become a work of art when he maintains this delicate balance or 

tension between the opposites that reside within his own self. This contest of opposites 

and continuing strife between the two instinctual drives maintains a tension that allows 

for creation. However, what appears as a subtle yet important theme throughout 

Nietzsche’s Dionysian is the importance of sacrifice in creation. I believe this was 

evident in Birth in the form of that “symbolic self-sacrifice” which takes on different 

meanings in his late works.  

 

Symbolic Self-Sacrifice  

Art plays a redemptive, therapeutic role for Nietzsche in The Birth, giving 

meaning to existence and allowing the individual to overcome suffering and achieve 
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something of greatness, profundity and beauty (without sacrificing Dionysian wisdom). 

As early as The Birth, then, the Dionysian involves a kind of self-abnegation. Even if that 

loss of self is symbolic or metaphorical, it is still absolutely critical if the individual is to 

experience the Dionysian and become a work of art.  

In The Birth Dionysus represents that primordial state of nature from which man 

himself arises before temporarily losing himself in it. This temporary loss of self is a 

healthy and creative exercise, which “naturalizes” man or translates him back into nature 

momentarily. The experience of the Dionysian is one of rapture, ecstasy and self-

transcendence. While Apollo represents the maxim “know thyself” and “nothing in 

excess,” the Dionysian threatens both of these. In the Dionysian experience, individuality 

is shattered and the limits and bounds of appearance transcended. Thus the artist has 

“surrendered his subjectivity in the Dionysian process”.255 In this moment he experiences 

rapture and a feeling of intense pleasure or joy from the overcoming of the limits of the 

self: 

For the rapture of the Dionysian state with its annihilation of the ordinary 
bounds and limits of existence contains, while it lasts, a lethargic element 
in which all personal experiences of the past become immersed.256  

It is clear now that the reason this is a joyful experience is because individuation is seen 

as the cause of suffering (not the Dionysian, as sometimes thought). The Dionysian is 

dangerous because of the loss of subjectivity, but there is pleasure in this loss: 

The misfortune in the nature of things, which the contemplative Aryan is 
not inclined to interpret away – the contradiction at the heart of the world 
reveals itself to him as a clash of different worlds, e.g., of a divine and 
human one, in which each, taken as an individual, has right on its side, but 
nevertheless has to suffer for its individuation, being merely a single one 
beside another. In the heroic effort of the individual to attain universality, 
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in the attempt to transcend the curse of individuation and to become the 
one world-being, he suffers in his own person the primordial contradiction 
that is concealed in things, which means that he commits sacrilege and 
suffers.257  

However, as seen above, the Dionysian is not simply a pleasurable experience, it 

is pleasure in pain. It is clear that the contradiction which undergirds existence is 

experienced as pain, and thus appearance is necessary in order to live in a world of 

suffering. Once the Dionysian reveler is freed from intoxication and trance he returns to 

the everyday and life is experienced “as such” and “with nausea”. Greek pessimism is not 

yet overcome, as Han-Pile points out: “For all its existential strength, the Dionysian does 

not, considered in isolation, have any real transforming or redemptive power.”258 

This is why the loss of individuality is temporary and symbolic and saved by the 

Apollonian in order to avoid permanent loss. The subtle point to note, however, (because 

it will be important for the Dionysian of Nietzsche’s late period), is that the Dionysian is 

joyful because it breaks the spell of individuation, which suggests that the Dionysian 

represented joy in destruction from the outset for Nietzsche. Of course, the Dionysian 

will later come to mean joy in both creation and destruction. However, it is important to 

pay particular attention to it here because it is the self-destructive part of Nietzsche’s 

“care of self” which often gets overlooked in the literature. It is clear that Nietzsche 

always saw the two necessarily working together in anything that resembles “health”. For 

this reason, we must not forget how crucial destruction is to creation for Nietzsche. With 

this in mind we can better understand his Dionysian type of “self-care” later on.  
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For now, it suffices to note that the two forces share similarities to the central 

problem of life, with all its chaos and flux, and the individual caught within this who 

needs to make sense of it in order to live. When Apollo and Dionysus come together, 

their struggle creates art because it reflects life as the constant flux of generation and 

degeneration. This theme is not lost in the later Nietzsche and his endeavor to make 

himself a work of art is also Dionysian and Apollonian in this way. We become works of 

art ourselves when we reflect the becoming of life. 

 

After the Birth of Tragedy 

After The Birth, Nietzsche’s use of the term Dionysus is said to refer to this 

amalgamation of both the forces of the Apollonian and the Dionysian. Dionysus is now a 

symbol of the greatness and self-overcoming Nietzsche frequently attributes to the 

“higher types,” “free spirits,” and “overmen”. However, some scholars (for example 

Porter) argue against the conflation of Apollo and Dionysus (which was first suggested 

by Kaufmann and later by Deleuze). If this is correct, then it implies a continuation of the 

image of the Dionysian from Nietzsche’s so-called “early” period throughout the rest of 

his corpus.  

Kaufmann’s famous interpretation argues that while the name “Dionysus” 

remains the Dionysus of the late works does not refer to the Dionysus which represented 

unrestrained passion in The Birth.259 The Dionysus from the last line of Nietzsche’s last 

book, according to Kaufmann, represents passion controlled and is therefore the 

amalgamation of early Apollo and Dionysus of which Goethe is the prime example. To 
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evidence his claim, Kaufmann draws attention to the fact that Goethe is certainly no anti-

Apollonian. The argument continues that if Goethe is the prime example of the Dionysian 

man and Goethe is Apollonian then the new conception of the Dionysian must simply be 

a conflation of the former Apollo and Dionysus.  

For some time this view went largely unchallenged. However, perhaps one of the 

best arguments against Kaufman’s interpretation comes from Brown. Contrary to 

Kaufmann, Brown argues that the Dionysian is not a synthesis of the earlier Apollo-

Dionysus duality. In a Freudian interpretation, he argues, “the human ego must face the 

Dionysian reality, and therefore a great world of self-transformation lied ahead of it”.260 

As we saw in the experience of the Dionysian rapture, individuation (what Brown calls 

“Apollonian ego”) is temporarily shattered. The problem is not overcome by a synthesis 

but rather the task becomes the “construction of a Dionysian ego.” If we put to the side 

for a moment the Freudian language, we can just as well think the construction of a 

“Dionysian ego” as becoming a “Dionysian man.” The essence of Brown’s argument is 

that the Dionysian man who stands in a true Dionysian relationship to existence is so 

overflowing with vitality and affirmation of life that the Apollonian is no longer required. 

The Dionysian man represents an individual so full of health that he has overcome the 

need for the Apollonian veil and can affirm even the terrible truths of Dionysian wisdom.  

Both interpretations have their merits and as we shall see there seems to be 

evidence for both as we examine the development of Nietzsche’s thought. In terms of 

Nietzsche’s Dionysian from after The Birth, we will find both a continuation and 

development. I agree with May’s (1990) claim that: “Nietzsche’s later Dionysus is a 
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development of the earlier, not a markedly different conception. It is fair to say that the 

philosopher merely clarified his youthful insight.”261  

Perhaps we should conclude by allowing Nietzsche to be his own authority on 

what he meant. In his “Attempt at Self Criticism,” he notes that the important point to be 

found in BT when it comes to the Dionysian was Dionysus as the AntiChrist:  

It was against morality that my instinct turned with this questionable 
book, long ago; it was an instinct that aligned itself with life and that 
discovered for itself a fundamentally opposite doctrine and valuation of 
life – purely artistic and anti-Christian. What to call it? As a philologist 
and man of words I baptized it, not without taking some liberty – for who 
could claim to know the rightful name of the Antichrist? – in the name of 
a Greek god: I called it Dionysian.262  

Conclusion 

In the Birth Nietzsche proposed that the spirit of tragedy involves the combination 

of both the Apollonian and Dionysian impulses. Dionysus is the god of uncontrolled and 

wild excess who was dismembered by his foes and later put back together by his brother 

Apollo. Similarly, the Dionysian impulse in art signifies the primitive and chaotic 

energies which must be sublimated and harmonised by the restraining and form-giving 

impulse of the Apollonian. Apollo is now the artist-god who mediates by use of metaphor 

and symbol and is capable of illustrating what is terrible and absurd in an aesthetically 

appealing and attractive form. Greek tragedy, then, becomes the ultimate expression of 

the fusion of primitive Dionysian matter and Apollonian form.  

In Nietzsche’s late philosophy, the ideas of sacrifice, danger and risk remain 

visible in his notion of the Dionysian. In The Birth, the individual experiences a 

temporary sacrifice of self in Dionysian ecstasy whereby he undergoes the loss of 
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individuality and gains Dionysian wisdom of the mysteries of life. However, this is 

fraught with the risk of self-annihilation such that the Apollonian is required to bring the 

individual back, restored to order and form. This points to a theme which I will show 

permeates Nietzsche’s writings: that the individual must risk, indeed even sacrifice, the 

self in order to be “reborn” (like Dionysus himself). This is how to give ever new form to 

one’s character like an artist does to her art. In a similar fashion, we can see the call to 

give style to our character as a fusion of the Apollonian god of art within ourselves with 

the Dionysian, chaotic, primitive matter which is also within us all. As we shall see, in 

Nietzsche’s middle period the Apollonian themes of restraint and form appear more 

obvious while the Dionysian seemingly disappears.  

Dionysus in Nietzsche’s Middle Period (1878-1882) 

In the middle works, Dionysus or the Dionysian is very rarely mentioned - an 

interesting change of direction given the focus Nietzsche dedicates to the idea of the 

Apollonian and the Dionysian in his first book. However, Nietzsche returns to focus 

heavily on Dionysus again in his later works. This raises the question: why the silence on 

Dionysus in the middle period? The general consensus amongst Nietzsche scholars seems 

to be that whilst Nietzsche’s early works are very much under the influence of 

Schopenhauer and Wagner, his middle period signifies an intellectual break with this 

tradition and even an attempt to distance himself from these early influences.263 This is 

perhaps due to Nietzsche’s falling out with Richard Wagner after he accused Wagner’s 

Parsifal of piety.  
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As shown in Chapter 1, most scholars argue that Nietzsche revives a kind of 

Hellenic ethics of care in his middle period. Nietzsche becomes more Stoic and 

Epicurean. 264 Ansell-Pearson pointed to the vital opposition between the “Dionysian joy” 

of Nietzsche’s late works and the “Epicurean delight” which characterises Nietzsche’s 

middle period. However, a detailed comparison was beyond the scope of Ansell-

Pearson’s argument, which focused just on the Epicureanism in Nietzsche’s middle 

period. Yet, a comparison of “Dionysian joy” and “Epicurean delight” would be fruitful 

to our purposes here and further our understanding of Nietzsche’s later views on 

Dionysus. Through an exploration of what Nietzsche finds admirable about Epicureanism 

in his middle period, and why Nietzsche later criticises Epicureanism in favour of 

“Dionysian joy,” I aim to show that the two are not as different as Nietzsche may have 

thought. 

 

Epicurus 

Unlike the Platonists who taught in the Academy, or the Stoics who spoke in the 

Agora, Epicurus taught in his garden in the Melite district of Athens.265 Though he wrote 

over three-hundred books, few of Epicurus’ writings have survived and we must 

consequently rely on the writings of his followers, such as his biographer Diogenes 

Laertius. Epicurus’ philosophy primarily revolved around the question of the attainment 

of happiness. This was a new perspective in the philosophical scene of his time, which 

had previously focused on how to live “the Good life”. Epicurus’ philosophy preferred to 
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ask how to live “the happy life”. In so doing, Epicurus offered a “four part cure,” which 

is a good introduction to the major tenants of his philosophy: 

Don't fear god,                                                                                         
Don't worry about death;                                                                         
What is good is easy to get, and                                                                    
What is terrible is easy to endure.266 

Epicurus believed that the gods were essentially blessed and immortal beings who were 

perfectly happy. As such, the gods were not concerned with human affairs and did not 

interfere with rewards or punishments. Gods who are troubled by the activities of men 

would not be happy and would consequently not be gods.267 For this reason, Epicurus 

believed it was illogical to fear god. His views on the non-involvement of the deities in 

the lives of mortals were radical for the time and it is easy to see why Nietzsche might 

have admired this in Epicurus.  

Epicurus was also an atomist and believed that the soul cannot survive as a 

sentient compound after death. The dead body has no feeling, argued Epicurus, “and that 

which has no feeling is nothing to us”268. The fear of death is therefore also illogical and 

hinders our happiness.  

Epicurus believed that much of our unhappiness stems from anxiety. The things 

we need in life such as food and shelter can be achieved by everyone, even animals. It is 

when one strives for more than what one needs that unnecessary anxiety is created. This 

is why Epicurus said that what we need is easy to attain. Suffering in life is unavoidable 
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and to worry about our sufferings only adds distress. We can avoid much unnecessary 

pain by taking care of the body and soul. When pain does come, it always passes: 

Continuous pain does not last long in the body; on the contrary, pain, if 
extreme, is present a short time, and even that degree of pain which barely 
outweighs pleasure in the body does not last for many days together.269 

Given Epicurus’ views on the gods, death, necessity and suffering it is easy to see why 

the Nietzsche of the middle-period considered him “one of the greatest men, inventor of 

an heroic-idyllic way to philosophize.”270 Nietzsche saw Epicurus as a countermovement 

to a primordial “Christianity” and felt affinity towards his opposition to Platonism.  

One should read Lucretius to comprehend what Epicurus fought: not 
paganism but “Christianity,” by which I mean the corruption of souls by 
the concepts of guilt, punishment, and immortality.271  

However, Nietzsche became disillusioned with Epicurus in his later works: “Thus 

I gradually learned to understand Epicurus, the opposite of a Dionysian pessimist; also 

the “Christian” who is actually only a kind of Epicurean…”272 Nietzsche begins to find in 

Epicurus a repudiation of suffering which he sees as too close to, even as anticipating, 

Christianity: 

I call this a sublime further development of hedonism on a thoroughly 
morbid basis. Closest related to it, even with a considerable addition of 
Greek vitality and nervous energy, is Epicureanism, the redemption 
doctrine of the pagan world. Epicurus, a typical décadent: first recognized 
as such by me. The fear of pain, even of infinitely small pain – cannot end 
otherwise than in a religion of love.273 

Suffering, for Nietzsche, is integral to human greatness and, inasmuch as 

Epicurus’ philosophy seeks to minimise suffering, Epicureanism is in opposition to these 
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heights.274 Dionysus, on the other hand, suffers “from the over-fullness of life” and this 

becomes increasingly more appealing to Nietzsche as he turns away from the Epicurean 

self-cultivation of his middle-period. The more Dionysian, agonistic, ethos of the later 

Nietzsche does not encourage us to recoil from suffering but to face it head on, even 

encouraging it in order to overcome ourselves.275 Ultimately, Nietzsche concludes, “I 

have presented such terrible images to knowledge that any ‘Epicurean delight’ is out of 

the question. Only Dionysian joy is sufficient…”276 

 

Epicurean Delight and Dionysian Joy 

Nietzsche departs with Epicurus on the point of the “the tragic”. That is to say, on 

the acknowledgement of the terrible truths of existence which are required for a true 

affirmation of life. And Epicurean delight (while it does come close, as I shall try to 

argue) does not contain enough of this Dionysian anguish.277 As Shanks rightly argues, 

the avoidance of suffering is incompatible with Nietzsche’s Dionysian vision of human 

flourishing:  

But for Nietzsche the highest form of human fulfilment is, on the contrary, 
whatever involves the most thorough, all-inclusive self-questioning, so 
that, whereas therefore Epicureanism calls into question only our 
addictions, and the morality which plays upon them, the Nietzschean ideal 
also fundamentally calls into question the very instinct for self-
preservation from suffering, to which Epicureanism for its part appeals.278  
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The Dionysian man’s relationship to suffering is not one of avoidance at all. In 

fact, the Dionysian man welcomes pain, suffering and the terrible as a necessary and 

advantageous instrument of his creativity. Under the Dionysian rubric, suffering is not 

seen as simply something to acknowledge and accept as a “terrible truth” of existence; it 

is seen rather as worthwhile in the pursuit of greatness. More than this, without pain one 

cannot attain greatness. Therefore, any philosophy which seeks to abolish suffering might 

indeed attain pleasure and happiness, but at the expense of greatness, creativity and 

meaning: “The discipline of suffering, of great suffering - do you not know that it is this 

discipline alone that has produced all the elevations of humanity so far?”279 A Dionysian 

man therefore seeks out difficult responsibility, pursues the strange, questionable and 

terrible, and embraces suffering in its power of transfiguration. 

However, it cannot be denied that one of the main tenants of Epicurean 

philosophy does involve an acceptance, even a love of, the terrible truths of existence. 

Most obviously, perhaps, this is stated in the fourth part of the tetrapharmakos: “What is 

terrible is easy to endure.” This raises the question: Does Epicureanism truly lack the 

tragic-joy required for Dionysian affirmation? 

Much of the scholarship argues that Nietzsche’s main criticism of Epicurus stems 

from his interpretation of Epicurean ataraxia as the desire to end suffering.280 This 

reading of Epicurean ataraxia is most likely influenced by Schopenhauer.281 

Schopenhauer finds in Epicurean ataraxia the state of the gods in Epicurus’ description 
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of them when he says that they want for nothing. The Epicurean gods, writes 

Schopenhauer, are “delivered form the vile urge of the will”:  

It is the painless state, prized by Epicurus as the highest good and as the 
state of the gods; for that moment we are delivered from the miserable 
pressure of the will. We celebrate the Sabbath of the penal servitude of 
willing; the wheel of Ixion stands still.282  

Given his rejection of Schopenhauerean philosophy, it is perhaps not surprising that 

Nietzsche finds little to celebrate in ataraxia. Although he follows Schopenhauer’s 

interpretation of this term, Nietzsche’s valuation of it is very different. Ataraxia cannot 

achieve the “chaos” required to give rise to a “dancing star”. Epicurean ataraxia is an 

aesthetic state of equilibrium and Dionysian joy necessitates chaos. 

However, as always with Nietzsche, things are not so black and white. There are 

passages in Nietzsche which suggest that he encouraged Epicurean ataraxia, and these 

thoughts are not limited to the middle period alone. In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, for 

example, we find a very Epicurean Zarathustra: “O will, cessation of all need, my own 

necessity save me for a great victory.”283 This seems similar to the state of ataraxia as a 

state free from desire. As Vincenzo argues, Nietzsche’s will to power is not an ego-will, 

but rather his philosophy is aimed at dissolving subjective willing and rather connecting 

to the Whole.284 It is easy to see here both the similarities to Epicurean philosophy, which 

aims to eradicate all subjective desires, and also to a Dionysian dissolution of 

individuality, which aims to become one with “the Whole”.  

Ataraxia, therefore, is not the end of suffering, nor that hedonistic pleasure that 

results from being servile to desire. It is the pleasure which stems from a god-like state of 
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the cessation of desire. Much like Nietzsche’s “formula for greatness” – amor fati – the 

Epicureans, too, wanted nothing to be different, not forward, not backward, not in all 

eternity. For this reason, Vincenzo argues that “Epicurean delight, therefore, is Dionysian 

joy.”285 

As it happens, this god-like state is something that Nietzsche does advocate for 

his Dionysian man. Nietzsche’s highest type, the Overman, possesses Dionysian wisdom. 

With this world-view he becomes a child-spirit, who plays without a final goal or purpose 

except the joy of play itself. This Dionysian type is thus in harmony with the nature of the 

world as it is, “without goal, unless the joy of the circle is itself the goal”.286  

But so, too, does Epicurus have no goal other than to take delight in enjoying the 

little pleasures of having a few friends in his garden. In fact, in his unpublished works, 

Nietzsche’s remarks suggest he noticed the similarities between Epicurus and the 

Dionysian man: “- Types, how the overman must live: as an Epicurean god.”287 Similarly, 

Deleuze offers an interpretation of Dionysian joy which is consistent with this 

interpretation of Epicurus. In the Dionysian man’s joy of affirmation Deleuze emphasises 

that this joy is to be found in multiplicity: “Multiplicity, becoming and chance are 

adequate objects of joy by themselves and that only joy returns.”288  

In this vein, can Epicurean ataraxia not be seen as a peaceful delight in the way 

things are? For an Epicurean, even the terrible truths of existence become easy to endure, 

not out of an avoidance of suffering, but out of a Dionysian-like wisdom which 

understands that all which comes to be will also pass away. Is this not the joy in 
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becoming which Deleuze describes above when analysing the power of affirmation of the 

Dionysian man? As one commentator notes, “there are weaknesses in Nietzsche’s later 

appreciation of Epicurus.”289 

The difference between “Epicurean delight” and “Dionysian joy” is a subtle one 

which is perhaps best captured by Nietzsche’s use of “joy” when describing the 

Dionysian and “delight” when describing the Epicurean. For “joy” Nietzsche uses the 

German word Lust. For Epicurean delight he chooses the word Vergnügen. This choice 

sheds some light on the fundamental difference between the two in Nietzsche’s 

reckoning. According to Burnham, although the terms can be used interchangeably to 

denote “pleasure,” Nietzsche often uses Lust to signify a psychological state and 

Vergnügen to indicate the pleasure one feels as an effect of something else.290 This is not 

an insignificant difference. The Epicurean feels pleasure as an effect of a way of life 

chosen to minimise pain and anxiety. In contrast, the Dionysian finds himself in a state of 

joy despite what he feels. This means that the Dionysian can feel joy even in moments of 

great strife and suffering.  

Furthermore, the German word Vergnügen also denotes satisfaction or the 

pleasure derived when something suffices. It is therefore more passive than Lust. Lust 

(much like the English word lust) in contrast has a sexual connotation. The word evokes 

ideas of drive, eagerness and desire. When Nietzsche applies this to the Dionysian man 

and his affirmation of life, the word denotes a kind of spiritual “lust for life”. It is 

therefore active. It does not just accept life, because life does not merely “suffice”. 

Rather, for the Dionysian man of joy, life becomes something to be desired. Dionysian 
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Lust supersedes mere pleasure, for Nietzsche, because it allows the individual to desire 

life so much that she wills it to return eternally. Like one in love, the Dionysian man 

willingly experiences displeasure and sees this as in fact necessary to prove his love (of 

life). The object of his affection is deemed worth the struggle. 

Thus when Nietzsche concludes that only Dionysian joy is sufficient because 

“…resignation is not a lesson of tragedy, but a misunderstanding of it! Yearning for 

nothingness is a denial of tragic wisdom, its opposite!” it is clear that Epicurus seems, to 

Nietzsche, to be resigned to his fate.291 Nietzsche’s Dionysian joy, however, demands the 

love of fate. Indeed, Nietzsche insists to the end that his formula for greatness (amor fati) 

requires that one “not merely bear what is necessary…but love it”.292  

Suffering, therefore, is fundamental to Nietzsche’s understanding of joy and in 

order to appreciate the depth of “Dionysian joy” we must acknowledge that, for 

Nietzsche, pleasure and suffering are inseparable. As he says later in Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra: “pain, too, is a joy… Have you ever said Yes to a single joy?...then you said 

Yes, too, to all woe. All things are entangled, ensnared, enamored”.293 Suffering is 

necessary for joy according to Nietzsche because you cannot have one without the other. 

There can be absolutely no room for any kind of escapism or desire to “sever” the 

contradictions which constitute life, for example pleasure from pain, because life is 

contradiction. To reject one part, in Nietzsche’s view, is to despise the whole. Suffering 

therefore becomes indispensable for a true affirmation of life. In affirming the whole of 

life joy is affirmed as pain and pain as joy, which is why Nietzsche says joy wants itself: 
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For all joy wants itself, therefore it also wants heart’s agony! O happiness! 
O pain! Oh break, heart! You Higher Men, learn this, learn that joy wants 
eternity, joy wants the eternity of all things, wants deep, deep, deep 
eternity!294  

When joy longs for itself by longing for its opposite it longs for itself through it’s other. 

This was important, as we saw, in Ancient Greek practices of self-care, where the role of 

the other is absolutely essential to the “care of self”. But the important point to 

acknowledge here is that the Dionysian man’s joy can affirm not only pain and suffering 

but even his own loss. As Mcintyre says, “Dionysian joy affirms itself in and through the 

otherness of loss, as the will to lose itself, to squander and overflow itself.”295 

Ultimately, Epicureanism is simply not joyous enough. However, Nietzsche did 

acknowledge the similarities between the two. Epicurus is important to Nietzsche’s 

middle period because he is so similar to the Dionysian. Although Nietzsche departs with 

Epicurus in his later period, it is clear that the central features of what makes Dionysus so 

important to Nietzsche are still grappled with through the figure of Epicurus in his middle 

period. The lack of fear, becoming god-like, taking delight in the simple joys of 

existence, and the profound love of the world as it is in all its becoming – all these are 

Epicurean and Dionysian. One step further is required for Nietzsche: to take delight in 

that which is not easy to endure – that is truly Dionysian. 

Epicureanism is too calm for Nietzsche – a philosophy aimed at tranquillity of 

soul and rest. While this is attractive for Nietzsche he ultimately came to believe that 

these kinds of philosophies are fundamentally hostile to unrest or inner struggle296. 

Happiness is defined by Epicurus as the absence of pain: “By pleasure we mean the 
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absence of pain in the body and trouble in the soul”.297 Nietzsche is critical of the 

happiness of Epicurus as a happiness which is attained through the minimisation of 

suffering. Suffering, for Nietzsche, is the only thing which can give meaning to any kind 

of happiness. Inner struggle, chaos, passion and the suffering which these give rise to is 

what Nietzsche suggests is essential to creativity when harnessed by the Dionysian man. 

In contrast to the Epicurean injunction to “live inconspicuously,” Nietzsche rather 

advocates that we “live dangerously”: 

For believe me: the secret for harvesting from existence the greatest 
fruitfulness and the greatest enjoyment is – to live dangerously! Build 
your homes on the slopes of Vesuvius! Send your ships into uncharted 
seas! Live at war with your peers and yourselves!298 

It is interesting to note that this very Dionysian recommendation to live a life full 

of risk and danger is from Nietzsche’s middle period, when Dionysus seemingly does not 

often appear. Risk is incompatible with the peaceful, inconspicuous living of Epicurean 

tranquillity.  Nietzsche indeed finds an Epicurean care of self in his middle period. 

However, it is important to recognize that Nietzsche does not depart from the 

“philosophy of care” he finds here, he simply departs from Epicurus’ version of it. 

 

Conclusion 

Nietzsche’s relationship with Epicurus is ambivalent. In his middle period he 

praises Epicurus as “one of the greatest men”. However, he adopts a more critical stance 

towards Epicurus in his late period, accusing him of being a “typical decadent” and 

calling for “Dionysian joy” instead. When examining what is it in Epicureanism that 
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Nietzsche eventually takes issue with, the similarities between Nietzsche’s Epicurus and 

his Dionysian philosophy can be seen. Nietzsche admires the heroic and courageous 

philosophy of Epicurus, who sees the world as it truly is and argues that nothing is to be 

feared. This is indeed very Dionysian. However, the mature Nietzsche picks up on the 

point that the Epicurean does still fear pain and that this separates him from a true 

Dionysian affirmation. Ultimately, while a contrast of “Epicurean delight” and 

“Dionysian joy” reveals that the two have much in common, it also reveals an important 

point for our understanding of the Dionysian. The defining element of a Dionysian way 

of life is this element of risk, sacrifice and dangerous living. This, we shall see, comes 

through clearly in Nietzsche’s final conception of the Dionysian.  

Dionysus in Nietzsche’s Late Period (1883-1888) 

 

I was the first to take seriously, for the understanding of the older, the still 
rich and even overflowing Hellenic instinct, that wonderful phenomenon 
which bears the name of Dionysus.299 

 

In order to understand what the figure of Dionysus means for Nietzsche one must 

be able to identify the rich and subtle meanings in the Dionysian symbolism that pervades 

Nietzsche’s works. As Del Caro puts it, despite Nietzsche’s quiet middle phase regarding 

Dionysus, the Dionysian had always been an important theme for Nietzsche, undergoing 

metamorphoses along the way: 

The Dionysian as a principle, and a symbol infused with new meaning at 
various stages in Nietzsche’s writing, is in fact quite constant, so that one 
might say the Dionysian transformed along with Nietzsche, as he was 
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helped in his own transformation from philologist to philosopher to the 
extent he was steered by the Dionysian.300  

In Nietzsche’s later works, Dionysus makes a reappearance, beginning with Thus 

Spoke Zarathustra. Dionysus is reintroduced under a rather religious guise that permeates 

the remainder of Nietzsche’s writing on Dionysus. The readings of Nietzsche’s late 

Dionysus vary amongst scholars and have recently began to diversify from the once 

popular view propagated by Walter Kaufmann (1974). In recent interpretations, the focus 

is more on Nietzsche’s late Dionysus as the representation of “Yes saying,” a philosophy 

of eternal recurrence, becoming, creation, affirmation, and self-overcoming.301  

Kaufmann argues that in the late works Dionysus is the name Nietzsche gives to 

the amalgamation of the early Apollo and Dionysus from The Birth of Tragedy. “The 

later Dionysus is the synthesis of the two forces represented by Dionysus and Apollo in 

The Birth of Tragedy…”.302 Kaufmann locates this synthesis in Zarathustra: 

In the "dithyrambs" of Zarathustra this opposition of the two gods was 
repudiated and the will to power was proclaimed as the one and only basic 
force of the universe. This fundamental principle, which Nietzsche still 
called "Dionysian," is actually a union of Dionysus and Apollo: a creative 
striving which gives form to itself. The Dionysian man is thus one who 
gives style to his own character, tolerating his passions because he is 
strong enough to control them.303  

This is consistent with Nietzsche’s tendency to overcome dualisms.304 The Dionysian 

now represents “passion controlled” as opposed to the complete extirpation of passions 

Nietzsche saw as characteristic of Christianity. This “Dionysian man” becomes the focus 
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of his later works and, according to Kaufmann, Goethe becomes the symbol of this type 

of man. In praising Goethe’s spirit, Nietzsche concludes: 

Such a spirit who has become free stands amid the cosmos with a joyous 
and trusting fatalism, in the faith that only the particular is loathsome, and 
that all is redeemed and affirmed in the whole – he does not negate any 
more. Such a faith, however, is the highest of all possible faiths: I have 
baptized it with the name Dionysus.305  

According to Nietzsche, Goethe “created himself” through “a kind of self-

overcoming” (ibid). In order to understand what Nietzsche means by self-overcoming 

(Selbstüberwindung) we must first understand Nietzsche’s complicated views on “the 

self,” a topic we shall return to later.  

Kaufmann sets forth what became the commonly held view that the late Dionysus 

is Nietzsche’s new word for the combination of early Apollo and Dionysus in an 

amalgamated force. This view has gone largely unchallenged. However, a more recent 

argument proposes that Nietzsche actually has three different Dionysus’ throughout his 

work: (1) the “heroic,” (2) the “ecstatic,” and (3) the “monster”.306  

Luyster argues that in the early works Dionysus is seen purely as the ecstatic since 

Nietzsche emphasises the ritualistic and orgiastic frenzy of the Dionysian in BT. Without 

the Apollonian element, Dionysus is the chaotic and ecstatic force. After the 

amalgamation of the Apollonian and the Dionysian in Nietzsche, we see a shift in his 

descriptions of Dionysus. In his later works, particularly Zarathustra, the Dionysian 

begins to represent “the heroic,” becoming the symbol of life-affirmation and yes-saying 

even in the face of great suffering. Finally, Luyster identifies the “monster” Dionysian, 

drawing attention to the parts of life that Dionysian life-affirmation ironically negates. 
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For example, there is Nietzsche’s growing intolerance of the masses and anything that 

deviates from a “higher” level of man and nature:  

…an alter ego, at first heroic but increasingly megalomaniac, almost rabid, 
emerges, in which Nietzsche/Dionysus rages against such holistic, often 
intoxicated or erotic embrace, and is drawn toward increasingly violent 
forms of life-negation, extermination, and purgation.307  

Most of the literature on Nietzsche’s late Dionysus, however, tends to discuss 

Dionysus under the rubrics of life, faith, and self-overcoming, or a combination of all 

three. Bruce Ellis Benson (2008) puts forward the argument that Nietzsche “remains a 

person of faith and prayer, though he attempts to shift both the logic and content”.308 This 

is Nietzsche’s “Dionysian pietism”. In The Antichrist, Nietzsche no longer opposes 

Dionysus to Apollo but to “the crucified,” situating this new Dionysian faith against 

Christianity. Nietzsche saw these as two irreconcilable orientations towards life: one as 

life-affirming and one as life-negating. Nietzsche outlines his view on these contrasting 

gods in the Will to Power: 

Dionysus versus the "Crucified":  there you have the antithesis.  It is not a 
difference in regard to their martyrdom - it is a difference in the meaning 
of it.  Life itself, its eternal fruitfulness and recurrence, creates torment 
destruction, the will to annihilation.  In the other case, suffering - the 
"Crucified as the innocent one"- counts as an objection to this life, as a 
formula for its condemnation.- One  will  see  that  the problem  is  that  of  
the  meaning  of  suffering:  whether  a Christian meaning  or  a  tragic  
meaning.  In the former case, it is supposed to be the path to a holy 
existence;  in  the  latter  case,  being  is  counted  as  holy enough  to  
justify  even  a  monstrous  amount  of suffering.  The tragic man affirms  
even  the  harshest  suffering... Dionysus  cut  to  pieces  is  a  promise of  
life:  it  will  be  eternally  reborn  and  return  again  from  destruction.309  
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Both Dionysus and Christ are suffering gods whose tales both involve an extremely 

violent death and a resurrection. As Nietzsche says, it is the meaning of each gods’ 

suffering that matters. 

Reginster provides an analysis of suffering and its connection to the affirmation of 

life in Nietzsche. Reginster argues that there is the true affirmation of life and “sham” 

affirmations of life, of which he gives two examples: resignation and concealment.310 

While resignation abhors suffering it accepts it as a necessary part of life. Concealment, 

meanwhile, attempts to mask those horrible aspects of suffering in two ways: idealism 

and counter-adaption. Idealism reduces suffering to mere appearance, as some illusion 

that we may escape in the “true world”: “an escape remains: to pass sentence on this 

whole world of becoming as a deception and to invent a world beyond it, a true 

world”.311 Counter-adaption is the tactic adopted by the overly adaptable – the type who 

avoids suffering by changing his preferences to correspond positively to the situation: 

“Such men I call the omni-satisfied. Omni-satisfaction, which knows how to taste 

everything, that is not the best taste”.312 Both of these types, Reginster argues, are for 

Nietzsche essentially life-negating. To have a truly Dionysian, life-affirming, attitude one 

must possess not resignation but love; and it is to this central difference between 

resignation and love that Nietzsche points in his famous formula of amor fati. Not only 

must we accept the necessity and inevitability of suffering but, more than this, we must 

recognize its desirability.313 Since suffering is seen, for Nietzsche, as fundamental to a 

true affirmation of life, Christianity cannot affirm life in the Nietzschean sense because 
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“it is supposed to be the path to a holy existence”. It is suffering for the sake of the 

“other-worldly” in which suffering does not exist.   

In these interpretations of Nietzsche’s late Dionysus, Dionysus becomes the 

ultimate symbol of life, a symbol that represents his new found “Dionysian faith”: “It 

seems as if he has found his “god” in Dionysus…Or, put another way, Life seems in 

Nietzsche to be the very incarnation of Dionysus…”.314  

In a similar vein, Conway (2006) argues that life is in fact self-overcoming for 

Nietzsche as the two are intrinsically intertwined315. Conway illustrates this with passages 

from Thus Spoke Zarathustra, “On Self-Overcoming” in particular, pointing to the fact 

that Zarathustra embarks his journey in search of “the living” who he seeks in order to 

bestow his teaching of the will to power. As Zarathustra endeavours to hear from Life 

directly, he is taught a great “secret” from Life: life is “that which must always overcome 

itself”.316  

This emphasis on life as Dionysian appears elsewhere in Nietzsche’s own 

writings. While Nietzsche never explicitly gives a definition of the Dionysian (in true 

Nietzschean style) he does provide us with a few aphorisms, particularly in Twilight of 

The Idols, that shed light on the matter: 

All this is meant by the word Dionysus: I know no higher symbolism than 
this Greek symbolism of the Dionysian festivals. Here the most profound 
instinct of life, that directed toward the future of life, the eternity of life, is 
experienced religiously – and the way to life, procreation, as the holy 
way.317  
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Nietzsche continues to describe Dionysus in similar ways throughout his later 

works, telling us that “it [the Dionysian] is explicable only in terms of an excess of force” 

and it is only through a Dionysian state that the “will to life” finds expression.318 Like 

life, the Dionysian represents the transformational – akin to that of becoming, it is a 

ceaseless force forever in flux which continuously destroys and creates. This mirrors the 

“birth and rebirth” nature of Dionysus the Greek god. 

As we have seen the Dionysian symbolises many things and it is easy to conclude 

that there is perhaps no unified conception of the Dionysian in Nietzsche’s late works. 

This is further complicated by the fact that Nietzsche employs the Dionysian to describe 

man, a God, a new religion and life itself.319 However, in my own reading of the late 

texts, I identify three main themes of Nietzsche’s late-period Dionysus. As we shall see, 

the three predominant themes possess a symbiotic relationship which I hope will help to 

reveal a harmony found within the labyrinthine ideas surrounding the Dionysian.320  

 

The Triumphal Yes to Life 

In Nietzsche’s late works, there are three predominant ways in which Nietzsche 

frames the Dionysian: first, as the extreme limit of affirmation (this includes affirmation 

of life as becoming, amor fati, and eternal recurrence); second, as overflowing and 

superabundant power; and, finally, as artistic destruction and creation. Each of these 

features of the Dionysian interact with each other. The Dionysian is so overfull with 

vitality, strength and power and has such joy to affirm the world as it is that he could will 
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it to return eternally. In turn, this love of life impels him to destroy all which is anti-life in 

order to make way for new life-enhancing creations. In this way, he is both annihilator 

and simultaneously “pregnant with the future” and must continuously destroy and create 

(just as Life herself does). 

 

The Extreme Limit of Affirmation  

“It is a Dionysian Yea-saying to the world as it is, without deduction, 
exception and selection… it is the highest attitude that a philosopher can 
reach; to stand Dionysiacally toward existence: my formula for this is 
amor fati”.321  

“…in the Dionysian symbol the ultimate limit of affirmation is 
attained”.322  

In the late works, Nietzsche proposes an affirmation of life which entails 

“standing in a Dionysian relationship to existence”. It is important to stress how extreme 

an affirmation Nietzsche has in mind here. Nietzsche champions Dionysian affirmation as 

“the highest possible state a philosopher can achieve”; it is thus no easy task. This is an 

affirmation which goes far beyond mere acceptance of life. There appear to be three steps 

in achieving the extreme limit of affirmation synonymous with the Dionysian: 

recognizing life as becoming; responding with amor fati; and affirming life so entirely 

one can will its eternal return. 

The affirmation of passing away and destroying, which is the decisive 
feature of a Dionysian philosophy; saying Yes to opposition and war; 
becoming, along with a radical repudiation of the very concept of being – 
all this is clearly more closely related to me than anything else thought to 
date. The doctrine of the “eternal recurrence,” that is, of the unconditional 
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and infinitely repeated circular course of all things…might in the end have 
already been taught by Heraclitus.323  

The first step in affirming life is seeing life as it is. For Nietzsche, life is 

becoming (Werden) and nothing besides.324 Life may only be comprehended as eternal 

creation and destruction, generation and degeneration, and flux without meaning or 

purpose. The concept of becoming is intrinsic to Nietzsche’s late conception of the 

Dionysian. As one scholar notes, “in Nietzsche’s usage “the Dionysian” (“das 

Dionysische”) becomes synonymous with a view of nature as superabundant and 

innocent becoming, a capacity to affirm and embrace life in all its manifestations…”325 

Nietzsche’s understanding of becoming is inspired by Heraclitus and, as seen in the 

aphorism mentioned above from Nietzsche’s Ecce Homo, it is also important to 

understanding the eternal return. It is interesting to note not only the similarities between 

Nietzsche’s becoming and Heraclitean flux, but how much Nietzsche’s late Dionysus is 

inspired by the figure of Heraclitus himself. Indeed, the similarities between Heraclitus 

and Dionysus have led one scholar to argue that “Heraclitus of Ephesus is essentially 

Dionysus”.326 

In one of his earliest works, Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks, 

Nietzsche remarks that to see life as becoming is an insight “understandable to one who, 

like Heraclitus, is related to the contemplative god. Before his fire-gaze not a drop of 

injustice remains in the world poured all around him…”327 Nietzsche goes on to use the 

play and creativity of the child and artist as the metaphor which best expresses the 
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essence of the world as innocent, purposeless and perpetual creativity: “In this world only 

play, play as artists and children engage in it, exhibits coming-to-be and passing away, 

structuring and destroying, without any moral additive, in forever equal innocence”.328 

The way in which Nietzsche describes the play of the world in his earliest works 

shares many similarities with how he describes the Dionysian in his late works. For 

example, in the following aphorism, it is easy to think of the Dionysian as sharing the 

character Nietzsche here attributes to the perpetual change of the world: 

Such is the game the aeon plays with itself. Transforming itself into water 
and earth, it builds towers of sand like a child at the seashore, piles them 
up and tramples them down. From time to time it starts the game anew. An 
instant of satiety – and again it is seized by its need, as the artist is seized 
by his need to create. Not hybris but the ever self-renewing impulse to 
play calls new worlds into being.329 

In utilising the metaphor of a child at play and an artist in the throws of creation, 

Nietzsche is emphasising the amoral nature of the world (which causes obvious problems 

for morality). The metaphor of the child re-emerges in the late period in Zarathustra as a 

symbol of affirmation and “saying yes” to life: “The child is innocence and forgetting, a 

new beginning, a game, a self-propelled wheel, a first movement, a sacred “Yes”. For the 

game of creation, my brothers, a sacred “Yes” is needed: the spirit now wills his own 

will, and he who had been lost to the world now conquers his own world.”330  

Both the above aphorisms show Nietzsche’s earliest thoughts on becoming. While 

the concept of the Dionysian appears to have undergone some changes, the concept of 

becoming changes relatively little from Nietzsche’s early to late thought. In a well-known 

note from the Nachlass, Nietzsche outlines how he sees the world as becoming and how 
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this is still intimately tied to the Dionysian. He describes it as “a monster of energy, 

without beginning, without end” which does not change in size “but only transforms 

itself.” It is “a sea of forces flowing and rushing together, eternally changing, eternally 

flooding back, with tremendous years of recurrence” which seeks the “most self-

contradictory, and then again returning home to the simple out of this abundance, out of 

the play of contradictions back to the joy of concord” all the while affirming this process 

and feeling no disgust. This, Nietzsche, concludes is: 

my Dionysian world of the eternally self-creating, the eternally self-
destroying, this mystery world of the twofold voluptuous delight, my 
“beyond good and evil,” without goal, unless the joy of the circle is itself a 
goal.331  

The creative and destructive game that both the Dionysian and the Heraclitean 

play mimics life’s own becoming. Yet of still more importance to Nietzsche is the 

response to life as becoming. This is the true test of Dionysian affirmation. Nietzsche 

distinguishes between two types of response to life as ceaseless and meaningless flux: the 

life-affirming and the life-denying.  

Unfortunately, the most common response, according to Nietzsche, is the life-

denying one. Life is too often met with dissatisfaction. “Concerning life,” he writes “the 

wisest men of all ages have judged it alike: it is no good.”332 Life-denying responses are 

characterised by a wish for life to be other than eternal flux. They exhibit a preference for 

that which does not change, which results in denial, hatred or resignation. This is at the 

heart of Nietzsche’s attack, not only Christianity but also on Buddhism, nihilism and 

Platonism (amongst others). All share an inability to affirm life in its entirety. This, for 
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Nietzsche, is born out of weakness and is a sign of an unhealthy relationship to existence, 

one which rejects life for what it is. We can find this view expressed in several of 

Nietzsche’s later texts, but arguably the most revealing of passages is from The Twilight 

of The Idols, where Nietzsche succinctly describes these kinds of responses as a revenge 

against life: 

To invent fables about a world “other” than this one has no meaning at all, 
unless an instinct of slander, detraction, and suspicion against life has 
gained the upper hand in us: in that case, we avenge ourselves against life 
with a phantasmagoria of “another,” or “better” life.333 (My italics)  

In contrast to the Dionysian, those who would prefer to reveal a “real” world 

beyond the impermanence of becoming, the Dionysian affirms life as eternal becoming 

without purpose or end, with all her suffering and joy. When considering the difference 

between a Dionysian affirmation of life and an acceptance of life as such, it is the topic of 

suffering that sets Dionysian affirmation apart. As was seen in our discussion of 

Nietzsche’s departure from Epicureanism, a Dionysian affirmation of life goes one step 

beyond acceptance of suffering to actively seek and produce suffering. To affirm life as 

becoming, then, is Dionysian when it not only accepts life for what it is but loves it. This 

leads us on to the next step in Dionysian affirmation: amor fati. 

The central component of amor fati is desiring life to be as it is. This kind of love 

of life is not only associated with Dionysian affirmation but with greatness.334 As 

Nietzsche puts it in Ecce Homo: “My formula for the greatness of a human being is amor 

fati: that one wants nothing to be different, not forward, not backward, not in all 
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eternity.”335 We can already see the connections between amor fati and the eternal return 

emerging here, but, for now, I want to focus on the importance of loving life in its 

totality. For example, if we compare the aphorism above to another found in Ecce Homo 

where Nietzsche describes amor fati, we can see how vital it is that this love of life is all-

encompassing and that it does not attempt to sever parts: “Nothing that is may be 

subtracted, nothing is dispensable.”336  

Amor fati entails learning the necessity of all things and becoming a “lover of 

fate”. Ultimately, this is to see oneself as a piece of fate. Although Nietzsche’s concept of 

amor fati is quite obviously tied to the Dionysian in his late works, Nietzsche is already 

thinking about amor fati earlier. For example, in Human All Too Human Nietzsche 

asserts that it has been a mistake to place man and fate against one another as if they were 

two separate things. “In reality,” Nietzsche writes, “every man is himself a piece of 

fate.”337  

There emerges a strange kind of freedom in Nietzsche’s concept of amor fati in 

the tension between, on the one hand, being a piece of fate and, on the other, overcoming 

oneself. In Twilight of the Idols, Nietzsche writes: 

What alone can our doctrine be? – That no one gives man his qualities, 
neither God, nor society, nor his parents and ancestors, not man himself – 
the nonsense of the last idea rejected here was taught as “intelligible 
freedom” by Kant, perhaps already by Plato, too. No one is responsible for 
simply being there, for being made in such and such a way, for existing 
under such conditions…The fatality of one’s being cannot be derived from 
the fatality of all that was and will be. No one  is the result of his own 
intention, his own will, his own purpose…One is necessary, one is a piece 
of fate, one belongs to the whole, one is in the whole…That no one is 
made responsible any more, that a kind of Being cannot be traced back to 
a causa prima, that the world is not a unity….this alone is the great 
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liberation – this alone re-establishes the innocence of becoming…We 
deny “God,” we deny responsibility in God: this alone is how we redeem 
the world.338  

The responsibility is actually placed within oneself, understood in terms of an 

active force participating in acts of self-overcoming. To be a lover of fate is therefore not 

fatalism.339 This would lead to resignation rather than affirmation. Dionysian amor fati is 

to see each moment of one’s fate, good or bad, as cause for celebration because the lover 

of fate knows that what matters is how he uses these moments as tools to which he can 

respond with strength rather than passivity. To be a lover of fate (and life), therefore, 

means also to love oneself too.340 For to learn to love all things includes learning to love 

oneself.341 Therefore, within Nietzsche’s conception of Dionysian affirmation, there is 

not only the importance of one’s relationship to existence but also one’s relationship to 

oneself. We must not overlook the relation of self to self which pervades Nietzsche’s 

concept of the Dionysian. In this case, an ethics of care of self is still evident after the 

middle period, now working through the concept of the Dionysian. Nietzsche himself 

regards his fate as something which his own love of life saved him from suffering: “I 

myself have never suffered from all this; what is necessary does not hurt me; amor fati is 

my inmost nature.”342  

Nietzsche is most interested in the type and character of a man who can stand in 

this Dionysian relationship to existence. Amor fati is at the heart of Dionysian affirmation 

because to be a lover of one’s fate is to see the necessity in things and to respond with 
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love rather than revenge. “I want to learn more and more to see as beautiful what is 

necessary in things; then I shall be one of those who make things beautiful. Amor fati: let 

that be my love henceforth.”343  

In this way, to love one’s fate is an ethical imperative because it frees the world of 

the desire for revenge against it and thereby restores the innocence of becoming. By 

turning each “that was” into “thus I willed it,” amor fati transforms becoming into being 

and combats the traditional flight from becoming which is characteristic of metaphysics. 

In Dionysian affirmation, the formula of amor fati means that there is no longer any need 

for consolation of escape from becoming – just love. A love so strong it can will 

suffering existence to eternally return.  

In his final years, Nietzsche had planned to write a lengthy treatise entitled 

“Revaluation of all Values” of which The Antichrist was to be Book 1. The work would 

have comprised of four books. The fourth book was to bear an illuminating title which 

summarises Nietzsche’s understanding of the Dionysian in his late period: “Book IV: 

DIONYSUS: PHILOSOPHY OF ETERNAL RECURRENCE”. 

In his famous aphorism from The Gay Science, Nietzsche poses the most “terrible 

question,” introducing the eternal return in this way: 

What, if some day or night a demon were to steal into your most loneliest 
loneliness and say to you: 'This life as you now live it and have lived it, 
you will have to live once more and innumerable times more; and there 
will be nothing new in it, but every pain and every joy and every thought 
and sigh and everything unutterably small or great in your life will have to 
return to you, all in the same succession and sequence…344  
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There is some disagreement in the literature over whether Nietzsche’s eternal 

recurrence was meant to be taken in a literal sense as a cosmological doctrine or as a 

metaphor he employs in order to describe the strength of character one must possess in 

order to affirm one’s own existence to return eternally. On this point Loeb makes a useful 

remark about what is at stake in Nietzsche’s concept of the eternal return: “What really 

matters in this aphorism, commentators agree, are the psychological effects of the merely 

hypothetical thought of recurrence and the non-epistemic role of this thought as a kind of 

test or ideal of life-affirmation.”345 Perhaps then we should see the eternal recurrence as a 

challenge to self-creation and in particular with respect to the affirmation of life whereby 

the individual must fashion the kind of life and style his character so that he may answer 

“Yes” to the demon’s question?   

However, there seems to be a paradox which appears in Nietzsche’s work 

between his constant calls to self-creation (“become what you are”) and his fatalism 

(“amor fati is my innermost nature”). Leiter in his lengthy discussion of the paradox 

challenges readings which emphasise self-creation, showing how deep Nietzsche’s 

fatalism runs. He argues that the only way to resolve the paradox is if we regard 

Nietzsche as more of a “casual essentialist” which is regarded as different form classical 

fatalism and determinism.346 However, Leiter at one point in his discussion uses a plant 

metaphor which I think is useful in understanding (and somewhat resolving) the paradox. 

He argues that the human, like a plant, has a pre-determined trajectory in terms of its 

species, how it will grow and a number of pre-determined factors which place constraints 

on the possibilities of its becoming. However, it still strives and grows. I think we should 
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add to this the importance Nietzsche placed on “health.” A healthy plant will seek certain 

pathways which are conducive to its vitality and seek to overcome obstacles in its way to 

growth. This is no different to individual self-enhancement and in this sense one can 

create oneself and should seek to “become what one is.” Fatalism is thus already present 

within Nietzsche’s maxim to become what one is.  

To return to our discussion of the eternal return, we see that it accompanies the 

Dionysian as a symbol of continuous rebirth but it is also very closely related to affirming 

life. This affirmation is so intense that the Dionysian man can will for its eternity. This is 

the test of Dionysian strength and commitment to the love of life. The theme of 

unconditional love can be seen even in the symbolism of the ring used to signify the 

eternal return in Zarathustra. It is not only a symbol of totality and the cyclical nature of 

all things, but also a wedding ring representing “the confirmation and seal”.347 Eternal 

return is thus the “closest approximation of being and becoming” as one affirms the 

other.348  

It is important to note that the demon does not come in the happiest moment but 

in the loneliest. That is the true test. While it would be easy to affirm one’s life in the 

most joyous moments, the true test is that one can affirm all of life; a reminder that the 

Dionysian man can find joy even in suffering. However, we must remember that a 

passive acceptance of this doctrine is not enough; rather, the Dionysian response to such 

a question must be exuberance: “…how well disposed would you have to become to 
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yourself and to life to crave nothing more fervently than this ultimate confirmation and 

seal.”349  

The Dionysian, armed with his love of fate, is able to will the eternal return. 

Paradoxically, however, the fact that nothing will be different does not stifle his creative 

energy but enhances it. The Dionysian engages in perpetual self-fashioning, destroying 

and creating himself anew, in the process mimicking the birth and rebirth integral to the 

Dionysus myth. Seung connects this Dionysian creative process to the eternal return, 

arguing that “this perpetual process of self-creation is a constant resurrection: the old self 

constantly dies to be reborn as a new self. To accept this self-creative death is to will the 

eternal recurrence.”350  

It is clear that Nietzsche’s conception of the Dionysian in his late period is a 

symbol of the most extreme affirmation of life. Under this rubric we encounter some of 

Nietzsche’s best known themes such as amor fati and the eternal return. In the late works, 

the Dionysian symbolises a relationship to existence which entails its absolute 

affirmation. This involves viewing life honestly (as becoming) and responding to this, not 

with disappointment, rejection or denial, but with love. The Dionysian love of life is so 

extreme it can crave for every single moment of existence to return for all eternity. But 

how can such an affirmation be possible? Nietzsche’s answer is given by the second 

theme that he uses to describe the Dionysian in his late works – overabundance of life. 
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Overabundance and Overflow 

In having an overabundance of strength, the Dionysian man not only affirms life 

as eternal becoming, he also affirms all the suffering that comes with it. He seeks 

absolutely no solace from it. It is a love of fate so strong that the Dionysian man can even 

seek what is painful because he knows that it will act as a stimulus for life. With this love 

and strength he can reach the utmost limit of affirmation – he can affirm, love, seek and 

will for it to eternally return. This is because the Dionysian is characterised by 

overflowing superabundance, vitality and strength.  

From the beginning of Nietzsche’s works, the Dionysian is represented as “flood 

and excess”.351 This flood which overflows all restraints is missing from Nietzsche’s 

middle conception of the Dionysian. But in the late works, the Dionysian is once again an 

“overflowing” of all things that is synonymous with life and power. It is important to note 

the excess in the late Dionysian because it is not sufficient that one is strong enough, or 

has enough vitality. The Dionysian is overfull, overabundant and thus necessarily 

overflows.  

Pleasure and pain are intimately connected in this definition of the Dionysian. 

Because he has too much, he suffers from it. Although the Dionysian is joyous, this joy 

is, just like in Birth, a “bliss born of pain”.352 Similarly, now the Dionysian, with 

superabundant vitality (Lebensfulle), finds joy in sorrow and sorrow in joy because he is 

a “passionate-painful overflowing”.353 Nietzsche stresses that this overflowing, however 

joyful and ecstatic, is still a kind of suffering. Nonetheless, in the Dionysian it is used as a 
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spur: “the psychology of the orgiastic as an overflowing feeling of life and strength, 

where even pain still has the effect of a stimulus”.354  

Overabundance is not only what the Dionysian suffers from but is the reason why 

his suffering can be affirmed. He suffers from overabundance as opposed to decadence, 

weakness or lack. This points to the kind of suffering which Nietzsche validates as 

worthwhile in the cause of growth and creativity. It is the kind of pain associated with 

birth (the birth of creation and self-creation). Nietzsche tells us that the Dionysian is 

“pregnant with the future”.355 Pregnancy is inherent to the Nietzschean concept of vitality 

because vitality, aside from meaning full of energy and power, also denotes the power-

giving force present in all living things which urges towards continuance of life (i.e., the 

vitality of seeds). 

Subsequently, Nietzsche remarks “all that guarantees a future – involves pain”.356 

It is because of this vitality, this state of being “life-full,” that the Dionysian must “give 

birth” – he must create. Suffering from an overflow of vitality means, for Nietzsche, that 

one needs a Dionysian art which “requires a tragic view of life”. This leads us on to our 

next point – the Dionysian as creation and destruction.  

The central importance which Nietzsche’s philosophy places on a healthy 

response to suffering leads Nietzsche to ask: “is there a pessimism of strength”? In the 

late works, Nietzsche sometimes describes the Dionysian as a “new kind of pessimism”. 

Nietzsche agrees with the basic premise of pessimism, which recognizes the ultimate 

meaninglessness of existence and acknowledges that life is full of pain and suffering. In 
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fact, Nietzsche sees himself as a pessimist in The Birth. However, by the late works 

Nietzsche sees himself as the inventor of a Dionysian pessimism of strength: one which 

requires no comfort from these pessimistic truths and can respond with joy.  

Nietzsche contrasts his “Dionysian Pessimism” to “Romantic Pessimism”. 

Romanticism, in Nietzsche’s view, is just another term for pessimism (Christianity is 

pessimism too). Nietzsche associates this kind of pessimism with Schopenhauer and 

Wagner. The vital distinction is that romantic pessimism requires comfort. Conversely, 

Dionysian pessimism “goes towards a justification of life even at its most terrible 

ambiguous and mendacious”.357 This is why strength is the distinguishing factor between 

the two types of pessimism. One looks for solace and the other is strong enough to face 

up to it even to the point where it is possible to react with joy. From this point of view, 

Nietzsche departs with Schopenhauer because he is not pessimistic enough. For Nietzsche 

true, unadulterated, pessimism has never been achieved before him. Dionysian pessimism 

is the kind of pessimism from which we need no resignation.  

This is possibly how Nietzsche’s early ideas of the Dionysian in The Birth turn in 

his late works into a Dionysian pessimism of strength inspired by his early thoughts on 

the Greeks, Schopenhauer and Wagner. What Nietzsche had always admired was the 

ability to look into the horrors of existence while not being discouraged in any way, even 

finding in such horrors a stimulus for growth. His Dionysian pessimism of strength 

demands a “predilection for what is hard, awful, evil, problematical in existence, owing 

to well-being, to exuberant health, to fullness of existence” marked by “a will for the 
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tragic’”. “With such a will one does not fear the terrible and questionable in life: one 

even seeks it”.358  

The interdependence of overflowing vitality and the affirmation of life now 

begins to emerge clearly. What is vital to note is that the Dionysian man “seeks it”. This 

is the vital (yet subtle) difference between acceptance and affirmation. This would 

suggest that Nietzsche does not see Dionysian life-affirmation as something which many 

people would have the strength for. It is a rare endeavour reserved for the few. 

Dionysian superabundance can be thought of as similar to nature itself. In a note 

from 1884 Nietzsche writes that “the highest human being is to be conceived as a copy of 

nature: tremendous superabundance, tremendous reason in the individual, squandering 

itself as a whole and indifferent to the squandering”.359 As we shall see later, the theme of 

squandering will become extremely important as a practice of the Dionysian man. We 

will return to the theme of squandering as a form of self-overcoming in detail since it is 

the technique par excellence of the Dionysian man’s care of self. However, how do we 

reconcile Nietzsche’s valorisation of man as a copy of superabundant nature with 

Nietzsche’s mocking tone towards the Stoics’ maxim, “live according to nature”? 

In Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche paints a rather horrifying picture of nature:  

Imagine a being like nature, wasteful beyond measure, indifferent beyond 
measure, without purposes and consideration, without mercy and justice, 
fertile and desolate and uncertain at the same time; imagine indifference 
itself as a power – how could you live according to this indifference?360 

Indeed, nature, as a whole, is as horrifying as it is beautiful. Most importantly, for 

Nietzsche, nature is amoral. However, Nietzsche is not calling for an equally amoral, 
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rapacious and wasteful individual. If we compare the two, at first seemingly opposed 

aphorisms, we see that man has something nature does not: “tremendous reason”. At first 

this seems counterintuitive. Squandering indifferently hardly seems reasonable at all. 

However, as Del Caro argues, this is precisely Nietzsche’s point: “if tremendous 

superabundance and tremendous reason were wedded in a human being, there would not 

be this bifurcation or split or conflict between the faculty of reason and the state of 

superabundance.”361 This higher type of man would not perceive such a duality between 

the mind and body and would possess the luxury of letting reason pause at opportune 

moments.  

This idea that human reason may not be very reasonable is part of Nietzsche’s 

argument that self-preservation is not what the will to life aims for: it aims for power. 

And, for that aim, it would even sacrifice itself. For this reason, the Dionysian represents 

overflowing and overabundance because the Dionysian is squandering and constant self-

overcoming. The overfullness of life is a necessary prerequisite for the cyclical nature of 

birth and rebirth, creation and destruction, which the Dionysian must ceaselessly undergo. 

This leads us to the final characteristic of Nietzsche’s late-period Dionysian – artistic 

creation and destruction. 

 

Hard Creators and Destructive Annihilators 

I am by far the most terrible human being that has ever existed so far; this 
does not preclude the possibility that I shall be the most beneficial. I know 
the pleasure in destroying to a degree that accords with my powers to 
destroy – in both respects I obey my Dionysian nature which does not 
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know how to separate doing No from saying Yes. I am the first 
immoralist: that makes me the annihilator par excellence.362 

We can see that the disposition of overabundant vitality of the Dionysian allows 

him to give birth in creative excess and, further, gives him a need to create. However, this 

overfullness leads not only to creation but to destruction: “The desire for destruction, 

change, becoming can be the expression of an overfull power pregnant with the future 

(my term for this, as is known, is the word ‘Dionysian’).”363 Indeed, the Dionysian in the 

late works is a symbol of ceaseless creation and destruction, resembling life itself. To be 

a Dionysian man is to become oneself the eternal joy in becoming and destruction “over 

and above all horror and pity, so that you yourself may be the eternal joy in becoming – 

the joy that includes even the eternal joy in destroying (vernichten).”364  

When Nietzsche describes the Dionysian in the late works, he often speaks of 

creation as inseparable from destruction. These include instances where Nietzsche 

describes the Dionysian as “hard creators,” destructors and annihilators. Perhaps the best 

example of this is from Ecce Homo, where Nietzsche writes of Zarathustra: “The 

imperative, ‘become hard!’, the most fundamental certainty that all creators are hard, is 

the distinctive mark of a Dionysian nature.”365  

It is clear in these instances that although Nietzsche stresses the symbiotic 

relationship of creation and destruction, he nonetheless emphasises destruction as what 

particularly distinguishes the Dionysian (much in the same way he emphasises suffering 

over joy). A philosophy that advocates joyful creation would seem attractive. And, to be 
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clear, Nietzsche is advocating a philosophy of joyful creation. However, for Nietzsche, 

destruction and suffering are absolutely and necessarily a part of joyful creation. 

When Nietzsche describes the imperative to “become hard” (werdet hart!), the 

term signifies two things about the Dionysian: his ability to endure suffering and the 

hardness of the hammer required to destroy. The word pays homage to the hammer from 

Nietzsche’s Twilight of the Idols and gives a clue as to how he sees the Dionysian 

“philosophizing with a hammer”. Overall, it is a joy in destruction which we witness 

become a core component of Nietzsche’s late conception of the Dionysian. This 

distinctive mark of the Dionysian is also essential to Nietzsche’s re-valuation of values 

because the project is a “no-doing project” of destruction whereby the Dionysian must 

pave the way for the creation of new values. For the new to emerge, old values must first 

be destroyed. 

The Dionysian has the strength to do this, so much so that he can even destroy the 

“most beautiful appearances”. Nietzsche associates this kind of strength with freedom:  

What is freedom? That one has the will to assume responsibility for 
oneself. That one maintains the distance which separates us. That one 
becomes more indifferent to difficulties, hardships, privation, even to life 
itself. That one is prepared to sacrifice human beings for one’s cause, not 
excluding oneself.366  

The Dionysian requires this strength of endurance because of what he destroys. A 

note from 1885 gives us an insight into the object of Dionysian destruction. Nietzsche 

tells us that “Dionysian happiness comes to its summit in the destruction of even the most 

beautiful appearance”. We must understand what is meant by appearance here. Later in 

that same fragment, Nietzsche mentions how beautiful appearance is a release from 
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becoming. It follows, then, that the Dionysian, as the symbol of the highest affirmation of 

life, takes pleasure in destroying anything that opposes becoming (and which is therefore 

anti-life). The Dionysian does not want to be released from becoming but to be 

submerged in it. It is now clear why Nietzsche would come to refer to Dionysus as the 

Anti-Christ. The Dionysian is that which seeks to destroy values associated with 

philosophies which want a release from becoming. For Nietzsche, Christianity is the 

highest example of a life-denying religion. Thus, the Dionysian becomes the Anti-Christ. 

His Yes to life requires a No to all forms of anti-life. “Who knows the true name of the 

Antichrist? – with the name of a Greek god: I called it the Dionysian.”367 

For this reason, Dionysian creation must presuppose destruction. Again, we see 

the unity of opposites emerge in Nietzsche’s philosophy: creators are destroyers and 

destroyers are creators. Nietzsche, when referring to his own Dionysian nature, states that 

he cannot separate yes-saying from no-doing. However, it is not solely the offer of a 

release from becoming at which Dionysian destruction takes aim. This cycle of creation 

and destruction is important to maintain for the Dionysian’s own self-overcoming. Like a 

child at play, he must destroy even his own beautiful creations. 

Armed with the joy of destruction, the Dionysian’s hammer “shatters” being 

because he can endure becoming. This paves the way for the creation of new values. In 

this way, the Dionysian creator creates himself. The difficulty of the Dionysian task is not 

only the destruction of the most beautiful appearance, but also the suffering which is 

associated with self-birth. Remember that the Dionysian suffers from overabundance, 

                                                 
367 BT, “Attempt at Self Criticism,” §5. 
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from an overflowing vitality; his need to create requires destruction and this will produce 

suffering at every turn (as we saw, the Dionysian even seeks suffering).  

An important but overlooked aspect of the Dionysian, therefore, is not only his 

ability to destroy and create things in the world, but to continuously destroy and re-create 

himself. This is the process of self-overcoming and is the technique and modality of 

Dionysian care of self.  

 

Conclusion 

Nietzsche began with Dionysus as an important symbol and most definitely ends 

with Dionysus holding similar importance. However, Nietzsche’s conception of Dionysus 

has changed in his later writings. His early Dionysus was a god and a force in opposition 

to Apollo whose central importance was the rise of Greek tragedy. Nietzsche’s later 

Dionysus, however, is most frequently described in opposition to Christ. Ultimately, 

despite the shifting conceptions of Dionysus throughout Nietzsche’s works, Dionysus 

always represented, in one way or another, a life-affirming force. The Dionysian man, 

similarly, embodies a yes-saying towards life, unceasingly assessing himself and 

dispensing with that which no longer serves him on his path to Dionysian greatness.  
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Chapter IV.  

Dionysian “Care”: Self-Overcoming versus Self-Preservation 

Parrhēsía highlights the risk of sacrifice in the ‘care of self’ which I suggested 

shares similarities with Nietzsche’s Dionysianism. Indeed, as we saw in Chapter Three, 

the Dionysian has always been regarded by Nietzsche as posing a danger to the 

individual, but those who take the risk introduce the possibility of a Dionysian 

affirmation of life. In this Chapter, I want to show just how similar the Dionysian man’s 

affirmation of life is to certain aspects of the parrhēsíast’s “care of self”.  

First, just as Socrates’ life mission is a “calling” to the “care of self,” Nietzsche 

too, envisions those capable of a Dionysian affirmation of life as rare individuals who 

hear what I shall term “the Dionysian call”. This is not to be mistaken with elitism or 

aristocracy. It is no different to the rarity characterised by individuals like Socrates or the 

Cynic. In Nietzsche’s view, the call will seduce those who have the ears to hear it. The 

musical motifs which pervade Nietzsche’s thought are all strongly associated with the 

Dionysian in Nietzsche’s philosophy. For example, giving style to one’s character 

involves a kind of harmonising which aims to attune the individual to the harmony of life.   

Second, in the pursuit this calling, the Dionysian man risks himself constantly, 

sometimes to the point of self-sacrifice. Although Nietzsche criticises the self-sacrifice of 

the Christian, a closer look at the paradoxical nature of sacrifice in his thought reveals a 

positive sense of sacrifice which Nietzsche sees as vital to self-overcoming. This is not 

the sacrifice of the “lower types” as is sometimes suggested. Rather, the Dionysian man’s 

sacrifice is a gift-giving of what is best in him which overflows from his superabundant 

vitality. As an analysis of Thus Spoke Zarathustra will show, the “higher men” in the 
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fourth book of Zarathustra have each sacrificed or overcome something important, which 

is why Nietzsche regards them as “higher types”. What becomes clear is that self-

overcoming always involves a kind of self-sacrifice.  

Finally, I show that Nietzschean self-overcoming is directly opposed to self-

preservation and consequently involves putting oneself at risk in the process. Just like in 

Socrates’ and the Cynics’ practice of parrhēsía, the risk is known and accepted. The 

Cynic, however, who constantly seeks ever more dangerous situations to test himself 

embodies Nietzsche’s maxim to “live dangerously!”. Through exploring the similarities 

between the Dionysian man and the Cynic we can see that the Cynic’s attitude to life 

offers us an example of a Dionysian affirmation of life. 

Dionysian Care of Self and the Musical Secret 

 

“There would be something like a musical secret, a secret of the musical 
appeal in this notion of care.”368  

 

There is a “musical secret” to Nietzsche’s Dionysian “care of self”. This emerges 

in three ways. First, the Dionysian call to the “free spirit” is a seductive siren’s song 

which speaks to the heart of the few great individuals (as opposed to the many) who 

alone have the ears capable of hearing it. Second, the Dionysian task of “giving style to 

one’s character” involves a special conception of harmony inspired by music. While in 

Laches this can be seen as the harmony between one’s speech and actions, Nietzsche’s 

conception of harmony is particularly Dionysian in that it gives equal status to discord 
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and involves an affirmation of all the parts which are necessary in creating true harmony. 

As we shall see, loss, sacrifice and suffering are all affirmed in this conception of 

harmony. Finally, it will become clear that the musicality of Nietzsche’s Dionysian 

occurs, in part, because Nietzsche views music as a metaphor for life. To be in harmony 

with the wider harmony of life is the “musical secret” of Dionysian care of self.  

 

The Dionysian Call 

The Dionysian appears to the “free spirit” as a seductive song or call. When 

Nietzsche refers to Dionysus in this way, he describes him as a “pied piper” who speaks 

to the heart. That is to say that the Dionysian call is not expressed in words, but rather 

rouses the emotions, just like music. This call is not heard by everyone but only by those 

rare types who have the ears capable of hearing this “musical secret.”  

There is something particularly esoteric about Nietzsche’s Dionysian which lends 

itself to be read as a kind of “secret” which only the few will ever hear. In Nietzsche’s 

autobiographical work, Ecce Homo, he acknowledges that not all those who read his 

philosophy will hear it: 

For what one lacks access to from experience one will have no ear. Now 
let us imagine an extreme case: that a book speaks of nothing but events 
that lie altogether beyond the possibility of any frequent or even rare 
experience – that it is the first language for a new series of experiences. In 
that case, simply nothing will be heard, but there will be the acoustic 
illusion that where nothing is heard, nothing is there.369  

For Nietzsche, what is special must always be reserved for the few. It is easy to 

hear the echo of Ancient Greek culture here. As we have seen, the same attitude was 

upheld in Ancient Greece in respect to who is capable of the “care of self” for which 

                                                 
369 EH, “Why I Write Such Great Books,” §1. 
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parrhēsía is necessary. The “care of self” and parrhēsía are not qualities of the many but 

of a specific and rare “type” of whom, in Greece, Socrates is an example. He is revered 

and adored by his followers, but distrusted by the mass of people, because he is not of the 

common type: 

…whatever can be common will never have much value. In the end, it has 
to be as it is and has always been: great things are left for the great, 
abysses for the profound, delicacy and trembling for the subtle, and, all in 
all, everything rare for those who are rare themselves.370  

For this reason, the great Dionysian call can only be heard by those “whose soul is 

lured with flutes to every treacherous abyss.”371 Nietzsche often associates his free 

thinkers with those who have above average sensory abilities, such as taste, smell, and 

gifted eyes and ears.372 In fact, “bad taste,” for Nietzsche, is often associated with the 

common “herd” and the popular: “We must do away with the bad taste of wanting to be 

in agreement with the majority.”373 The most important of the sensory organs for hearing 

the Dionysian call, however, are the ears. In “Conversation with the King’s,” Zarathustra 

makes this clear: “my verse is not suited to everyone’s ears. I long ago unlearned 

consideration or long ears.”374  

The significance of the ear symbol in Nietzsche’s philosophy is an interesting one 

and it can be seen by contrasting the big ears of the ass in “the ass festival” (depicted in 

                                                 
370 BGE, §43. 
371 EH, “Why I Write Such Great Books,” §3. 
372 “It could even be possible that whatever gives value to those good and honorable things has an 
incriminating link, bond, or tie to the very things that look like their evil opposites; perhaps they are even 
essentially the same. Perhaps! – But who is willing to take charge of such a dangerous Perhaps! For this we 
must await the arrival of a new breed of philosophers, ones whose taste and inclination are somehow the 
reverse of those we have seen so far – philosophers of the dangerous Perhaps in every sense. – And in all 
seriousness: I see these new philosophers approaching.” (BGE, “On the Prejudices of Philosophers,” §2). 
“Everything is set up so that the worst possible taste, the taste for the unconditional, gets cruelly and 
foolishly abused until people learn to put some art into their feelings, and prefer the risk they run with 
artifice, just like real artists of life do” (BGE, §31). 
373 BGE, §43. 
374 Z, IV, “Conversation with the Kings,” §1. 
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the final book of Zarathustra) and Ariadne, who is depicted as having small ears “like 

Dionysus” himself.  Deleuze discusses the importance of this contrast between the long 

ass ears and the small ears of Ariadne (but also Dionysus and Nietzsche himself) as 

follows: at first glance it might seem that the ass is the ideal Dionysian animal. Indeed, 

towards the end of Thus Spoke Zarathustra the “higher men” are worshipping the ass, 

which seems to give this line of interpretation credence. However, Deleuze argues that 

this is not the case. In fact, the ass is “wholly Christian. It is only fit to be used as a God 

by the higher men.”375 It is important to note that the reason the ass is insufficient, for 

Nietzsche, is because the “yea-saying” animal has not yet learned to say “no”. As we 

have seen, even the “higher type” must be overcome and one step is still missing in each 

“higher man,” which is represented by the animal they worship. To truly overcome 

oneself one cannot just create or destroy, but must be capable of both:  

I honour the obstinate, fastidious tongues and stomachs that have learned 
to say “I” and “Yes” and “No”. But to chew and digest everything – that is 
to have a really swinish nature! Always to say “Ye-a” – only the ass and 
those like him have learned that.376  

For this reason long or big ears represent something Christian because they 

represent the opposite of Nietzsche’s type of ear which belong to the Anti-Christian. 

Nietzsche often boasts of his small ears, the ears of the AntiChrist, and contrasts this to 

the long ears of the ass: 

All of us know, even from experience, what a long eared beast the ass is. 
Well then, I dare assert that I have the smallest ears. This is of no small 
interest to the little ladies – it seems to me that they may feel I understand 
them better. I am the anti-ass par excellence and thus a world-historical 
monster – I am, in Greek and not only in Greek, the Anti-Christ.377  

                                                 
375 Deleuze (2006), p.168. 
376 Z, III, “On the Spirit of Gravity,” §2. 
377 EH, “Why I Write Such Great Books,” §2. 
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One must have small, fine ears which know how to discriminate and not the long donkey 

ears which, like the Christian’s, are too open to hear the word of god.378 If long and big 

ears are representative of a “yes” which is lacking the “no” and are the opposite of 

Nietzsche’s small ears, then it is easy to conclude that Nietzsche’s preference is for small 

ears. However, the metaphor is not so simply solved. As Deleuze points out, small ears 

can be too small and in that case they do “not yet know how to affirm or develop 

affirmation.”379 In an 1888 manuscript called Dionysus Dithyrambs, the following poem 

appears entitled Ariadne’s Lament: 

Dionysus: Be clever, Ariadne! 
You have small ears, you have my ears: 
Put a clever work into them! 
Must one not first hate each other 
if one is to love each other? 
I am your labyrinth380  

I take this to mean that while long ears have yet to learn to say “no,” small ears 

have yet to learn to say “yes”. Small ears, like Nietzsche himself, belong to the destroyer 

of idols, those who have learned negation. This is why in The Gay Science Nietzsche 

says: “some day I wish to be only a Yes-sayer.”381 This would imply that until now 

Nietzsche has had to negate; he has had to say “no” and destroy in order to pave the way 

for the philosophers of the future. The ideal ears therefore would be just right: not too big 

that they only know how to say “yes” but not too small they have yet to learn to affirm. 

True affirmation requires both because the symphony of life necessitates it.382 

                                                 
378 For a discussion of the word of god and long ears see Del Caro (1988).  
379 Deleuze (2005), p.168. 
380 See Kaufmann (1968), “Editors Notes” in The Portable Nietzsche, p. 345. 
381 GS, §276. 
382 That is to say a true Dionysian affirmation requires that negation too be affirmed. For an in depth 
discussion of this difficult theme, see “the double affirmation” by Deleuze (2006). 
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This contradiction between affirmation and negation is important to 

understanding Nietzsche’s conception of harmony properly. Although Nietzsche wishes 

to one day only be a yes-sayer, in order to achieve this affirmation both “yes” and “no” 

are required. It is a process of discrimination as one commentator succinctly puts it: 

By this I take Nietzsche to imply that while unqualified Yes-saying is his 
goal, the means to this goal involves a process of discrimination, of both 
Yes and No saying. The Ubermensch, Nietzsche’s image of redeemed 
humanity, is an unqualified affirmer. However becoming ubermenschlich 
requires a process of both affirmation and denial, that is, of judgement.383   

I agree with Fraser that the process must indeed involve both a yes and a no. 

However, that the Ubermensch is the “goal” of this process seems to imply that 

Nietzsche’s philosophy aims at an end state. This contradicts a central part of Nietzsche’s 

philosophy of becoming. If there is any “goal” in Nietzsche it is simply this process 

alone. Perhaps then, when Nietzsche says he someday wants to be just a Yes-sayer it is 

because a true affirmation of the world affirms its opposite. For Nietzsche, so-called 

“opposites” are not really opposed, they are necessarily entwined and one arises from the 

other.384 In a true affirmation, when one has heard the “shrewd word” of the Dionysian 

call, everything is affirmed and a unity of opposites is realised which understands the 

harmony of the world. In this way, in affirmation, to say Yes is to say “no” and “yes” and 

to affirm multiplicity.385 We will return to this theme later when we investigate the 

                                                 
383 Fraser (2013), p.112. 
384 “In almost all respects, philosophical problems today are formulated as they were two thousand years 
ago: how can something arise from its opposite – for example, reason from unreason, sensation from the 
lifeless, logic from the illogical, disinterested contemplation from courteous desire, altruism from egoism, 
truth from error? Until now, metaphysical philosophy has overcome this difficulty by denying the origin of 
the one from the other…” (HAH, “Of First and Last Things,” §1).  
385 The Yes here represents the union of both a “yes” and a “no” in the same way that Kaufmann argues 
that Dionysus later represents both early Apollo and Dionysus from BT. 
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importance of discord in Nietzsche’s conception of harmony. For now suffice it to say 

that one must have ears for it in order to hear this Dionysian musical secret.  

This theme of hearing is essential to understanding Nietzsche’s philosophy. 

Nietzsche’s emphasis on hearing suggest that one cannot simply read Nietzsche but must 

listen to him also. This implies that there is something to be heard which goes beyond the 

words on the page and it is why one must have “ears where our eyes are”.386 For those 

with finer senses and delicate ears the Dionysian call will be heard and his song will 

seduce. The Dionysian call will only be heard by the few with the appropriate ears to hear 

him because only these rare types will find his song seductive. The Dionysian is alluring 

to the rare but repels the herd, the common, and the mob (“Of what concern to me are 

market and mob and mob noise and long mob ears?”).387 But to the rare few, Dionysus is 

a seductive “genius of the heart” who calls to his philosophers of the future like a “pied 

piper”: 

The genius of the heart, as that great hidden presence possesses it, the 
tempter-god and born pied piper of the conscience, whose voice knows 
how to climb down into the underworld of every soul, who does not say a 
word or cast a glance in which there does not lie some concern with and 
trace of temptation, whose mastery includes the fact that he understands 
how to seem - and not what he is, but what for those who follow him is 
one more compulsion to press themselves always closer to him, to follow 
him ever more inwardly and fundamentally: - that genius of the heart, who 
makes all noise and self-satisfaction fall silent and teaches it to listen, who 
smooths out the rough souls and gives them a new desire to taste, - to lie 
still as a mirror so that the deep heaven reflects itself in them.388  

It is important to notice the musical imagery Nietzsche uses to play with the idea of the 

Dionysian as something which must be heard, felt, and experienced like music. The 
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imagery of the ear still remains later in this passage where Nietzsche describes the ears of 

those he is addressing and the delicate balance he needs in order that his message might 

be heard: “also perhaps the fact that in my explanation I must proceed with more candour 

than is always pleasing to the strict habits of your ears?”389 For those who hear the 

seductive call of the Dionysian they will be taught how to listen so that they may hear 

this “musical secret”.  

It must be noted that even the fact that Nietzsche does not reveal who the genius 

of the heart is until the end of this aphorism is part of this “secretive” rhetoric. The genius 

of the heart is, of course, Dionysus, as he ultimately discloses. However, Nietzsche must 

tell us in “a hushed voice, as is reasonable: for this concerns a number of things which are 

secret, new, strange, odd, mysterious.”390  

What this tempter-god’s call seduces us to is love of life. As we shall see, 

Nietzsche’s conception of life itself is very musical and so it is only fitting that the god of 

life-affirmation should seduce his philosophers of the future with a “musical secret”. The 

“free spirit” cannot really ignore the call. Once heard, the Dionysian song teaches us to 

listen and seduces us ever further to follow that call. This is why for Nietzsche’s free 

spirits or philosophers of the future, the Dionysian is not something that can just be read 

or taught by his philosophy but something one must experience through the senses. 

Nietzsche’s perfect “reader” then is really one “who senses the hidden and forgotten 

treasure” (italics added).391 This is the first way in which the Dionysian appears as a 

“musical secret.” The next way in which this musical theme emerges in Nietzschean care 
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of self is through the musical stylising of one’s character in which this Dionysian call 

excites those who have heard it. 

 

Stylising as Harmonising 

As we saw earlier in Laches, a good character is described as having harmony 

between his speech and action. Nietzsche too sees the (pre-Socratic) Greeks as people of 

harmony and he expressed this clearly in a letter to Carl von Gersdorff on 6 April 1867: 

“Can it be that Christianity has produced here a split in human nature, of which the 

people of harmony knew nothing?” Dionysian harmony, for Nietzsche, involves a kind of 

musical askesis.392 As we shall see, his conception of giving style to one’s character 

involves a process of harmonising which affirms the multiplicity within one’s soul. It is 

affirmative in that it affirms even disharmony in a moral-free process of art-making 

achieved by maintaining vital tension.  

In music, to hear harmony is to hear the simultaneous pitches, frequencies and 

chords. This musical understanding of simultaneously occurring multiplicities is 

extremely important to Nietzsche’s conception of harmony. This conception of harmony 

as “Wholeness” or the affirmation of totality is present when Nietzsche describes Goethe 

as one who has given style to his character: “what he aspired to was totality…in that 

totality everything is redeemed and affirmed – he no longer denies.”393 We should 

compare this to our earlier discussion of “Yes-saying.”  

The process of giving style to one’s character is necessarily amoral just like music 

(and art). As Owen points out, “Nietzsche is not concerned with specifying what the 

                                                 
392 For an excellent discussion on this see “Nietzsche’s Musical Askesis” in Benson (2008).  
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content of one’s character ought to be”.394 The important activity of stylising as 

harmonising is to affirm and want to be everything that one is. To be able to use and 

arrange all the opposites within oneself to make oneself a work of art is a truly Dionysian 

task. This is because it involves ordering (and re-ordering) the chaos within, affirming the 

contesting and opposing drives, in order to maintain the tension which gives rise to 

greatness: “only this should be called greatness: the ability to be just as multiple as 

whole, just as wide as full.”395  

Free of moral codes which restrict this process, the Dionysian man’s stylising is 

innocent. Organising the chaos within into artistic harmony is like being a child at play: 

“not hybris but the ever self-renewing impulse to play calls new worlds into being.”396 

The child creates and destroys in innocent play and starts its game anew. Nietzsche’s 

Dionysian man is similar because the artist of existence understands this “musical secret” 

of the world and of self stylisation (of making oneself a work of art):  

Only aesthetic man can look thus at the world, a man who has experienced 
in artists and in the birth of art objects how the struggle of the many can 
yet carry rules and laws inherent in itself, how the artist stands 
contemplatively above and at the same time actively within his work, how 
necessity and random play, oppositional tension and harmony, must pair to 
create a work of art.397 

It is clear that aside from being a rather difficult, dangerous and rare art, the 

process of stylising is an artistic endeavour, for Nietzsche. Like all great works of art, 

suffering is necessary to it. For Nietzsche, this Dionysian harmonising does not exclude 

suffering or loss but rather includes them and affirms them. Bishop makes this point 
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succinctly when he argues that, for Nietzsche, “the tension and struggle that may develop 

between tendencies of our character has the potential to generate losses, but losses are 

welcome if they line the path toward greatness.”398  

It is clear that, in this sense, Nietzsche’s views of art have not changed much 

since his Birth of Tragedy. The same basic principle of maintaining the tension between 

two contesting and seemingly opposing forces is the only thing which gives rise to art. In 

the Birth, it is the Apolline and Dionysian. However, it is this same affirmation of 

opposites which applies when making oneself a work of art. This is lifelong endeavour 

(just as Hellenic “care of self” was) and Nietzsche criticises those who wish to remain 

static and free themselves of inner contestation as those whose “most profound desire is 

that the war they are should come to an end.”399  

The artistic process of stylising using the war that one is consists essentially in the 

ceaseless shedding of older and narrower forms in favour of newer forms. In this way, the 

Dionysian artist who is in true harmony with the earth displays a beautiful existence 

because he exhibits the oppositional character of existence itself. Just as “becoming” 

involves continual generation and degeneration, true Dionysian harmony does not seek to 

end the war within as if it were a problem, but merely reveals the co-existence of concord 

and discord. To return to our example of Goethe, the man who gives style to his character 

achieves an inner harmony by having no desire to sever himself from essential parts of 

what he is in preference of one over the other (like the moral man who prefers meekness 

to strength for example). He is able to embrace himself in his entirety and to use his inner 

tension to make music of himself, so to speak; to make himself a work of art.  
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The Dionysian man who has given style to his character does not see the 

symphony of the earth as a problem to be solved but something to be loved as it is. This 

stylising involves an affirmation of opposites which maintains the tension and gives rise 

to art. True harmony, then, necessarily includes disharmony because life itself does. This 

is the reason the metaphor of music appears again and again in Nietzsche’s philosophy; 

for Nietzsche, music is a metaphor for life. 

 

Music - Metaphor for Life 

A good starting point for understanding the metaphor of music as a metaphor for 

life is Nietzsche’s reading of Heraclitus. One commentator notes that “the early 

Nietzsche views music as reflecting Heraclitus’s view of the Logos.”400 Heraclitus’ 

account of the logos is that it represents the unifying principle of change which ensures 

the unity of opposites despite their inherent strife and struggle. This principle of the 

logos, for Heraclitus, attempts to show how the world of flux is still unified.401 It is vital 

to note the similarities between Heraclitus’ account of the logos and Nietzsche’s views of 

harmony. Not only are the themes of opposites and their affirmation, harmony, unity and 

“Wholeness” there in both Heraclitus’ logos and Nietzsche’s harmony, but this idea of a 

“musical secret” or listening to the cosmos is equally present: “Listening not to me but to 

the Word it is wise to agree that all things are one.”402 

Nietzsche, as a disciple of Heraclitus (as he calls himself), hears this principle in 

the music of Wagner. Before Nietzsche’s falling out with Wagner, Nietzsche praises his 
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music for this very quality of containing Heraclitean logos. In his essay “Richard Wagner 

in Bayreuth” he writes: 

Above all of the resounding individuals and the conflict of their passions, 
above the whole vortex of antagonisms there hovers, with utmost calm, an 
overwhelming, symphonic understanding that continuously produces unity 
out of the struggle: Wagner’s music as a whole is a representation of the 
world as it was understood by the great Ephesian philosopher, as a 
harmony that conflict bore out of itself, as a union of justice and 
hostility.403  

Nietzsche’s conception of harmony as a unity of opposites always in contestation 

is similar to Heraclitus’ view of logos. This secret of the universe is best understood 

musically because the principle is beyond words and something that cannot merely be 

taught but felt. Indeed, Nietzsche criticises those scientific minds who see the universe as 

something to be understood through rigorous calculation as ridiculous and absurd. These 

types have failed to hear the music of life. He puts this perfectly in The Gay Science: 

A “scientific” interpretation of the world, as you understand it, might 
therefore still be one of the most stupid of all possible interpretations of 
the world, meaning that it would be one of the poorest in meaning. This 
thought is intended for the ears and consciences of our mechanists who 
nowadays like to pass as philosophers and insist that mechanics is the 
doctrine of the first and last laws on which all existence must be based as 
on a ground floor. But an essentially mechanical world would be an 
essentially meaningless world. Assuming that one estimated the value of a 
piece of music according to how much of it could be counted, calculated, 
and expressed in formulas: how absurd would such a “scientific” 
estimation of music be! What would one have comprehended, understood, 
grasped of it? Nothing, really nothing of what is “music” in it!404  

For Nietzsche, this reductive mechanistic understanding of the world degrades life 

and misses the point entirely. A purely mechanistic understanding does a good job of 

describing the world but it is essentially meaningless and, for Nietzsche, means missing 
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the beauty of existence. This beauty is something that cannot be “understood” by way of 

calculations and formulas, only felt, heard, sensed, experienced. In other words, life is to 

be lived. For the Dionysian man who understands this Heraclitean notion of the unity of 

opposites and hears the music of life, life is affirmed, life is enough. It owes us no 

meaning: “it is enough for him that it is the beautiful innocent game of the aeon.”405 

Thus the Dionysian act of harmonising within oneself is beautiful because it 

reflects the harmony of the world (as exemplified by becoming). For Nietzsche, the 

perpetual change of life is the (Heraclitean) logos which contains no order from without 

itself. This is why in Nietzsche’s view there is no God-judge or external organiser. While 

this realisation can lead to nihilism (in the sense of despairing at life), the rare types view 

it with excitement because they are free to play with the forces within themselves in a 

beautiful game of self-fashioning which aims to become what it is.  

In Nietzsche’s Heraclitean understanding of existence, oppositions are unified by 

their interdependence even while they are always in strife. This tension gives birth to 

harmony and not only to war. For Nietzsche, then, it is clear that something can (and 

usually does) arise from its opposite. This is why Nietzsche’s writing often appears 

paradoxical and also why a reading of Nietzsche’s “care of self” cannot be understood 

without self-destruction. To deny this “musical secret” within oneself and the world is to 

close one’s ears to the music of life: “Having ‘wax in one’s ears’ was then almost a 

condition of philosophizing: a real philosopher no longer listened to life insofar as life is 

music; he denied the music of life.”406  
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Not only is music a metaphor for life itself but in Nietzsche’s philosophy we also 

find that music is the best expression of the will to power. Gillespie puts this nicely when 

he argues: 

For Nietzsche, this conception of music as world harmony is the basis for 
the transformation of nihilism, which recognizes contradiction only as 
meaninglessness, into a tragic culture, which understands contradiction as 
characteristic of a harmonious cosmos. This harmonising of 
contradictions, which Nietzsche attributes to music, is also called the will 
to power.407 

Music then for Nietzsche speaks to a hidden truth of life and is the most comprehensive 

understanding of this essential truth of human beings and the cosmos.408 However, it is 

important to note that Nietzsche does not attribute the origin of music to the will to 

power. In a fragment from 1871, Nietzsche gives an account of the origin of music and 

argues: 

What concerns the origin of music, on the other hand, I have already 
explained that it can by no means lie in the ‘will,’ but rather rests in the 
womb of that power, which under a form of the ‘will’ produces a world of 
vision out of itself: The origin of music lies beyond individuation, a 
sentence which according to our explanation of the Dionysian proves 
itself.409  

Some scholars argue that although Nietzsche does not directly say it, this other 

power Nietzsche is referring to must be the Dionysian.410 This aligns with Benson’s 

argument that music is absolutely essential to Nietzsche’s Dionysianism. What makes 

music so important in this Dionysian process is that it reflects the true harmony of the 

cosmos and thus has the ability to achieve the harmony within one’s self. Benson 

summarises this succinctly: “For Nietzsche, music restores the proper harmony of the 
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soul, a harmony that is directly proportional to being in harmony with life itself.”411 

Benson also argues that decadence can best be understood as literally “falling out of 

rhythm with life.” The Dionysian task, therefore, becomes to re-attune oneself to the 

music of existence.  

It is clear that there is a “musical secret” in Nietzsche’s Dionysian “care of self”. 

The many, the herd, and the decadent have fallen out of the rhythm of life and do not 

have the ears to hear the Dionysian call. However, for the rare few with delicate ears, this 

call seduces them to ceaseless harmonization of their soul, a harmonization which reflects 

the natural unity of opposites that is life itself. This is an artistic endeavour because, like 

the music which is for Nietzsche the highest form of art, the Dionysian man is able to 

affirm the totality of his soul, every multiplicity and contradiction, and not wish to be 

anything other than what he is. Art allows us to affirm life itself because it elevates the 

soul to want it to return. When he fashions his own existence as a work of art, the 

Dionysian man is able to affirm life itself and all its opposing forces with that joyful 

“Yes” which can hear harmony even in dis-harmony. 

However, we must not forget the risk and sacrifice involved in such a pursuit. 

Socrates’ endeavour to bring word and deed into harmony embraced the risk of the truth-

telling which ultimately lead to his death. The Cynics too risked their lives by bringing 

their site of existence into radical harmony with the principles of truth. Similarly, 

Dionysian wisdom demands a sacrifice. As Nietzsche himself says, “Dionysus, that great 

ambiguous one and tempter god to whom I once offered as you know, in all secrecy and 
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reverence, my first born – as the last who offered him a sacrifice.”412 Therefore, we will 

now explore Nietzsche’s positive notion of sacrifice and its relation to self-overcoming.  

 

Sacrifice and Self-Overcoming in Nietzsche 

 

Nietzsche’s emphasis on self-overcoming and self-mastery in the higher type and 

the figure of the overman are usually associated with aristocracy, rank and the sacrifice of 

others in the pursuit of personal excellence. Indeed, Nietzsche’s discussion of the “lower 

types,” “slave morality” and “master morality” lends itself to an elitist misreading. 

However, Nietzsche’s opposition to democracy and equality stems from his endorsement 

of differentiation and particularly his concern with life-affirmation and life-denial. That is 

to say, Nietzsche’s seeming regard for the “higher type” comes from its status, for 

Nietzsche, as more life-affirming than the herd. However, contrary to popular readings, 

Nietzsche’s aim is not for a world of noble masters who obtain their rank at the expense 

of the lower types. Ultimately, as a close reading of Thus Spoke Zarathustra reveals, even 

the higher type must be sacrificed in pursuit of Nietzsche’s ultimate goal, of saying yes to 

life. The question which then arises is this: what role does self-sacrifice play in 

Nietzsche’s thoughts on self-overcoming?  

Sacrifice has not yet been satisfactorily discussed in the expansive commentary 

on Nietzsche’s philosophy. The majority of what has been said on Nietzsche’s views of 

sacrifice paint Nietzsche in an elitist light. It is no wonder, given Nietzsche’s aphoristic 
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style, that he has been interpreted in such a way. However, these readings fail to see how 

Nietzsche’s views of sacrifice are intrinsically tied to his notion of self-overcoming, 

forming an important component of his vision of the Dionysian man. A close reading of 

Nietzsche’s works reveal a link between Nietzsche’s dislike for self-preservation and the 

cultivating force of life affirmation.  

I will argue that Nietzsche advocates a certain type of positive, non-ascetic self-

sacrifice in becoming what one is, which is exemplified by the self-overcoming of the 

“Dionysian man”. 

 

The Paradox of Nietzschean Sacrifice  

The Christian faith is from the beginning sacrifice: sacrifice of all 
freedom, all pride, all self-confidence of the spirit; at the same time 
enslavement and self-mockery, self-mutilation.413 

Remarks such as these can, at first glance, lead us to conclude that Nietzsche 

views sacrifice negatively. Yet sacrifice in the work of Nietzsche is paradoxical in nature. 

On the one hand, Nietzsche abhors the ascetic self-sacrifice of the Christian. On the other 

hand, his own philosophy recommends a type of self-sacrifice that can be viewed as a 

highly-disciplined refinement of the self. Nietzsche views sacrifice as necessary to the 

persistence of mankind.414 However, he despises the transformation of its value into the 

pointless self-sacrifice upheld by Christianity. This transformation from the fundamental 

and useful notion of sacrifice which Nietzsche endorses to the life negating and fruitless 

self-sacrifice he abhors is effected by what Nietzsche calls slave-morality.  
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In slave-morality, ressentiment brews because the slave cannot act on his 

instincts. This ressentiment, according to Nietzsche, ultimately leads to an inversion of 

the violence the slave cannot act upon others onto himself instead. The master’s values of 

confidence, vigour, selfishness, and abundance are transformed into selflessness, self-

denial and self-sacrifice. However, we must not mistake Nietzsche’s Dionysian man for a 

man free of all negativity. Nietzsche acknowledges that while all emotions (or reactive 

states) are natural and indeed necessary, what sets the Dionysian man apart from the 

lower type is his ability to use them in the service of life – to creatively sublimate them 

into something productive and affirmative. In slave-morality the negative feelings are 

turned into ressentiment, which are then used against life, to affirm something beyond 

this life. Thus Nietzsche connects the self-sacrifice founded on slave-morality to a life-

negating “No” to life, while he associates the sacrifice of the overman with self-

overcoming:  

Through Christianity, the individual was made so important, so absolute 
that he could no longer be sacrificed: but the species endures only through 
human sacrifice… Genuine charity demands sacrifice for the good of the 
species – it is hard, it is full of self-overcoming, because it needs human 
sacrifice. And this pseudo-humaneness called Christianity wants it 
established that no one should be sacrificed.415  

However, perhaps the most telling section on sacrifice comes from Beyond Good 

and Evil. While the famous Nietzschean proclamation that “God is dead” is well known, 

the reasons for why he claims “we killed him” are perhaps less known. For Nietzsche, 

this involves sacrifice, and more specifically, a kind of sacrifice man has a propensity for, 

even a need or an instinct for. Nietzsche describes three “rungs of sacrifice” in Beyond 
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Good and Evil and suggests that sacrifice underwent several transformations throughout 

human history: 

There is a great ladder of religious cruelty with many rungs; but three of 
them are the most important. First people sacrificed human beings to their 
gods, perhaps the very ones whom they loved best. Here belong the 
sacrifices of the first born in all prehistoric religions, also the sacrifice of 
Emperor Tiberius in the grotto to Mithras on the island of Capri, that most 
terrible of all Roman anachronisms. Then, in the moral ages of humanity, 
people sacrificed to their gods the strongest instincts which man 
possessed, his ‘nature.’ This celebratory joy sparkles in the cruel glance of 
the ascetic, of the enthusiastic ‘anti-natural man.’ Finally, what was still 
left to sacrifice? Did one not finally have to sacrifice everything 
comforting, holy, healing, all hope, all belief in a hidden harmony, in 
future blessedness and justice? Did one not have to sacrifice God himself 
and, out of cruelty against themselves, worship stone, stupidity, gravity, 
fate, and nothingness? To sacrifice God for nothingness - this paradoxical 
mystery of the last act of cruelty is saved for the generation which is 
coming along right now. We all know something of it already.416  

First, we sacrifice those we love for religion. Nietzsche gives the example of 

Abraham asked to sacrifice his only son Isaac to please God. Then we sacrifice ourselves, 

our very own nature, to God. Nietzsche is now referring to the ascetic ideal, to the giving 

up of one’s natural instincts to appeal to God. This is the second rung on the ladder. 

Finally, with nothing else left to sacrifice, we sacrifice God himself. We sacrifice God for 

nothing. Keenan argues that, “to sacrifice God for nothing reveals the concealed truth of 

sacrifice itself.”417 This means that we sacrifice the very thing which we sacrifice for, and 

when we sacrifice the very thing which gives us redemption for our sacrificing we 

sacrifice economical sacrifice – we literally sacrifice for nothing. This passage shows, as 

Lampert argues, that a “…profound force in the human soul demands sacrifice.”418  
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Although sacrifice is a natural aspect of human nature, it has undergone transformations 

in Christianity that work against life.  

The main approach to Nietzsche’s views on sacrifice in the literature highlights 

the difference between slave and master morality.419 For example, Bubbio argues that, for 

Nietzsche, sacrifice is healthy so long as it is “sacrifice as affirmation” as seen in master 

morality.420 He suggests that this healthy sacrifice is transformed into the unhealthy self-

sacrifice of the Christian through the reversal of values promulgated by slave morality.  

Nietzsche sees slave-morality, therefore, as central to the deterioration of a 

healthy notion of sacrifice. Nietzsche first distinguishes between “master morality” and 

“slave morality” in section 260 of Beyond Good and Evil, arguing that from the standard 

of “slave morality” what is “good” is that which benefits the community (of slaves). For 

example: sympathy, kindness and humility are praised as valuable while those traits 

associated with the master were deemed as “evil” by the slaves. Logically, from the 

standpoint of “master morality” values are reversed. Nietzsche thus argues that “slave 

morality” is born out of the unconscious resentment and vengeance of the slave who, 

powerless in his condition, has no choice but to render the attributes of the master as 

universal vices. In regards to sacrifice, therefore, we first begin to see its transformation 

here in the importance given to sacrifice in slave morality. However, it is not until 

Christianity, which Nietzsche argues is slave morality manifest, that we see the value of 
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sacrifice completely transform into the Christian self-sacrifice Nietzsche opposes so 

much.  

Further, Bubbio proposes that Nietzsche’s account of sacrifice operates according 

to three distinct definitions. The first is the sacrifice of master morality and the second is 

sacrifice in slave morality. This is congruent with other interpretations which note the 

distinction between master and slave sacrifice. However, Bubbio adds a third and 

different distinction - the sacrifice which belongs to active nihilism. Bubbio connects 

Nietzsche’s definition of sacrifice to the Dionysian and to the loss of identity which is so 

central to the Dionysian man. He shows how after the death of God, concrete notions of 

the Self and of the World begin to crumble. However, this paves the way for active 

nihilism and Dionysian sacrifice of the self. As Bubbio puts it: “it seems that the ultimate 

sacrifice of the overman…is the abandonment of consciousness, the loss of individual 

identity.”421 

Bubbio rightly identifies sacrifice as a core part of the Dionysian and shows how 

Nietzsche sees active nihilism as a step beyond passive nihilism, because active nihilism 

is destructive. It has the power to destroy and the destruction of old values is a necessary 

step. However, active nihilism is not enough. Active nihilism is still, after all, nihilism, 

and this too must be overcome. For example, in the late notebooks Nietzsche claims that 

nihilism “represents a pathological intermediate state.”422 Bubbio’s concern is with the 

nature of sacrifice in Nietzsche and he focuses predominately on the overman in defining 

Nietzschean sacrifice. However, a full discussion of Nietzsche’s views on sacrifice 
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should include his account of the “higher men” in the fourth book of Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, which we will come back to. 

Hedley’s discussion of sacrifice in Nietzsche brings our attention to the 

similarities of the sacrificial theme in both Dionysus and Christianity.423 Hedley notes 

that both Dionysus and Jesus are violently sacrificed. The difference, however, and the 

reason why Nietzsche accepts only Dionysian sacrifice, is that the latter is a “promise to 

life.” It is affirmative and yes-saying. In contrast, Christian sacrifice is not: 

The Christian says No to even the happiest earthly lot: he is weak, poor, 
disinherited enough to suffer from life in whatever form…‘the God on the 
cross’ is a curse on life, a signpost to seek redemption from life; Dionysus 
cut to pieces is a promise of life: it will be eternally reborn and return out 
of destruction.424 

We can see that Nietzsche views Christian self-sacrifice as a negation of life. 

However, Nietzsche is also suggesting that we are not to do away with sacrifice 

altogether. It is a human need after all, and, applied properly, in the service of life, will 

aid in the cultivation of humanity’s highest potential.425  

In Nietzsche and Political Thought, Ansell-Pearson argues that Nietzsche’s views 

on sacrifice are aimed at elevating humanity. He reads Nietzsche as saying that we need 

to overcome our pity in order to be able to sacrifice others so that we may enhance and 

allow the higher human types to emerge. Ansell-Pearson likens Nietzsche’s hierarchical 

theory to that seen in plants, whereby the creeper must sacrifice others along the way as it 

grows higher. This is as necessary for the higher type as it is for the plant. Ansell-Pearson 

argues that Nietzsche’s theory of the higher type ultimately requires the sacrifice of the 
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“lower strata” in order for the higher types to flourish. However, although Nietzsche 

accuses the lower strata of decadence and decay, he also points to their necessity. For 

Nietzsche, that there are strata at all is essential to his philosophy, as hierarchy is what 

distinguishes the higher type from other types. Without the “lower types” there can be no 

“higher types”. Not everyone can be a higher type. This is the privilege of the few and it 

must remain that way. The masses, therefore, despite their decadence, have their purpose 

for Nietzsche. In Beyond Good and Evil, under the rubric of “What is Noble,” Nietzsche 

discusses the need for differentiation between strata for a higher culture to flourish. As 

Nietzsche puts it:  

Every enhancement of the type ‘man’ has so far been the work of an 
aristocratic society – and it will be so again and again – a society that 
believes in the long ladder of an order of rank and differences in value 
between man and man, and that needs slavery in some sense or another.426 

Other interpretations of Nietzsche’s sense of sacrifice have continued in a similar 

vein. For example, Campolo notes that the Sermon on the Mount is of particular hatred to 

Nietzsche because this is the passage which praises the sacrifice of one’s riches to the 

poor.427 For Nietzsche, to sacrifice for the preservation of the “unsuccessful specimens” 

is an error which suppresses the cultivation of higher types. Rather, Nietzsche advocates 

allowing “higher types” to strive for the fulfilment of their potential through a kind of 

“tough love”. Pity which leads to self-sacrificial giving to the poor actually does them the 

disservice of removing their basis for action.  

All of this paints Nietzsche in a rather elitist light. Yet there is a kind of sacrifice 

which Nietzsche promotes which is not merely about enhancing the great at the expense 
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of the weak. Sacrifice is also a requirement of Nietzsche’s higher men. Benson in 

particular shows how sacrifice remains a part of Nietzsche’s philosophy. Nietzsche still 

requires sacrifice—the sacrifice of one’s comfortable notions. For example, “The True 

World” and “morality,” “Good and Evil,” these ideas must all be sacrificed in order to 

achieve greatness. The first thing the higher type must sacrifice is comfortable 

metaphysical notions. They keep us warm, secure, they are sweet lies we tell ourselves to 

make the world more palatable, but Nietzsche wants us to dispense with them. This is 

sacrifice. Dispensing with these notions is no easy task, because even if one no longer 

believes in God, Christian values permeate the everyday in ways we are largely unaware 

of. Even science and the pursuit of truth is not unaffected, since this pursuit is itself 

rooted in the metaphysical-Christian will to truth. 

In this connection, Lemm provides an interesting interpretation of “the honey 

sacrifice” in Nietzsche’s Zarathustra.428 Lemm argues that one of the reasons Nietzsche 

dislikes Christian self-sacrifice so much is because of its selflessness. However, if self-

sacrifice is selfless then it is meaningless as one has nothing to give. Instead, Zarathustra 

recommends that “your self be in your deed as the mother is in her child – let that be your 

word concerning virtue.”429  The type of sacrifice that Zarathustra advocates here is 

described as a “gift”. This is a real “giving” because this type of amoral sacrifice is full 

up with one’s self. Zarathustra recommends we place our entire selves in every act430. 
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And in this sense, perhaps sacrifice is “present in every action that is done with 

deliberation, in the worst as in the best.”431 

This idea emerges with the most cogency in Thus Spoke Zarathustra and we can 

compare three particular passages in understanding healthy sacrifice as gift-giving in 

Nietzsche’s philosophy: “The Honey Sacrifice,” “On the Three Evils,” and “The Gift-

Giving virtue”. 

In “On the Three Evils,” Zarathustra reevaluates what he considers to be “the best 

cursed things in the world” but does so in a way that will “weigh them humanely well.” 

The three evils he names are sex, the lust to rule, and selfishness. Zarathustra considers 

each one in its pejorative sense and then reevaluates them in a life-affirming “worldly” 

(or earthly) sense revealing their positive value. Nietzsche makes it clear that this passage 

is connected to the earlier “On the Gift Giving Virtue” when discussing the lust to rule. 

He says:  

The lust to rule – but who would call it lust when what is high longs 
downward for power? Verily, there is nothing diseased or lustful in such 
longing and condescending. That the lonely heights should not remain 
lonely and self-sufficient eternally; that the mountain should descend to 
the valley and the winds of the height to the low plains – oh, who were to 
find the right name for such longing? “Gift-giving virtue” – thus 
Zarathustra once named the unnamable. 

For this reason, some scholars have argued that “the gift-giving virtue” is the lust 

to rule432 or at least that it is “one of his three”.433 However, Lampert seems to imply it is 

all three: “what moved Nietzsche moved the great philosophers: the passion Zarathustra 
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names “the gift-giving virtue” but which he later permitted to be seen immorally, as “the 

three evils,” erotics, the lust to rule, and selfishness.”434  

I tend to agree with Lampert’s reading and I think by comparing the two passages 

we can clearly see all “three evils” operating within Nietzsche’s conception of the gift-

giving virtue. “On the Gift-Giving Virtue” begins with Zarathustra’s followers gifting 

him a “a staff with a golden handle on which a serpent coiled around the sun”. This 

prompts Zarathustra into a speech on the value of gold. “How did gold attain the highest 

value?” he asks his disciples, “because it is uncommon and useless and gleaming and 

gentle in its splendor; it always gives itself.” This is Zarathustra’s metaphor for the gift-

giving virtue which he claims “is the highest virtue” because, like gold, it is also rare, 

useless and bright.  

The theme that what has value is rare is one we often find throughout Nietzsche’s 

corpus. Indeed, it is clear that Nietzsche’s philosophy advocates for the great and rare 

rather than the herd-like majority.435 However, when Zarathustra/Nietzsche claims that 

the gift-giving virtue is “useless,” he is espousing a critique of debt and exchange.  

In contrast to that which is given for something, out of obligation or in hopes to 

receive something in return, virtuous gift-giving is a giving for no reason other than 

overabundance in the giver. In its generosity, it appears quite similar to Christian charity 

but is quite different from it. This is because Christian charity is selfless and therefore 

derives from lack rather than abundance. The charity that is bestowed from the “love of 

neighbour” is, for Nietzsche, too focused on equality. This is charity built on the 
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foundation that the Other is the same as me. This diminishes the differences between 

individuals rather than celebrates them in their singularity. For this reason, it is not the 

kind of love or giving Nietzsche promotes:  

But if a man should wish to be all love like the god aforesaid, and want to 
do all things for others and nothing for himself, the procedure would be 
fundamentally impossible because he must do a great deal for himself 
before there would be any possibility of doing anything for the love of 
others. It is also essential that others be sufficiently egoistic to accept 
always and at all times this self sacrifice and living for others, so that the 
men of love and self sacrifice have an interest in the survival of unloving 
and selfish egoists, while the highest morality, in order to maintain itself 
must formally enforce the existence of immorality (wherein it would be 
really destroying itself.)436  

Immediately we can see why Nietzsche’s gift-giving virtue must be selfish (the 

third of “the three evils”). Indeed, he describes the gift-giving virtue as a form of 

selfishness when he details how it operates in his disciples who can “strive, as I do, for 

the gift-giving virtue.” The gift-giving virtue appears to entail a giving which is 

inseparable from taking: “gift-giving love must approach all values as a robber.” This is 

not, however, to be mistaken for a cruel act whereby the man of abundance is justified in 

taking from the herd in order to produce gifts. To approach values as a robber is merely a 

metaphor for Nietzsche’s view that destruction precedes creation. Similarly, taking 

precedes gifting and this is best illustrated in the second part of Zarathustra in his 

encounter with a saintly hermit. The old saint lives alone because he only needs his 

animals and God. However, Zarathustra realizes that this self-sufficiency derives from 

the saint’s belief in God.437 In contrast, Zarathustra, knowing God is dead, now needs 
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“hands outstretched to receive” his gifts.438 When the saint enquires about Zarathustra’s 

gifts, Zarathustra, realising the old saint has not yet heard about the death of God, bids 

him farewell with the following: “what could I have to give you? But let me go quickly 

lest I take something from you!”439 The relationship between giving and taking in 

Nietzsche’s gift-giving virtue is clear in this exchange. In order to impart his gifts on the 

saint, Zarathustra would be taking something from him too. In this instance it would most 

likely be the saint’s belief in God.  

However, it is not just from the receiver of the gift that the gift-giving virtue 

“robs”. It also describes the kind of attitude those with the gift-giving virtue have towards 

all things. As Zarathustra says of his disciples who possess the virtue: “you force all 

things to and into yourself that they may flow back out of your well as the gifts of your 

love.”440 In this regard, the gift-giving virtue is not only selfish in that it views the world 

and all thing as a possible stimulus for creation but also a kind of lust (or as Nietzsche has 

Zarathustra describe it here, a “thirst”):  “this is your thirst: to become sacrifices and gifts 

yourselves; and that is why you thirst to pile up all the riches in your soul.”441 In this way 

we can see another of “the three evils” implicit in the gift-giving virtue. There is a kind of 

erotics at play in the lust of the gift-giving virtue to take (“rob”) and discharge gifts. This 

is a ceaseless insatiability: “insatiably your soul strives for treasures and gems, because 

your virtue is insatiable in wanting to give.”442  
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Indeed, there are numerous erotic metaphors which run throughout Nietzsche’s 

philosophy. As an advocate of a passionate life, Nietzsche sees sex and procreation as 

symbols of life-affirming vitality which can be metaphorically applied in ones own life as 

a Dionysian lust for life. The “true life,” he says in Twilight of the Idols is “the over-all 

continuation of life through procreation, through the mysteries of sexuality.”443 

Unfortunately, this “psychology of the orgiastic as an overflowing feeling of life and 

strength,”444 which he claims played a key part in the Greek’s success, was lost when it 

was made “immoral” by Christianity:  

It was Christianity, with its ressentiment against life at the bottom of its 
heart, which first made something unclean of sexuality: it threw filth on 
the origin, on the presupposition of our life.445  

This erotic motif is suggested in the gift-giving virtue as an “overflowing”. In the 

beginning of Thus Spoke Zarathustra this is described as honey which overflows because 

Zarathustra is like a bee who has accumulated too much. The gift which derives from 

overabundance in this way does not diminish the gift-giver and this is to be distinguished 

from Christian charity which, in Nietzsche’s view, has to struggle in order to give. 

However, although Zarathustra is “overfull” and has to give for his own sake, this kind of 

selfishness does not exclude the other.  

As Vanessa Lemm (2009) astutely recognizes, the gift-giving virtue “turns the 

self toward the other and outside of itself.”446 In this way, the gift-giving virtue is like the 

sun and is why Nietzsche has Zarathustra describe it as “gleaming” when comparing the 

virtue to gold. The gift-giving virtue is like the sun which perpetually gives itself, 
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bestowing its light on others from an overabundance of strength and power. Similarly, 

Nietzsche describes the “lust to rule” as the lust to ascend “to self-sufficient heights.” It is 

not then dominion over others which climbs over the other in order to ascend, but rather, 

as Zarathustra says, “what is high longs downward for power.”447 Like life itself, those in 

possession of the gift-giving virtue want to squander themselves. This is a kind of power 

derived from this desire to express oneself through bestowing. Therefore, the gift-giving 

virtue “lusts to rule” in the sense that it exerts influence over others through its strength 

and vitality. In giving not from lack but from abundance of self, of what is best in oneself 

because one has something to give, others may benefit and look up to such a figure of 

self-abundance. The gift-giving virtue is therefore a kind of continuous sacrifice of the 

self, but a positive one which reflects life’s own innocent squandering and suggests a 

positive life-affirming relation to self and others.  

As we saw, Nietzsche describes his disciples as possessing the gift-giving virtue 

and says that they wish to become gifts and sacrifices themselves. I argue that we can see 

this at play best in the fourth part of Zarathustra, which I will now discuss.  

 

The Fourth Part of Zarathustra 

There is debate surrounding Nietzsche’s fourth section of Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra. Some argue that the first three sections constitute an obvious beginning, 

middle and end, leaving the relevance of Nietzsche’s fourth and final section 

contestable.448 Additionally, Nietzsche wrote the fifth part of The Gay Science after 
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completing the first three sections of Zarathustra and later returned to write the fourth 

part of Zarathustra.449 He published the fourth part at his own expense and distributed a 

mere forty copies to his close friends and later attempted to retract them. In addition to 

the continuity observed throughout Zarathustra’s first three sections this adds to the 

mysterious status of the fourth. Nonetheless, Zarathustra’s fourth part sheds some 

illuminating light on the current discussion, particularly on the “higher men,” as this 

section deals with the topic in detail. It will become clear that the higher men are not yet 

what Nietzsche is after but only an intermediary, albeit necessary, stage between man and 

overman, just as active nihilism is also only a stage to be overcome. This is because while 

the higher men can destroy, what is still needed is the creation of new values. This is not 

dealt with in the first three parts of Zarathustra and could be a reason why Nietzsche 

released the fourth part later on. This paves the way for his next book, Beyond Good and 

Evil, which in this light can be seen as Nietzsche’s handbook for creating new values. 

Most importantly, I will now show how the sacrifice of men is not in the service of rank 

and aristocracy, but a gift in the service of life, for “man” himself must be overcome – 

not only the worst but the best of men. 

While there are many themes that run through Zarathustra, the two most 

prevalent themes in the fourth part are the problem of pity and the de-deification of 

nature after the vanquishing of the otherworldly. The higher type and the prophecy of the 

overman are also core themes of the fourth part.  

The fourth part begins with “The Honey Sacrifice,” which is relevant to our 

discussion of sacrifice as seen in Lemm’s description above. Years have passed, and 
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Zarathustra is described as old and full of happiness. Surrounded by his animals, he tells 

them he is no longer concerned with happiness but with his work. Zarathustra describes 

himself as full of honey: “What is happening to me, happens to every fruit when it grows 

ripe. It is the honey in my veins that makes my blood thicker and my soul calmer.”450 The 

animals suggest a mountain ascent and Zarathustra agrees, telling them he wishes to 

“offer the honey sacrifice.” However, when they reach the top of the mountain 

Zarathustra sends his animals back and once alone talks to himself. Rosen argues that the 

animals represent the animalistic nature of man which cannot be present at Zarathustra’s 

revelation of the truth of human existence. Their absence signifies Zarathustra 

transcending “the merely animal.”451 Rosen astutely points out that the honey is 

associated with bees which are associated with work which has replaced happiness as 

Zarathustra’s chief concern.452 The honey, in its sweetness, represents happiness; 

however, it must be gathered by work, which now concerns Zarathustra more than the 

sweetness itself. The animals, however, are only attracted by the honey’s sweetness, 

pointing towards an important difference between animal and man. The symbolism of the 

animals returns in Nietzsche’s passage on “The Ugliest Man,” which will be analysed 

below. Zarathustra reveals he has lied to the animals about the sacrifice; he is 

overflowing with honey and will use it as a lure. This is consistent with Lemm’s analysis 

that, for Nietzsche, healthy sacrifice comes from overfullness rather than lack. Once 

alone on the mountain Zarathustra waits for men to come to him there. The imagery of 
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fishing with bait is used here, as Zarathustra is described as a fisherman using his 

“honey” or happiness as a lure.453  

The next day Zarathustra is described as being in front of his cave with his 

animals. He has used all his honey and they are now helping him collect more. 

Zarathustra is visited by a soothsayer who tells him that the world is without meaning and 

nothing is worthwhile. They hear a cry and the soothsayer tells Zarathustra the cry of 

distress is for him: “The cry is for you. It calls you: Come, come, come! It is time! It is 

high time!... It is the higher man that cries for you.”454 The theme of overcoming pity also 

appears in this passage. Pity is described as Zarathustra’s “final sin” with which the 

soothsayer attempts to seduce Zarathustra. Thus as Zarathustra hears the higher man’s cry 

he decides to search for the higher man and answer the call of distress. An analysis of 

each of the higher men will illustrate that despite their status as “higher,” they each have 

something yet to be overcome. In contrast to elitist readings of Nietzsche’s notion of 

sacrifice, we shall see that it is not the lower types that must be sacrificed for the sake of 

the higher men, but the higher men for the sake of the overman.  

 

Zarathustra’s Higher Men 

On his search for the higher man Zarathustra encounters seven characters. The 

first of these are two kings riding an ass on the road. For Deleuze, the two kings represent 

morality and customs and “the two extremities of culture,” which are the dissolution of 

authoritative values and the victory of the mob that no longer care to be ruled.455 
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Nietzsche-Zarathustra admires the nobility which the two kings represent. Like 

Nietzsche, they are anti-democratic and have overcome egalitarian values, seeing the 

value of natural rank. However, the mob has no need for kings and lack of differentiation 

reigns among the herd, thus the kings react with nausea and pity. For Nietzsche, both 

self-pity and nausea must be overcome and this is a failing of the kings (and, as we shall 

see, Zarathustra too, who also suffers from nausea and pity for a large part of the fourth 

book).  

Secondly, Zarathustra stumbles across a man attaching leeches to himself. The 

consensus in the literature is that the man represents a scholar, focused on his narrow 

field, devoting his life to studying the brain of the leech. He has similarities with many of 

Nietzsche’s scholarly friends, for example Erwin Rhode or Overbeck, and could perhaps 

represent one of them.456 Yet Young notes that he may just as well represent “Nietzsche 

himself, a professor of classics for ten long years.”457 In part three of Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, Nietzsche says: “the parasite is the lowest species; but whoever is of the 

highest species will nourish the most parasites”.458 It is clear that the bleeding man is, for 

Nietzsche, a “high soul”. He represents a scientist and the search for knowledge and 

truth. While this is a step higher for Nietzsche than those who wish not to know, the 

bleeding man lacks gaiety. Nietzsche prefers a gay science and the bleeding man has yet 

to learn how to dance.  

Later, Zarathustra comes across a man moaning in pain and distress. After 

watching the man for a while, Zarathustra has enough, and demands he stop the charade 
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while beating him with his stick: “Stop it, you actor! You counterfeiter! You liar from the 

bottom! I recognize you well!”459 Zarathustra asks him who he was pretending to be and 

the magician answers “the ascetic of the spirit”. The magician’s desire for greatness is 

admirable and so too is his honesty and ability to discern that he is not great. The 

exchange is symbolic of Nietzsche’s disillusionment with Wagner who he once thought 

great.460 While he is admirable, the magician has yet to overcome Wagnerian 

romanticism. The magician needs to embrace the earth as it is; both the beautiful and the 

ugly.  

Zarathustra then encounters a retired Pope, mourning the death of God. The 

retired Pope has searched for the most pious amongst believers but after the death of God 

finds none and now searches for the most pious of the non-believers which he deems is 

Zarathustra. The Pope explains God died from pitying mankind. Zarathustra replies that 

“when gods die, they always die several kinds of death.”461 Throughout Nietzsche’s 

writings, he frequently accuses modernity of still holding onto Christian values despite 

the death of God. As we have seen, even in the sciences or the pursuit of truth, the ascetic 

ideal remains. The retired Pope is thought to symbolise what remains of Christian 

morality after the death of God.462 Zarathustra and the pope are both pious and this is a 

venerated quality: “I love all who are pious.”463 While piety is a strength, the retired Pope 

is also admired for his ability to acknowledge the death of God. However, while this is an 

important step forward for Nietzsche, one must not just acknowledge the death of God 
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but respond to it in affirmation. For the retired Pope this is an event worth mourning and 

he wishes it was not so. He lacks amor fati (love of fate) and has yet to learn affirmation.  

After the Pope, Zarathustra meets the man who killed God - “the Ugliest Man.” 

Importance is again placed on the theme of pity as Zarathustra experiences pity for the 

ugliest man and his pity appears to demobilise Zarathustra for a moment. Eventually, 

however, Zarathustra overcomes his pity and invites the ugliest man to his cave. 

Santaniello argues that the man represents Socrates.464 This is because in The Birth of 

Tragedy, Nietzsche accuses Socrates of expelling Dionysius from Greek tragedy. 

Furthermore, Socrates was famously ugly. Young disagrees, arguing that as it has already 

been revealed that God has died from pitying mankind, this pity is for mankind’s 

“ugliness”. The ugliest man therefore represents the “human-all-to-human” ugliness of 

mankind. As the man who killed God and is responsible for this great event, he is 

admirable. Unfortunately, however, the ugliest man has killed God out of revenge and for 

this reason has yet to overcome his revengeful spirit.  

After his encounter with the ugliest man, Zarathustra comes across a “voluntary 

beggar,” a rich man grown weary of rich people who voluntarily becomes poor. 

Unfortunately, he is just as nauseated by the poor, and has now learned to cud from the 

cows and found his cure for nausea. The dominant interpretation of the voluntary beggar 

in the literature is that he represents Jesus or a messiah figure of some kind.465 

Kellenberger argues that “while the voluntary beggar is not named, it is clear beyond a 

shadow of doubt that Nietzsche has in mind Jesus.”466 Similarly, Lampert states that the 
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figure is most likely Jesus.467 Seung, however, offers a different interpretation, viewing 

the voluntary beggar as a kind of “Spinozian superhero.”468 The voluntary beggar is one 

who looked for happiness in both the poor and the rich and could not find it and so now 

looks to find the secret of happiness from the cow. Seung argues that the voluntary 

beggar’s quest was established on other-worldly delusions. Having found only disgust in 

humans of any class (rich or poor) he turns to find “a new mode of life (cow-life) that 

will both preserve itself and also be happy because unconscious of disgust, and will 

finally thus be conducive to the other-worldly.”469 He also notes that the herd of cows 

may represent a joke on resurrection. The voluntary beggar has learned to overcome 

nausea and for Nietzsche this is no small feat. However, he is praising the herd-like 

qualities and egalitarian principles which the cow represents, and this still needs to be 

overcome. 

Zarathustra has been persistently followed by his shadow. As his shadow calls to 

him, he is annoyed and tries in vain to outrun him. Eventually, Zarathustra realises his 

folly and stops to confront his shadow. The shadow reveals he is a wanderer looking for 

his homecoming. He is described as tired “so thin, swarthy, hollow, and outlived.”470 

Zarathustra invites the shadow to the cave to rest there and he continues his journey 

finally alone. Scholars are in agreement that the shadow represents the positivist 

Nietzsche. This is because the shadow is described as a “wanderer” and “homeless,” 

sharing obvious similarities to Nietzsche’s book The Wanderer and his Shadow from his 

positivist period. However, little is said as to why Nietzsche/Zarathustra casts his 
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positivist self away and continues his journey alone. As this is the seventh character, I 

suggest that this represents Nietzsche’s journey of self-overcoming, and the shadow is the 

final overcoming before we are left with the current Nietzsche, the author of Zarathustra 

represented by the character of Zarathustra himself. The shadow represents nihilism and 

is important to Nietzsche because it is the last of the higher men he meets.  Nihilism in 

Nietzsche’s eyes can be positive or negative. As Nietzsche runs from his shadow, the 

scene portrays the shadow running after Zarathustra, who is running after the voluntary 

beggar. This is not insignificant. The voluntary beggar and the shadow represent two 

different consequences of Zarathustra’s teaching: the two poles of active and passive. 

Thus when Zarathustra finally faces his shadow he not only overcomes his pity but points 

towards the overcoming of nihilism.   

Kaufmann notes that each of the characters also represents something of 

Nietzsche himself as an allegorical personage. Each of these men represent “higher men” 

and each have something of the spirit of the overman. However, it is essential to note 

they are not yet the overman and neither is Zarathustra. This becomes apparent when 

Zarathustra returns to his cave, and following a welcome, enjoys “the last supper” with 

his guests. 

 

Zarathustra and the Characters in the Cave: “The Last Supper” 

In Zarathustra’s cave, the men prepare for a dinner with wine and lamb. The 

voluntary beggar is the only one to refuse the meat and wine and Zarathustra drinks only 

water. Scholars agree that “the last supper” is a parody of the Biblical last supper, lending 

again to the religious theme of Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Throughout the dinner they 
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speak of only the higher men. In the section that follows the last supper, “On The Higher 

Man,” Zarathustra recounts his early days when he visited the mob in the marketplace. 

Now more wise, he has lost concern with the herd of the marketplace and warns the men 

assembled in his cave, who he now refers to as “higher men,” to stay away from the 

marketplace where they believe that all men are equal and do not believe in “higher 

men”. Zarathustra then gives the higher men an illuminating speech which sheds light on 

their place in Nietzsche’s philosophical vision, and which is worth quoting in full: 

Before God! But now this god has died. You higher men, this god was 
your greatest danger. It is only since he lies in his tomb that you have been 
resurrected. Only now the great noon comes; only now the higher man 
becomes – lord.  

Have you understood this word, O my brothers? You are startled? Do your 
hearts become giddy? Does the abyss yawn before you? Does hellhound 
howl at you? Well then, you higher men! Only now is the mountain of 
man’s future in labor. God died: now we want the overman to live.471 

The most concerned ask today: ‘How is man to be preserved?’ But 
Zarathustra is the first and only one to ask: ‘How is man to be overcome?’ 
I have the overman at heart, that is my first and only concern- and not 
man: not the neighbour, not the poorest, not the most ailing, not the 
best.472 

The above two passages are particularly important because they show not only 

that the higher type is not the overman. They also show that the overcoming of man (or 

the sacrifice of man) is not about aristocracy or rank, but a testament against self-

preservation in the name of a sacrifice as a gift in the service of this world. Furthermore, 

we can see here that the death of God does not leave us with rank, as some of the 

literature suggests, but rather we are left with possibility; in particular the possibility of 

the overman and the creation of new values. The higher men can thus be seen as stuck in 
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a state of active nihilism as described in the late notebooks.473 They each have something 

of the destroyer, of the negator or the no-sayer, about them and Zarathustra admires this, 

which is why they are invited to his cave. The destruction of old values is a necessary 

step to the creation of the new. However, now that the day has come the higher men are 

not the solution. Nietzsche requires the creation of new values and for this he needs those 

who are both no-sayers and yes-sayers. In the Antichrist, Nietzsche sums this up 

poignantly when comparing modern man’s happiness to what a higher type requires: “In 

our atmosphere was a thunderstorm; the nature we are became dark – for we saw no way. 

Formula for our happiness: a Yes, a No, a straight line, a goal.”474  

This goal is the overman. The higher men represent an intermediary state and are 

thus necessary, but nonetheless must themselves be overcome. When Nietzsche calls for 

the overcoming of man he does not wish to merely sacrifice the herd type. This is not 

about rank or aristocracy. In pursuit of the overman, Zarathustra has only this in his heart, 

and not man, not even “the best.”475 After all, for Nietzsche there is no doer behind the 

deed and to make such an assumption would be to fall into the belief in “being” where 

there is only becoming: “It is belief in the living and thinking as the only effective force – 

in will, in intention – it is belief that every event is a deed, that every deed presupposes a 

doer, it is belief in the ‘subject’.”476 Nietzsche, however, wants to overcome this 

dichotomy of “being” and “becoming”. 
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Conclusion 

Nietzsche’s dislike for the “pity, self-abnegation and self-sacrifice” underlying 

Christian values is well-known. For Nietzsche, they represent self-denying and life-

negating values which ultimately destroy the human spirit and hinder the cultivation of 

greatness. However, there is a kind of sacrifice that Nietzsche does advocate. We can see 

a self-sacrifice that Nietzsche admires in the Dionysian man because unlike its 

counterpart in the ascetic man this type of self-sacrifice is life affirming.  For Nietzsche, 

the overman is not a goal to be realised, there is no end-state. However, the process of 

continual self-overcoming itself is what Nietzsche argues allows for life-affirming 

creativity, as seen most evidently in Thus Spoke Zarathustra. And self-overcoming 

always involves a kind of self-sacrifice: 

The difference between the self-sacrifice of the overman and the Christian 
self-sacrifice is that the overman does not sacrifice himself in the herd’s 
stead, but in order to emerge from it. Or, better, he sacrifices himself by 
emerging from it, for the overman, if he really is an overman, cannot avoid 
his own sacrifice.477 

Christian self-sacrifice, therefore, is a kind of renunciation because its goal is to 

gain access to the “other-worldly”. The self-sacrifice characterised by the overman’s self-

overcoming, on the other hand, is life-affirming because it accepts the “death of God” 

and sacrifices only for this world, thus affirming it and ultimately giving it meaning: 

“The overman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will say: the overman shall be the 

meaning of the earth! I beseech you my bothers, remain faithful to the earth, and do not 

believe those who speak to you of otherworldly hopes!”478 
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While the self-sacrifice of the ascetic man can be differentiated from the self-

sacrifice of the overman, the necessity of self-sacrifice becomes clearer when compared 

to what Nietzsche calls the “last man”.  The “last man” does not sacrifice anything. The 

last man risks nothing, seeking only comfort in the logic of the same. He seeks pleasure 

and avoidance of pain. Conversely, Nietzsche’s Dionysian man seeks risk in the creation 

of the new. Rather than avoid pain, he affirms life in its entirety, including its suffering. 

The Dionysian man’s affirmation of life in its entirety shows an acceptance and 

love of life and all that comes with it. In the Nietzschean view, life is becoming, which 

includes constant generation and degeneration, continual coming to be and passing away. 

The Dionysian man turns his Dionysian principle towards creative projects but as one 

who affirms the entirety of life he understands that degeneration is just as much a part of 

life as creation. He sees destruction as an opportunity to create something new, despite 

the natural pain or suffering destruction might bring:  

A coming to be and passing away, a building and destroying without any 
moral valuation, in eternal selfsame innocence, belong in this world only 
to the play of the artist and the child. And as the artist and the child play, 
so the eternal living fire plays, builds up and destroys in innocence – and 
this game the aion plays with itself. Transforming itself into water and 
earth it piles up sandcastles like a child beside the sea, piles up and 
tramples down: and from time to time begins its game anew.479  

While Nietzsche is actually referring to Heraclitean flux here, it is not difficult to 

imagine that the Dionysian man is a spirit akin to an innocent child creating sandcastles 

by the sea while knowing they will be swept away and destroyed—only to start his game 

anew. Sacrifice can be seen as a kind of surrender to the innocent becoming of this world. 
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There can be strength in surrender, insofar as it is a type of surrender which is life-

affirming and symbolises a “fullness of life”. As Nietzsche puts it: 

He that is richest in the fullness of life, the Dionysian god and man, cannot 
only afford the sight of the terrible and questionable but even the terrible 
deed and any luxury of destruction, decomposition, and negation.480 

While Nietzsche began by thinking in terms of the dichotomy of vitality and 

decadence, he soon overcame this duality, as he so often did. Nietzsche realises that 

vitality is dependent upon some forms of non-vitality. That is to say that vitality arises 

from suffering, decadence and decay which, in the truly great, is used to refine the spirit 

and to add style to their character. In this sense, sacrifice plays an important role along 

the way towards self-mastery. For Nietzsche, growth is never attained by peace and good 

fortune, but by conquest, striving and continual overcoming. Indeed, self-overcoming 

cannot be performed without sacrifice, although as seen in the instance of slave morality, 

not all sacrifice leads to self-overcoming. There are thus both healthy and unhealthy 

forms of sacrifice. Nietzsche views sacrifice as he views all things. Nothing is good or 

bad in and of itself, but a thing’s value is judged on whether it leads to enhancement or 

decay. Christian self-sacrifice is an example of the type of sacrifice which leads to 

decadence. In the higher type, however, healthy sacrifice is necessary in order to achieve 

self-advancement. But in the Dionysian man, sacrifice is for affirming life; it is solely a 

Yes to life as becoming.  

At this point, we may pause to ask: is the Dionysian man, as Nietzsche conceives 

of it in his late period, the Übermensch? We have already established that the “Dionysian 

man” is no longer the same “Dionysian man” from The Birth. However, in Thus Spoke 
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Zarathustra, the term “Dionysian” never appears. Nevertheless, it is clear, as I have 

argued here, that the theme of the Dionysian runs implicitly throughout his magnum opus 

(specifically as the sacrificial). Yet in the taxonomy of “types” that features strongly in 

Thus Spoke Zarathustra, it is unclear where the “Dionysian man” belongs.  For our 

current purposes, it is useful to think of the “Dionysian man” and the Übermensch as 

synonymous: the Übermensch is a Dionysian man and the Dionysian man is an 

Übermensch.481  

Nietzsche uses the different terms when emphasising different aspects of his 

philosophy. For example, the overman is used to emphasise the overcoming of man, 

height, going above, a goal and as a new meaning of the earth.482 The “Dionysian man” 

(particularly in the late period) is used to emphasise life-affirmation, overfullness, and 

vitality. Future research, however, could consider whether the “Dionysian man” is a good 

definition of the Übermensch and examine in more detail the differences between these 

two important Nietzschean terms. Regardless of these subtle distinctions, it is clear that 

life-affirming sacrifice is a significant characteristic of both the Übermensch and the 

Dionysian man. 

Like Dionysus, Nietzsche’s Dionysian man forms himself in a continuous process 

of self-overcoming, whereby he constantly sacrifices himself. This is not an elitist 

sacrifice of the lower for the sake of higher humanity. Rather, it is self-giving from an 

overabundance of life; a healthy consequence of the Dionysian man’s affirmation of life 
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in its entirety. What emerges here is not only a healthy form of sacrifice but the 

importance of risk and danger in Nietzsche’s philosophy.  

Danger, Risk and Fate in Nietzsche’s Dionysian  

The word ‘Dionysian’ means: an urge to unity, a reaching out beyond 
personality, the everyday, society, reality, across the abyss of 
transitoriness: a passionate-painful overflowing into darker, fuller, more 
floating states; an ecstatic affirmation of the total character of life as that 
which remains the same, just as powerful, just as blissful through all 
chance; the great pantheistic sharing of joy and sorrow that sanctifies and 
calls good even the most terrible and questionable qualities of life; the 
eternal will to procreation, to fruitfulness, to recurrence; the feeling of the 
necessary unity of creation and destruction.483  

The above passage from Nietzsche’s late period (1888) shows the similarities 

between Nietzsche’s late conception of Dionysus and his early notion in The Birth, but 

also indicates important differences. 484 The most important, arguably, is that the first 

conception (as given in The Birth) cannot be a true affirmation of the world like his late 

Dionysus. As Jaggard argues, “it is only from a perspective outside the natural world that 

the early Dionysus is able to redeem the ancient Greeks from the horrors of their 

individual existence.”485 In contrast, the late conception of Dionysus affirms life from 

within life. The affirmation of existence, therefore, is a fundamental defining feature of 

Nietzsche’s final understanding of the Dionysian. This link between Dionysus and life 

affirmation is well appreciated in the literature.486 

                                                 
483 WP, §539. 
484 For a discussion on the similarities between Dionysus in BT and the later works see Sadler (1995).  
485 Bishop (2004), p.292. 
486 Reginster (2006), pp. 1, 228-9, 242. 
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Additionally, the role of risk, danger and chance are all vital to understanding 

Dionysian life affirmation. These links have been constantly noted in the literature.487 

Surprisingly, however, an exploration of the important role each plays in relation to the 

Dionysian itself has not yet received proper attention. Perhaps Nietzsche’s call to “live 

dangerously!” seems so obvious that is has been taken for granted. However, armed with 

Foucault’s late lectures and an understanding of the courageous risk which the 

parrhēsíast takes in telling the truth, the importance of risk in Nietzsche’s Dionysus can 

no longer be ignored. This is because similarities begin to emerge between this ancient 

Greek practice of courageous truth-telling and Nietzsche’s Dionysian. This can inform 

our understanding of Dionysian life affirmation, bringing the fundamental importance of 

risk, danger, and sacrifice to the fore more than has been previously appreciated. As we 

shall see, just as the parrhēsíast’s risk is necessarily bound to truth and life, so too is 

Nietzsche’s Dionysian life-affirmation an example of risk which is bound to Nietzsche’s 

conception of truth (as perspectivism) and of life (as becoming).  

 

Danger  

For – believe me - the secret for harvesting from existence the greatest 
fruitfulness and the greatest enjoyment is - to live dangerously! Build your 
cities on the slopes of Vesuvius! Send your ships into uncharted seas!488  

The Dionysian, in Nietzsche’s paradigm, is always dangerous. In Chapter 3 we 

saw that Nietzsche’s notion of the Dionysian in The Birth threatened the loss of 

individuality. But this was a metaphorical loss of self, where the structure of 

                                                 
487 In his recently published article, “Nietzsche’s Ethics of Danger,” Kuehne (2018) explores the 
importance of the danger theme in Nietzsche’s philosophy and argues that, for Nietzsche, ethics is only 
possible when there is danger. 
488 GS, §283. 
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individuation collapses in Dionysian intoxication and the individual experiences a 

temporary sacrifice of self in a moment of universal harmony. In Nietzsche’s late 

conception of the Dionysian, by contrast, the danger is ever-present.  

This is because, as I argue, the defining feature of the late Dionysus is an 

affirmation of life that can only be achieved from within this existence and this world. 

Existence, for Nietzsche, is simply ceaseless “becoming,” and thus the individual in the 

world is “a dangerous on-the-way” in a constant state of precarious transition.489 The 

more an individual affirms and embraces in his own life and way of being this state of 

becoming, the “healthier” he is in Nietzsche’s view. And the example par excellence of 

the healthiest type whose life is “becoming” is the Dionysian man.  

Huskinson argues that Nietzsche’s Ubermensch is in a continual state of 

dynamism which brings about relentless creation. Although Huskinson uses the term 

“Ubermensch,” we could just as well think of the “Dionysian man” as both are “defined 

by reformulation – by birth, death and rebirth.”490 Dionysus, as the God of death and 

rebirth, is the perfect symbol of life-affirmation for Nietzsche, because life as ceaseless 

“becoming” is similarly generation and degeneration, constant coming-to-be and passing-

away. Huskinson describes the stages of “the passage to Ubermenschlichkeit” and notes 

that this is marked by danger. Most will perish in the very first stage, especially the 

“commonplace man”. The Dionysian ones “will also perish, but this does not mark their 

end; they will perish so as to be born again and again”.491 

                                                 
489 As Zarathustra describes the human in his prologue: “a dangerous across, a dangerous on-the-way, a 
dangerous looking-back, a dangerous shuddering and stopping” (Z, “Prologue,” §4). 
490 Huskinson (2004), p.93. Huskinson has a very similar argument to the thesis presented here and 
explores the similarities between the Jungian ‘Self’ and Nietzsche’s overman. She argues, from a Jungian 
perspective, that “the Übermensch and Self are both ‘Dionysian’ because they are both ‘dangerous’ (p.93).  
491 Huskinson, p.93. 
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In the Birth, danger is the very thing which allows for this rebirth: “perpetual 

strife with only periodically intervening reconciliations” incites “new and more powerful 

births”.492 However, the notion of rebirth does not disappear in Nietzsche after The Birth. 

For example, in The Gay Science, Nietzsche writes: “One returns from such 

abysses…born anew.”493 Dionysian rebirth is still only possible through suffering. This is 

why Huskinson concludes: “Suffering, pain and death precede rebirth.”  

Note that the aphorism above is from Nietzsche’s so-called “middle period,” 

where the Dionysian is thought to disappear. However, if we look at this section from 

Nietzsche’s preface to The Gay Science in more detail, we will see that not only is the 

notion of rebirth present but so too is the importance of danger (both of which are 

defining features of the Dionysian): 

In the end, lest what is most important remain unsaid: from such abysses, 
from such severe sickness, also from the sickness of severe suspicion, one 
returns newborn, having shed one’s skin, more ticklish and malicious, 
with a more delicate taste for joy, with a tenderer tongue for all good 
things, with merrier senses, with a second dangerous innocence in joy, 
more childlike and yet a hundred times more subtle than one has ever been 
before.494  

The above aphorism addresses what Nietzsche regarded as the “necessary” 

dangers that face (here in the guise of the “free spirit”) the Dionysian man. As we will 

come to see, Nietzsche’s views of necessity and fate are intrinsically entwined and play 

an important role in his views on risk.  

We often see Nietzsche advocating a life lived in danger, praising those who take 

risks, possess daring and are willing to experiment despite the possibility of suffering. 

                                                 
492 BT, §1. 
493 GS, “Preface,” §4. 
494 GS, “Preface,” §4. 
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This is contrasted with those who Nietzsche condemns for seeking comfort, happiness 

and self-preservation.495 The following note from 1888 illustrates this point well and is 

worth quoting in full: 

“To give one's life for a cause” -  a great effect. But there are many things 
for which one would give one's life: the affects one and all desire to be 
gratified. Whether it be compassion or anger or revenge - that one stakes 
one's life on it does not make any value difference. How many have 
sacrificed their lives for pretty girls - and, worse, even their health! If one 
has the temperament, one instinctively chooses what is dangerous; e.g., 
adventures in speculation if one is a philosopher; or in immorality if one is 
virtuous. One kind of man will risk nothing, another wants risks. Are we 
others despisers of life? On the contrary, we seek life raised to a higher 
power, life lived in danger- But that, to repeat it, does not mean we want 
to be more virtuous than others. Pascal, e.g., wanted to risk nothing and 
remained a Christian: perhaps that was virtuous - One always makes 
sacrifices.496  

Nietzsche is referring to Pascal’s wager. For Nietzsche, the thought of acting as if 

God exists in order to avoid the consequences which would ensue for the faithless should 

God ultimately be true, is for Nietzsche “a symptom of decadence”.497 Pascal does not 

take the risk and this is the flaw in his wager; he sees only the danger of risk, but he does 

not see the joy of risk. To not be willing to risk is, for Nietzsche, an act against life. Risk 

is thus essential to Dionysian life-affirmation and without it one simply becomes a 

“despiser of life”. Even Pascal, who Nietzsche greatly admired, falls short in this 

regard.498   

                                                 
495 Note this does not mean that Nietzsche wishes us to live miserable, pessimistic lives. He is simply 
against ‘happiness’ defined as the absence of pain and suffering. For Nietzsche, you cannot have one 
without the other: “Pain, too, is a joy….have you ever said yes to a single joy?...then you said Yes, too, to 
all woe. All things are entangled, ensnared, enamored” (Z, “The Drunken Song,” §10). 
496 WP, §929 (Jan–Fall, 1888). 
497 See WP, §240 (1885-1886). 
498 For example, Nietzsche laments: “I do not read but love Pascal, as the most instructive victim of 
Christianity…” (EH, “Why I am So Clever”). 
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It is figures like Pascal that fuel Nietzsche’s criticism of Christianity. Christianity 

can abort greatness, of which risk and courage are all vital components: “…they have led 

astray, to the point of self-destruction, the brave, magnanimous, daring, excessive 

inclinations of the strong soul.”499  

This is not to say that the Christian is not capable of any risk or courage at all. 

There are of course many dangers in becoming a Christian, some of which Nietzsche 

points out. But similarly to his views on sacrifice, Nietzsche weighs the value of risk 

based on whether it is deployed in service of life. That is, whether it affirms life. The 

danger which the Christian puts himself in is for the sake of affirming something outside 

this world. For Nietzsche, such an attitude greatly devalues this world. Dionysian danger 

and risk-taking, in contrast, is an affirmation of this world; it is innocent and joyful and in 

service of this life.  

The risk inherent in a Dionysian affirmation of life, therefore, is no small feat. It 

requires “the great passion,” a love of life as it is, a love for which one would make any 

sacrifice and risk any danger.500 For Nietzsche, it is about the correct relationship to life. 

This is the same basic principle which lies at the core of the parrhēsíast: to live a true 

life.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
499 WP, §205 (Spring-Fall 1887). 
500 “In sum, that we have a goal for which one does not hesitate to offer human sacrifices, to risk every 
danger, to take upon oneself whatever is bad and worst: the great passion.” (WP, 26, spring-fall 1887) 
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Risk  

I surprise myself by falling into anguish . . . But still! I never stop taking 
risks—this is the condition for the intoxication of heart. Which indeed is a 
confrontation with the sickening depths in things. To risk is to touch life's 
limit, go as far as you can, live on the edge of gaping nothingness!– 
Bataille501 

Risk is intrinsically tied to Nietzsche’s ideas of chance and fate, both of which are 

essential to understanding important parts of his philosophy like the eternal return, the 

affirmation of life and amor fati.  

Throughout Nietzsche’s corpus he reminds us time and again that the Dionysian 

affirms life for all that it is in its entirety and that this is the highest state one can achieve, 

the most joyous and affirmative relationship to life. While this necessarily contains 

danger and risk, it is also nearly always mentioned in conjunction with the theme of fate, 

chance or destiny. For example, in The Will to Power, Nietzsche says: 

a Dionysian affirmation of the world as it is, without subtraction, 
exception or selection – it wants the eternal circulation: - the same things, 
the same logic and illogic entanglements. The highest state a philosopher 
can attain: to stand in a Dionysian relationship to existence – my formula 
for this is amor fati.502  

Here Nietzsche argues that the “highest state” which can be achieved is “to stand 

in a Dionysian relationship to existence”. This is important to keep in mind when 

comparing this aphorism to a later one from Ecce Homo, where Nietzsche again makes 

clear what he believes to be the highest state. In Ecce Homo, “the highest thing 

achievable on earth” is “Cynicism”.503 When comparing these two aphorisms, it becomes 

clear that the reason Nietzsche views the Cynics in such high esteem is because they are 

                                                 
501 Bataille (2015), p.94 
502 WP, §1041. 
503 EH, “Why I Write Such Good Books,” §3. 
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the best example of a “Dionysian relationship to existence”. When we explore Cynic 

parrhēsía it is clear why Cynical existence is Dionysian.504  

First, however, we must address the following: if the Cynics were so important to 

Nietzsche, why does he only mention them briefly throughout his entire philosophy? I 

wish to offer a possible explanation. In the preface of The Will to Power, Nietzsche 

reminds us that: “Of what is great one must either be silent or speak with greatness. With 

greatness - that means cynically and with innocence.”505 This suggests that Nietzsche 

may have been paying the Cynics the greatest reverence by remaining relatively silent 

about them, mentioning them here and there but always in the highest regard (an attitude 

never adopted by Nietzsche towards any other school of thought). Furthermore, as seen in 

the above passage, “cynically” is the attitude Nietzsche himself adopts when seeking to 

speak with greatness. Cynic philosophy is not something Nietzsche would have to dwell 

on in his philosophy, precisely because he takes no issue with it. The Cynics, in his view, 

adopt the correct relationship to life. The philosophies and philosophical figures which 

Nietzsche does pay attention to in his works are often figures whose greatness, in 

Nietzsche’s view, has been somehow aborted (for example Pascal as seen above, but also 

Socrates, Plato, Wagner, Schopenhauer…). These are all figures Nietzsche greatly 

admires and their treatment therefore requires discussion in his works because although 

they each contain qualities which Nietzsche venerates, they all fall short in some way or 

another of a true affirmation of life. This is similar to Zarathustra’s “higher men”. These 

                                                 
504 Although my aim is to highlight the similarities between the Cynic’s and Dionysian’s relationship to 
existence and the risk this “lived” parrhesia entails, Cynic parrhesia has also been compared to 
Nietzsche’s Redlichkeit: “Certain individual Nietzschean virtues parallel Cynic ones: personal sovereignty 
resembles Cynic self-sufficiency and kingship, honesty (Redlichkeit) parrhesia, and wickedness (Bosheit) 
shamelessness” (Desmond, 2008, p.231). 
505 WP, §196, (Nov 1887-March 1888). 
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men are in no way “commonplace man”—there is much to be admired in them—but 

discussion of them is necessary precisely because, despite being close to the Nietzschean 

ideal, they succumb in some way to decadence. It is important to understand these men 

because they represent the temptations that each “higher type” will face in his journey to 

becoming an Ubermensch. These temptations are what stand between “the higher type” 

and the “Dionysian man”. In short, the Cynics are in no way less important because 

Nietzsche’s discussion of them is briefer.  

However, even if we accept that the Cynics are important to Nietzsche and that he 

is adopting a Cynic attitude to his own life, a second issue arises: one might argue that 

Nietzsche himself, living peacefully in the Swiss Alps, taking walks and writing, is closer 

to the peaceful Epicurean than the harsh and scandalous Cynic. I do not wish to claim 

that Nietzsche’s life and philosophy contain no Stoicism, only to shed light on the 

undervalued Cynic (vis. Dionysian) elements of his philosophy and life.  Nonetheless, 

“what did Nietzsche himself risk?” one might ask.  

I agree with Solomon who notes that it is not his body which Nietzsche puts at 

most risk but his soul. Nietzsche’s risk is the risk of any great artist, the risk of taking 

dangerous chances. While Nietzsche’s time in the military was short-lived, he spent his 

life instead going to war against morality and battling for the affirmation of life with his 

pen as his weapon. As a philosopher who understood that philosophy is “the art of 

transfiguration” he risked himself at each moment of becoming what he was. Solomon 

puts this point succinctly when he argues: “Taking risks requires accepting the 

consequences, and this sort of fatalism appeals to Nietzsche.”506  

                                                 
506 Solomon (2003), p.162. 
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Cynic Practices of Dionysian Affirmation  

It is easy to see now why Nietzsche would say Cynicism is the highest thing to be 

attained on earth: the Cynic practices Dionysian affirmation, seeing life for what it truly 

is beneath the veneer of civilization and yet affirming it for all that. For both Nietzsche 

and the Cynic, when life is viewed for what it truly is, risk becomes necessary. Risk is not 

only necessary but unavoidable because in a world of ceaseless becoming everything is 

destroyed and rebuilt. Self-preservation, therefore, is “unnatural” because it goes against 

nature, or life.  

 

Self-Overcoming Versus Self-Preservation 

The vitality Nietzsche has in mind seeks growth not preservation and in this aim it 

rather looks for pain than pleasure because pain is a better stimulus to life. Nietzsche 

therefore does away with the Darwinian concept of self-preservation as a vital life-drive. 

Life does not aim to preserve itself, it aims rather at power:  

 To will to preserve oneself is the expression of a situation of distress 
(Notlage), a restriction of the fundamental vital instinct, properly 
speaking, which aims at extending one’s power and, in that, often 
broaches the question of self-preservation or sacrifice […] in nature it is 
not distress which rules, but rather abundance, squandering – even to the 
point of absurdity. The struggle for survival is only an exception, a 
temporary restriction of the will to life.507  

In reality, what we see in life is that it constantly sacrifices self-preservation in 

order to grow and enhance. Self-preservation is merely a byproduct of self-overcoming 

because, Nietzsche argues, by constantly striving for power and growth one likely 

perseveres oneself. However, this perseverance (or preservation) is willingly risked at 

                                                 
507 GS, §349. 
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every point because in order to grow one must seek that which seems antithetical to one’s 

preservation i.e. danger, pain and difficulty. The highest type of human being acts 

accordingly; rather than seek to preserve oneself the Dionysian man will seek to 

continuously overcome himself: “the highest human being is to be conceived as a copy of 

nature: tremendous superabundance, tremendous reason in the individual, squandering 

itself as a whole and indifferent to the squandering.”508  

Self-overcoming therefore can be thought of as the opposite of self-preservation. 

In the literature on the topic of Nietzsche’s idea of self-overcoming there is some 

contestation. As Conway points out, Nietzsche never provides a definition of self-

overcoming and is frustratingly ambiguous about what he means.509 The figures that 

Nietzsche refers to as symbols of self-overcoming are often synonymous with “the 

Dionysian”. However, in the literature the figure of Dionysian self-overcoming is divided 

up under different rubrics, including, for example, the “Apollonian”. Hillesheim (1990) 

points to Nietzsche’s three types of self-overcoming that he links to specific historical 

examples: (1) the Rousseauian man, (2) the Goethean man and (3) the Schopenhauerian 

man. Hellesheim connects these figures to Nietzschean concepts, arguing that each 

represent either the Dionysian man, the Apollonian man, or the perfect balance of both. 

In the same way that Apollo and Dionysus amalgamate in order to achieve the perfect 

balance, so must the self-overcoming individual.  

Hillesheim begins his discussion with the question of how best to translate 

Nietzsche’s Selbstüberwindung. While commonly rendered as “self-overcoming,” 

Hillesheim reminds us that “self-surpassing” is the less common yet still viable 

                                                 
508 KSA, 11:51. I have used Adrian Del Caro’s translation of this note. See Del Caro (2004), p.64. 
509 Conway (1997), p.66. 
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translation. “Self-overcoming” is the more popular version because Nietzsche interpreters 

such as Kaufmann endeavour to preserve the characteristic word play Nietzsche employs; 

particularly his use of “over” and “under,” “above” and “below” and other typically 

Nietzschean height imagery. Yet “self-overcoming” places emphasis on what is being 

negated and, for Hillesheim, invokes the very dualistic thinking (e.g., mind vs. body) that 

Nietzsche challenges. Hillesheim argues: “‘Self-surpassing,’ in contrast, would seem to 

capture more of the transcending and joyful side of the process, but perhaps at the cost of 

underplaying its agonistic dimensions.”510 Ultimately, Nietzsche’s process of 

Selbstüberwindung is both agonistic and joyful, and thus both “overcoming” and 

“surpassing” are inherent to the concept.  

Self-overcoming is a constant evaluation of ones “multiple selves” that strives 

towards ever “higher” types. The task is challenging and not without risk. According to 

Hillesheim, Nietzsche offers us a way to “minimize” the risks by following the example 

of great or “higher” individuals. While Nietzsche’s prime example is Zarathustra, 

Hillesheim advocates for other underrated figures of self-overcoming – namely, Goethe, 

Schopenhauer, and Rousseau: 

There are three images of man which our modern age has set up one after 
the other and which will no doubt long inspire mortals to a transfiguration 
of their own lives: they are the man of Rousseau, the man of Goethe and 
finally the man of Schopenhauer.511  

 

In Schopenhauer as Educator, Nietzsche describes each type in detail, describing 

their particular characteristics. The Rousseauean man is symbolic of passion and “fire”; 

                                                 
510 Hillesheim (1990), p.212. 
511 SE, §14. 
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he is a man of action who arouses the interest of the masses. In contrast, the Goetheian 

man represents the man of deep contemplation who resists the crown and observes from 

afar. Hillesheim argues that the former is Dionysian and the latter is Apollonian, and so a 

third is needed to transcend the limitations of both. This is the Schopenhauerean man: 

The Schopenhauerean man voluntarily takes upon himself the suffering 
involved in being truthful, and this suffering serves to destroy his own 
willfulness and to prepare that complete overturning and conversion of his 
being, which it is the real meaning of life to lead up to.512 

The Schopenhauerean man represents the amalgamation of Dionysian passion and 

Apollonian intellect, combined in the service of his unwavering quest for truth. He 

willingly endures any suffering in his journey, accepting no diversions along the way. His 

pursuit leads him to the knowledge that the self is not fixed and thereby to the continuous 

self-creation that adds meaning to life. As Nietzsche succinctly expresses the three 

figures: 

…the first image possesses the greatest fire and is sure of producing the 
greatest popular effect; the second is intended only for the few, for 
contemplative natures in the grand style, and is misunderstood by the 
crowd. The third demands contemplation only by the most active men; 
only they can regard it without harm to themselves, for it debilitates the 
contemplative and frightens away the crowd.513  

Hillesheim argues that the third figure of self-overcoming, the Schopenhauerean 

man, actually represents the Nietzschean man. After all, in Ecce Homo, Nietzsche says of 

his early essay: “…at bottom it is admittedly not “Schopenhauer as educator” that speaks 

here, but his opposite, ‘Nietzsche as educator’.”514  

                                                 
512 SE, §14. Note the similarities between Nietzsche’s description here and Foucault’s description of the 
Cynics, who in seeking to live as close to truth as possible live a harsh and difficult life, also performing a 
conversion of self in pursuit of truth which appears as radically ‘other.’ 
513 SE, §4. 
514 EH, “The Untimely Ones,” §3. 
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It is clear that ideas of life and self-overcoming belong together for Nietzsche. 

Life is self-overcoming and the Dionysian man who continuously overcomes himself is 

that most life-affirming of individuals. Self-overcoming requires dispensing with “selves” 

which no longer serve in order to pave the way for new and improved “selves”. And this 

process of self-overcoming is continuous. Since Nietzsche sees self-overcoming as the 

will-to-power manifested through destruction of the old and creation of the new, he 

frequently advocates for the “type” of individual who will apply this process to himself. 

He describes this process at length in the Gay Science: 

It is practiced by those who survey all the strengths and weaknesses of 
their nature and then fit them into an artistic plan until every one of them 
appears as art and reason and even weaknesses delight the eye. Here a 
large mass of second nature has been added; there a piece of original 
nature has been removed - both times through long practice and daily 
work at it. Here the ugly that could not be removed is concealed; there it 
has been reinterpreted and made sublime. Much that is vague and resisted 
shaping has been saved and exploited for distant views; it is meant to 
beckon toward the far and immeasurable. In the end, when the work is 
finished, it becomes evident how the constraint of a single taste governed 
and formed everything large and small. Whether this taste was good or 
bad is less important than one might suppose, if only it was a single 
taste!515  

This prescription shares many similarities to the Ancient Greeks “care of self,” 

including the daily rituals and focus on self-discipline and self-mastery described by 

Foucault. However, while the theme of self-overcoming originally seemed to spark the 

interest in a kind of Nietzschean askesis, the focus on the middle works which followed 

saw the theme of self-overcoming receive less attention in this area than one might 

imagine.   

                                                 
515 GS, §232. 
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One scholar in particular has made headway in this area. Horst Hutter identifies 

five specific techniques of self-overcoming in Nietzsche’s philosophy. He argues:  

 I believe that Nietzsche’s teaching contains suggestions for five 
techniques of self-overcoming, so as to traverse the two stages of 
emancipation. These are: the practice of solitude; the cultivation of 
agonistic friendships; writing and reading the self; a nutritional askesis 
that involves extreme care in regard to the suggestion of the various kind 
of “food,” including not only what one drinks and eats, but also what one 
breathes, reads, watches, and listens to; and finally learning again how to 
dance with one’s feet as well as with concepts.516 

Solitude, according to Hutter, is the most important technique of self-overcoming 

for Nietzsche because it is necessary to purge oneself of decadent emotions (such as 

ressentiment). However, the importance of solitude does not take away from the 

importance of “the other”. Once one has “undone” oneself through the practice of 

solitude “the other” is required in remaking and this usually takes the form friendship. In 

this way, Hutter argues, friendship is a kind of self-overcoming because it is a reshaping 

in the form of new identities.517 Similarly, because self-overcoming is both creative and 

destructive, writing becomes a perfect example of a creative act which destroys as it 

creates. Nietzsche indeed saw his writing as both artistic creation and weapon for 

destruction: “All men incapable of wielding some kind of weapon or other - mouth 

and pen included as weapons - become servile.”518 In these efforts of self-overcoming 

whereby one destroys and recreates oneself in various ways, one has to be selective in 

consuming only that which is conducive to self-enhancement. Hutter calls this the 

technique of nutrition which goes beyond concern with food to consumption in general. 

                                                 
516 Hutter (2006), p.25 
517 Hutter (2006), p. 77 
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As Hutter explains, the question of nutrition, for Nietzsche, involved “spiritual foods, 

soul food as well as material foods.”519 This is best explained by Nietzsche:  

Of entirely different interest to me is the question of nutrition, on which 
the ‘salvation of Humanity’ depends far more than on any theological 
curiosity; the question of nutrition: One can formulate it, as a rule of 
thumb thus: how precisely do you have to nourish yourself, in order to 
attain your maximum strength, of virtue in the Renaissance style, of 
‘moraline-free’ virtue?520  

Finally, dance is interpreted as a perfect metaphor for self-overcoming because it 

is a joyous, creative vitality which involves body, mind and spirit. Like the dancer who is 

never completely satisfied with her work, “self-shapers” must maintain attention and 

continuously reinvent and perfect their craft. As Hutter writes, “Nietzsche sees dance as 

one of the main tools for autopoiesis, both as a general tool for the cultural shaping of 

primary nature and as a means for individual self-cultivation”.521  This is consistent with 

Nietzsche’s claim in The Gay Science that “I would not know what the spirit of a 

philosopher might wish more to be than a good dancer.”522  

 

Cynic Parrhēsías as Dionysian Example 

However, in these discussions of self-overcoming, risking one’s self-preservation 

falls to the background. The figures of Geothe, Schopenhauer and Rousseau and the 

techniques of solitude, writing and dancing all show an appreciation of the difficulty and 

the joy of self-overcoming. Yet as we saw, self-overcoming is also dangerous and risks 

its own preservation.  

                                                 
519 Hutter (2006), p.154 
520 EH, “Why I am so Clever,” §1. 
521 Hutter (2006), p.181. 
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This is a very Cynic idea. The Cynic does not fear death and accepts his finitude 

joyously as a natural part of life. Desmond explains that, “rather than clinging to life 

desperately, the Cynic winks at fortune and says ‘I choose death’.” Notice that the notion 

of fate appears here, just as in the Dionysian. Moreover, the Cynic also possesses 

Dionysian joy: “…having passed through life as through a festival, the Cynic will also go 

out with a laugh, and not even oblivion can make him glum”.523 

We saw in Chapter 2 that the Cynic parrhēsíast (and the Socratic parrhēsíast) 

risks his life even to death. Death, however, and the realisation of finitude is for 

Nietzsche the very thing which makes risk possible. This is because life as ceaseless 

becoming makes it inevitable that we must choose in ignorance. Dionysian affirmation, 

therefore, cannot be obtained through an attempt to control life but rather “…rests on an 

affirmation of human finitude as the site of human greatness, that is, of the individual’s 

will to self-responsibility and the courage to take risks”.524 The Dionysian man has the 

strength to create despite the knowledge that all that comes to be must pass away.  

While much has been said about Nietzsche and eternal recurrence in the literature, 

I wish only to explore the concept here as an essential constituent of Dionysian life-

affirmation. This is because when we look at the central ideas of the eternal return and 

the attitude that such a will would instil, more similarities between the Cynic (or 

parrhēsíastic) and Dionysian attitude emerge. 

In The Gay Science and Thus Spoke Zarathustra, the eternal return is described 

not only as an acceptance of, but love of one’s life exactly as it is and has been, so much 

so that one affirms its endless return with nothing added or subtracted. This is the 
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ultimate Dionysian act and equates to amor fati. One becomes a lover of fate and this 

love is for one’s own fate within the world with its ceaseless becoming, a becoming that 

involves as much suffering and pain as it does joy. In this account of the eternal return, 

the themes that emerge are accepting life for what it truly is and having the courage to 

affirm it:  

Such love and affirmation, if I achieve it, manifests genuine courage, for, 
as we saw, if I really will the eternal recurrence of my life (rather than 
some falsified, “profoundly superficial” account of it) then I face the 
world “honestly”: I acknowledge its horrors and terrors, I acknowledge 
that pain and ultimately death are part of my inexorable lot.525 

As Young has noted, the reason Dionysian life-affirmation contains such courage 

is because it is honest. It sees the world as it truly is and affirms it regardless. This is not 

unlike the parrhēsíast (Cynic or Socratic) who is burdened with a truth which will bring 

him great risk to tell (either by speaking the truth or living the truth). The tyrant, for 

example, has deceived himself. He cannot see the situation for what it really is. The 

parrhēsíast’s duty is to reveal this “terrible truth” to the one in power, to use frank 

honesty to reveal to him how things are. Like the Dionysian man, the parrhēsíast’s 

“truth” is just honesty and involves seeing the world for what it really is. It does not lie or 

embellish life, it sees life in all its chaotic but innocent becoming and accepts the risks 

involved in this.  

This is what Nietzsche is calling for: passion, courage and integrity, both of which 

the Dionysian man and the parrhēsíast have. At this point, the issue of truth emerges. At 

first glance, the parrhēsíast seems to have at his core the relationship of the subject to 

truth and this might seem incompatible with Nietzsche’s perspectivism. However, as 
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already discussed in Chapter 2, the parrhēsíast’s truth is not an otherworldly truth and it 

is not an absolute truth. It derives from within the world, and, in that sense, is compatible 

with Nietzsche’s perspectival understanding of truth. As Nehamas explains, Nietzsche 

generally “…prefers to think of truth as the product of creation rather than as the object 

of discovery. His attitude toward the self is similar.”526 This can be clearly seen in a note 

from Nietzsche from 1868: 

“Truth” is therefore not something there, that might be found or 
discovered-but something that must be created and that gives a name to a 
process, or rather to a will to overcome that has in itself no end-
introducing truth, as a processus in infinitum, an active determining-not a 
becoming conscious of something that is in itself firm and determined. It 
is a word for the “will to power.” 

And what is the will to power, for Nietzsche? It is becoming. As Conway argues, 

“‘Becoming’ is, for Nietzsche, the ‘will to power.’ The ‘will to power’ is thus the 

fundamental characteristic of ‘life,’…”527  

What is important to keep in mind is that the defining feature of a life lived in 

accordance with the truth of life as becoming is necessarily a life lived in risk. This is the 

central appeal of parrhēsía for Foucault, too. Foucault is interested in the subject’s 

relation to truth in the parrhēsíast because it is a relationship to non-metaphysical truth. 

The consequence is that when a subject’s life is bound to this kind of truth, the truth of 

“becoming,” then he manifests this truth and is able to create himself as the man of truth. 

The Cynic, therefore, can be seen as an example of “human beings who are new, unique, 

incomparable, who give themselves laws, who create themselves.”528  
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The focus on creation in Nietzsche’s vision of greatness has been widely 

acknowledged in the literature. The equally important constituent of destruction, even 

one’s own destruction, however, has received less attention. The possibility of self 

destruction, however, was a widely accepted notion in Ancient Greek culture and was 

intrinsic to its views on heroism. Tones, for example, maintains that for the Ancient 

Greeks the status of noble hero “…can only be achieved by risking one’s life on the 

battlefield. That is, the noble hero chooses to ‘live dangerously’.”529 Thus that which sets 

the “noble” apart is the willingness to wager one’s mortality for one’s task. We can see 

how the parrhēsíast emerges as a Dionysian hero who possesses the qualities of 

Nietzsche’s Dionysian man. As he says in The Gay Science: 

What constitutes the value and result of life for me lies elsewhere: my 
pride as well as my misery lie elsewhere. I know more about life because I 
have so often been on the verge of losing it; and precisely for that reason I 
get more out of life than any of you.530  

Again, this is from Nietzsche’s “middle period” and while the word “Dionysian” 

appears to disappear the central concept that is Dionysus clearly runs throughout 

Nietzsche’s entire corpus. The thread on which Nietzsche’s concept of the Dionysian 

runs is this idea of risking one’s life, the very same idea central to parrhēsía. For 

example, even in Zarathustra, Nietzsche writes: “I love him who maketh his virtue his 

inclination and destiny: thus, for the sake of his virtue, he is willing to live on, or live no 

more.”531  

It is clear that parrhēsía is a Dionysian act, one which Nietzsche greatly admired. 

The parrhēsíast, as described by Foucault, can be seen as a Dionysian hero who affirms 
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life for what it truly is and lives by that affirmation despite the danger and risk of doing 

so: 

And if a man is praised today for living “wisely” or “as a philosopher,” it 
hardly means more than “prudently and apart.” Wisdom – seems to the 
rabble a kind of escape, a means and trick for getting well out of a 
dangerous game. But the genuine philosopher – as it seems to us, my 
friends? – lives “unphilosophically” and “unwisely,” above all 
imprudently, and feels the burden and the duty of a hundred attempts and 
temptations of life – he risks himself constantly, he plays the dangerous 
game.532  
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Conclusion 

 

Nietzsche’s philosophy is replete with themes of spiritual development, change, 

self-transformation and growth. His thought is Greek inspired and shares similarities with 

the ancient Greek practice of the “care of self”. In this thesis, I have shed light on the 

precarious nature of caring for oneself and argued that risking oneself, even sacrificing 

oneself, plays a crucial role in this area of Nietzsche’s thought.  

As we have seen, recent Nietzsche interpretations have argued that Nietzsche 

revitalises a form of ancient Greek and Hellenic “care of self”. This has been mostly 

attributed to his middle period, explored through the “small daily practices” and 

compared mostly to Epicurean and Stoic practices of self-care. The literature 

acknowledges that the “care of self” is “persistent rather than a passing concern of the 

middle period writing”533 and that “Nietzsche’s work is suggestive of a rich array of 

practices of care of the self.”534 Why, then, do most interpretations draw on the middle 

works alone?  

I have offered two explanations. Firstly, there is a tendency to see the Nietzsche 

of the middle period as remarkably different to the Nietzsche of the early and late period. 

The Nietzsche of the middle period is described as “a rational Nietzsche, a Nietzsche who 
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is a friend of the Enlightenment and of science, a Nietzsche who preaches modesty and 

moderation instead of passionate excess and Dionysian frenzy.”535 This Nietzsche is an 

“appealing image of the thinker.”536  

This “other” Nietzsche is often contrasted to the Nietzsche of Dionysian excess. It 

is perhaps in an attempt to protect this image that Nietzsche’s “care of self” has being 

painted as Stoic-Epicurean and discussed in the middle texts alone. Secondly, it is not 

only a commitment to this “moderate and careful” Nietzsche which may be responsible 

for a reliance on the middle period works, but also the way in which the “care of self” has 

been understood. In supporting the thesis that Nietzsche revives a form of Hellenistic 

“care of self,” scholars have frequently drawn attention to the similarities between 

Nietzsche’s middle works and practices found in ancient Stoicism. They have also 

focused heavily on Nietzsche’s middle-period fascination with Epicurus. This utilises a 

specific kind of ancient “care of self” which also appears moderate and careful.  

However, this is only one tradition of ancient “care of self”. The Socratic-Cynic 

tradition is not often drawn upon in the literature on Nietzsche’s “care of self”. Whatever 

the reason may be, the result is that we are left with a very Stoic-Epicurean reading of 

Nietzsche which at first seems incongruent with Nietzsche’s later self-characterisation as 

the “disciple of Dionysus”.537 I have shown they are not incompatible. It is simply one 

side of Nietzsche’s “care of self” which has been developed using one tradition of ancient 

“care of self”.  
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Nietzsche was far from seeing his life and philosophy as a merely calm and Stoic 

enterprise. As he himself asserts: “I am no man, I am dynamite”.538 Ancient “care of self” 

too is struggle and ongoing experiment. The Greek askesis involved in practices of care, 

whatever the tradition, aimed at transforming the self. It represented a relationship with 

oneself which cared for and worked on oneself, in order to develop one’s character. This 

endeavor is difficult, at times dangerous and involves more risk than the literature has 

traditionally discussed. This side of the “care of self” is not at odds with Nietzsche’s 

Dionysianism, but rather, shares many similarities.  

Michel Foucault’s recently published late lectures at the College De France 

concentrated heavily on ancient “care of self” and while many Nietzsche scholars have 

often drawn on the works of Foucault for their interpretations of Nietzsche’s “care of 

self,” few have noticed the very Dionysian theme of parrhēsía. Foucault’s introduction of 

parrhēsía reveals it as an important chief technique of “care of self” in the Socratic-Cynic 

tradition. 

Foucault’s development of parrhēsía identifies three types of parrhēsía; political, 

Socratic and Cynic. In each the defining feature of parrhēsía is risk. Parrhēsía is frank, 

transparent, truth-telling. It aims at telling the truth in whole, straightforwardly and 

without trying to persuade. For this reason, it opposes manipulation, secrecy and 

persuasive rhetoric. Foucault makes clear the importance of parrhēsía to democracy: 

“For there to be democracy, there must be parresia; for there to be parresia there must be 

democracy. There is a fundamental circularity.”539 
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 For Foucault, parrhēsía is ultimately incompatible within the political domain 

and finds its site within philosophy. In showing this transition from political parrhēsía to 

philosophical parrhēsía, Foucault does not draw on the Stoics or the Epicureans, but 

rather Socrates and the Cynics. Foucault’s interest in truth-telling is not on what the truth 

is but the activity of truth-telling as a technique of the “care of self” and the ways in 

which it transforms the life of the parrhēsíast.  

There are many Platonic dialogues which we can draw on to illustrate Socratic 

parrhēsía, however, I have argued Laches, Apology and Phaedo demonstrate Socrates’ 

courage of truth most poignantly. In Laches we saw the courage shown by each member 

in the parrhēsíastic pact through their willingness to give an account of themselves 

which will be frankly examined. Despite the risks involved, each member accepts it 

because of their commitment to the “care of self”. In the Apology we saw clearly the risk 

of Socrates’ parrhēsía. The activity of truth-telling makes Socrates unpopular. Although 

Socrates’ was always aware of this risk, he took it regardless, again, for his commitment 

to the “care of self”.  

Parrhēsía often involves an unpopular opinion which will challenge the person 

who has to hear it and this adds to its risky nature. In Phaedo we see Socrates accept his 

fate; for his parrhēsía he is sentenced to death. Although Nietzsche believed Socrates’ 

last words reveal him as a decadent who was glad to be cured from life, this is 

incompatible with Socrates’ life and teachings. As Foucault states Socrates’ last words 

show that he is thankful for being cured of common opinion rather than cured of life.  

The Platonic dialogues show that Socratic parrhēsía is discursive in nature. It 

aims at having an effect on the way in which one lives, but it is focused on telling the 
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truth. Cynic parrhēsía, in contrast, places parrhēsía in the site of existence itself and 

illustrates a lived form of parrhēsía.  Instead of utilising the principles of the true life in 

the way one tells the truth, the Cynics convert the principles to a form which can be 

manifested in the way one lives. Where truth was regarded as unconcealed, the Cynic 

literally lives an unconcealed life, naked and in the public. Where truth is regarded as 

independent, the Cynic frees himself of all possessions and lives a life of poverty. Where 

truth is regarded as in line with nomos, the Cynic takes nature as its law and makes a 

virtue of animality. Finally, where truth is regarded as sovereign, the Cynic claims 

himself the true ‘king’, who depends on nothing but himself. The risk of living parrhēsía 

is clearly demonstrated through the Cynics’ way of life. They are completely exposed to 

dangers and risk their lives constantly.  

By laying out the necessary components of Foucault’s late project, I have shown 

that risk defines parrhēsía and parrhēsía is central to “care of self”. What has emerged as 

important to the “care of self,” therefore, is that one must be willing to risk oneself if one 

is to care for oneself. This is a Dionysian theme.  

Risk, even to the point of sacrifice, is a defining characteristic of the Dionysian in 

Nietzsche’s thought. Although Nietzsche’s views on the Dionysian developed over time, 

the parrhēsíastic theme of risk, courage and even sacrifice is evident in some form 

throughout all three phases of Nietzsche’s works.  

It is no coincidence that Nietzsche chose Dionysus as an important symbol for his 

philosophy. In myth, Dionysus is the God of birth, death, and rebirth. This is a fitting 

symbol for Nietzsche’s life-affirming philosophy because Nietzsche’s thought on self-

cultivation advocates a kind of spiritual rebirth, but one which cannot be achieved 
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without risk and sacrifice. In Nietzsche’s early works, the Dionysian emerged alongside 

the Apollonian in equal importance. Dionysus as the god of wine, ritual madness and 

rebirth shares many similarities to the Dionysus of the late works. As we saw, the theme 

of self-sacrifice was temporary and symbolic illustrated by the Dionysian revelers’ 

experience of a loss of individuality. The theme of danger and risk were already present 

in Nietzsche’s earliest thoughts on Dionysus, but without the Apollonian deemed too 

dangerous. The Apollonian was required in order to save the individual from complete 

self-annihilation. In Nietzsche’s late thought, no such saving is required.  

In Nietzsche’s middle period, however, the Dionysian is not mentioned directly. 

Instead, as scholars have noted, Nietzsche focuses heavily on Epicurus thereby 

“relinquishing Dionysian intoxication.”540 I have offered a different reading. Dionysus 

does not disappear in the middle works, but is represented by Epicurus who Nietzsche 

considers as a prime example of his Dionysian philosophy but later decides he was 

mistaken. As Nietzsche finally concludes on Epicurus: “I have presented such terrible 

images to knowledge that any ‘Epicurean delight’ is out of the question. Only Dionysian 

joy is sufficient: I have been the first to discover the tragic.”541  

This sets up a fundamental contrast between “Dionysian joy” and “Epicurean 

delight.” Through exploring this contrast, I showed that there were many aspects of 

Epicureanism which Nietzsche admired. Although he ultimately gave this up in favor of 

“Dionysian joy,” the points of difference are subtle. Nietzsche was interested in Epicurus 

so much because of how similar he is to the Dionysian. It is not so much a “fundamental 

contrast” between Epicurus and Dionysus, but rather subtle departures which lead 
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Nietzsche to favor something more Dionysian. Despite their similarities, the difference 

which causes Nietzsche to finally dispense with Epicurus is risk. Nietzsche comes to read 

Epicurus as someone who avoids pain and it is for this reason he ultimately deems him “a 

typical decadent.”542 In order to be full of overflowing vitality and strength, one must risk 

pain and suffering.  

This was further supported by the way in which Nietzsche describes the 

Dionysian in his late period. Although Dionysus comes to represent a myriad of symbols 

and notions, I collated these into three main areas which all the mentions of Dionysus in 

Nietzsche’s late period can fall under. Dionysus in the late period came to mean the 

extreme limit of affirmation, joyful creation-destruction, and finally superabundant and 

overflowing vitality.  The Dionysian is symbolic of Nietzsche’s ideal affirmation of life, 

one in which everything is affirmed, no matter how terrible. Affirmation of the Dionysian 

kind is incredibly difficult. Nietzsche is clear that this is not merely an acceptance of life 

but a love of it. Furthermore, a love which expresses itself as a desire for life to eternally 

return exactly as it is. This is a test of one’s relationship to existence. As Nietzsche asks, 

“how well disposed would you have to become to yourself and to life to crave nothing 

more fervently than this eternal confirmation and seal?”543  

The “Dionysian man” is one who Nietzsche imagines is this well disposed to 

himself and life. As such, he mirrors the dually creative and destructive characteristic of 

life. The affirmation of life demands that one face life truthfully. That is to say, see it for 

what it truly is. For Nietzsche, life is becoming. The “Dionysian man,” who has affirmed 

life and thus loves life as the becoming she is, destroys even the most beautiful illusions. 
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Whereas Dionysus in The Birth of Tragedy required Apollo to veil the horrors of 

existence, the Dionysian man now requires no such distance from Dionysian wisdom. He 

is aware that life will bring inevitable suffering, but affirms this regardless, seeing pain as 

a stimulus for joyful creation.  

The Dionysian is “pregnant with the future” but, like all births, creation 

necessitates pain. This applies too when “creating oneself” as Nietzsche claims Goethe 

did.544 The self is not given. One must continually create oneself and this is difficult and 

dangerous. Nonetheless, the Dionysian man accepts the risk. Indeed, he suffers, but what 

Nietzsche claims he suffers from is overabundance. As he is overfull, he must squander 

himself, he must give himself and he must continually overcome himself. Therefore, we 

saw that the Dionysian is Nietzsche’s paramount conception of health and vitality but it is 

one that continually risks oneself through acts of self-overcoming. 

Why? For Nietzsche, “the true philosopher…risks himself constantly.”545 This is 

what I have shown Nietzsche has in common with Ancient Greek “care of self” which 

has not been appreciated in the literature. Ultimately, I showed, just how similar 

Nietzsche’s Dionysianism is to the parrhēsíast’s “care of self”. Like Socrates and the 

Cynics, the Dionysian man receives a “calling” or life’s mission, constantly puts himself 

at risk even to the point of self-sacrifice, and “lives dangerously!”.  

Just as Socrates and the Cynics exercise their “care of self” through the technique 

of parrhēsía and risk their lives in doing so, so too does Nietzsche’s philosopher, who 

stands in a Dionysian relationship to existence, exercise his own art of life through the 

technique of self-overcoming. Self-overcoming aims not at self-preservation but at 
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growth and in this pursuit frequently risks herself and even sacrifices herself. To “care” 

for oneself, in Nietzsche, is to risk oneself. This is evidenced not only by the vitality and 

growth of the one who accepts risk as she overcomes but also by the unhealth of those 

who do not accept risk, do not overcome, seek to stay still, and seek to self-preserve. All 

these things, Nietzsche says, are “symptoms of decline”. 

When applied to techniques of the self, one of the ways the Dionysian man 

achieves such health is through sacrifice. Sacrifice has often been thought of, in 

Nietzsche’s philosophy, as something he viewed negatively. Indeed, Nietzsche does 

criticise the self-sacrifice of the Christian. However, there is a form of sacrifice which he 

sees as ‘healthy’ and worthwhile. Dionysian sacrifice, I argued, is not the self-sacrifice 

which derives from lack, but a positive sacrifice which is closer to the notion of gift-

giving and springs forth from the Dionysian man’s overabundance. This positive notion 

of sacrifice reveals that Nietzsche’s Dionysian “care of self” does not exclude others. 

Rather, the Dionysian man’s “healthy” sacrifice benefits others just as Socrates’ pursuit 

of the “care of self” urged others to take care of their own souls.    

“Care of self” is about one’s relation to oneself, other and world. For Nietzsche, 

the rare types aim at a Dionysian relationship to existence. Just as the parrhesiast 

cultivates harmony between one’s words and the life one lives, the Dionysian aims at 

harmony between self and life. As, in Nietzsche’s view, risk is an essential part of life, it 

must therefore be affirmed by the “Dionysian man”. The Dionysian affirmation of life 

involves an attitude whereby one seeks to overcome oneself rather than preserve oneself. 

This is the same attitude towards life exhibited by the Cynic parrhesiast. The Cynic, who 

actively practices his poverty and continually seeks ever more difficult hardships to test 
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and refine himself, is similar to the Dionysian man who also seeks “everything strange 

and questionable in existence”.546 This is a “noble” way of life, in Nietzsche’s view, and 

a condition of those with magnanimity of soul:  

The noble human being honors himself as one who is powerful, also as 
one who has power over himself, who knows how to speak and be silent, 
who delights in being severe and hard with himself and respects all 
severity and hardness.547  

However, it is not simply mindless risk-taking which is suggested here. In the 

Socratic, Cynic, and Dionysian we find an admirable commitment to a cause which 

indeed, “cares” for oneself, but is much bigger than oneself. For their goals, each is 

willing to “risk every danger”.548  

“Care of self,” then is more than just writing letters, giving an account of oneself, 

and watching what one eats. The purpose behind these askesis was a commitment to the 

cultivation of one’s character, the transfiguration of the soul and what Nietzsche would 

call “becoming who you are”. These themes are most certainly not of exclusive concern 

to the Nietzsche of the middle period. In fact, they represent a very central concern which 

persists throughout his entire thought.  

As scholars have noted, Nietzsche revitalizes certain aspects of Hellenic “care of 

self”. While the Stoic-Epicurean aspects he admires have been well documented by 

Nietzsche commentators in relation to his middle period, Nietzsche ultimately dispenses 

with this in favor of “Dionysian joy” a concept which is not exclusive to one period of his 

thought, but rather, a leitmotif from the beginning to the end.  
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I have argued that a “care of self” still remains, therefore, which is Dionysian. 

This shows no break in Nietzsche’s thinking and no contradiction in Nietzsche’s Greek-

inspired thoughts. Rather, as Foucault showed, the Dionysian theme of parrhēsía was 

intimately tied to the “care of self” in the Socratic and Cynic tradition. It is this aspect of 

Nietzsche’s “care of self” which I have illuminated.  

What emerges is a “care of self” which looks nothing like “care” at all: rather, one 

has to take risks, even sacrifice the self in order to exercise self-care. Indeed, “care” here 

does not equate conservation, neither for Socrates, the Cynics, or Nietzsche. In 

Nietzsche’s philosophy, we find it is exactly the risks posed by the difficulty of such an 

endeavor, which allow for the possibility of self-transformation. This is the task of the 

philosopher who has “traversed many kinds of health, and keeps traversing them”. This 

“type” of Dionysian individual faces the inevitable challenges of life courageously 

knowing that “pain is the liberator of the spirit.” Though their task is fraught with danger 

and risk, it is affirmed in full knowledge that “out of such long and dangerous 

exercises…one emerges as a different person.”549  

 Ultimately, Nietzsche understood, as the Greeks did, that in order to transform 

oneself, to care for oneself, one must risk great difficulty, pain, and struggle. For 

Nietzsche’s “Dionysian man,” these contain the true “transfiguring” power which 

“compels us philosophers to descend into our ultimate depths.”550 Although they pose a 

danger, they can also reveal to us our capacity for overcoming even the most difficult 

challenges in life. Those that stand in a Dionysian relationship to existence, therefore, not 

only accept the risks, but seek them. For the Dionysian individual, even pain act as a 
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stimulus to life, aware that destruction always precedes creation, pain always precedes 

birth, and the self must be constantly risked in order to be reborn: “In the end, least what 

is most important remain unsaid: from such abysses…one returns reborn…”551 
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